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The community was
greatly shocked last
Friday afternoon by the death of Mrs. Frank
R. Wiggin at her home on
Congress street.
She had been ill for about a
month and her
friends looked for her
complete recovery, so
favorable had been her condition.
Other com-

Portland Goes Republican.. .The Apie Situation. .The Sweet Corn Outlook.
Educational Movements.Maine
dairymen’s Meeting.. ..A Remarkaie Success.. .“Uncle Solon.”
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Suggestions.. .Enemies of
Progress.. .Buy Your Own Paper...
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'ry States to be Drier...Driven out
f Business... Recent Deaths.
Peary
deceives $50,000 for His Own Story.
ditorials. .The Churches. .Transfers
Real Estate. .The News of Brooks.
i'he News of Belfast.
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Why Brown

lands, and they have the sympathy of a large
circle of friends in their bereavement. The
funeral services were conducted by Rev. A. A.
Smith of Belfast at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Garry Cunningham, Sunday, November
28th. Mr. J. W. Nickerson, Mr. H. M. Chase,
Mr. C. R. Nickerson and Mr. James O. Patter-

Acquitted.. Maine’s
ldest Twins.... Good Things from
verybody’s....Literary News and
was

son

acted

Marden

will be

vidual.

furnished.

Grange, Brooks, had a big
Monday evening.
Degrees were
on candidates, a big supper, of which
ired people partook, was provided by
committee, and a general good time
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Harvest Moon

Grange,

December 4th, the program conreadings, recitations, songs, quotathe topic, What do we attend the
The members are now preparing
itertainment to be given soon. The
officers will be held Saturday afterinber 11th, at their hall. A full atdesired.
Pomona Grange met December
Gardner Grange, West Winterport.
<• team conferred the fifth
degree on
f eight.
Address of welcome was
•.
L. Dyer, with a response by Mr.
Frankfort. A fairly good crowd
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and

a

very

pleasant day

was

pass-

The next meeting will be with
1 ight Grange of Monroe.
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Washington.

Address of

Thurswith Evening
Following is the

No. 2 will meet

16th, at 10

m.,

welcome, L. L. Morton;

growing and ensilage, Boardman
on;
reading, Mrs. Chas. Lucas;
unces Austin; topic, The effect of the
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funeral services were held at her late home
Monday afternoon at three o’clock. The profusion ol beautiful flowers and the many
people who gathered for the farewell tribute witnessed the respect in which she was held and
with the wide
Pomona Grange will meet
sympathy for those who remain. The
Lake Grange, Palermo, December services were conducted
by the Rev. Adolph
regular time for meeting is Decem- Rossbach, pastor of the Unitarian church, asbut as the State Grange meets in | sisted
by the Rev. David L. Wilson of the Con■n that date it was decided to have !
gregational church. The remains were taken
na meeting one week earlier,
to Bangor on the Tuesday
morning’s train.

meeting

j

Those who knew her appreciated her
and recall them the more

splendid qualities

show

and fruit

Arthur E.

on

the fruit culture

Johnston; music, A. N.

recitation, Emerald Adell.
Harvest Grange, Center Montville,

Saturday evening

last

•ers

as

fol-

How’ard; Overseer, J. W.
Lecturer, Allen Goodwin; Steward,
Asst. Steward, G. E. Terry; ChapTasker; Treasurer, J. W. Tibbetts;
Annie Clement; Gate Keeper, L. G.
Ceres, Lucy Tasker; Pomona, Laura

;< r,

M. L.

a.
t

j

Addie V.

Cain; L. A. S., Carrie

Jrganist and Chorister,

Cora

Berry.

their annual meeting
Grange
ay and elected the following offiter, Charles B.
Eaton; Overseer,
Curtis; Lecturer, Mrs. Ada Curtis;
11. G. Pettee; Assistant Steward, A.
C haplain, Miss Lucy A. Cochran;
held

Henry

J.

Chaples; Secretary,

Al-

worth; Gate Keeper, Albert P. ColMrs. Lena Eaton; Pomona, Florence

I

|

Mrs. uertruae

lora,

ooison;

Lhoris-

Harvey B. Cunningham; Lady Assisard. Miss Blanche Bridges.
Maine State
be held at City Hall,
ginning December 21st, at 10 a. m.
Central will sell tickets at convenannual session of the
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Julia A. Cook was born in Dixmont, Maine,
on the 8th day
ofJJuly, 1823 and died at the
home of her son. Mr. Frank M. Chase, in Council Grove, on November 6, 1909,
being past 86
The funeral services were conyears of age.
ducted at her late home Tuesday afternoon.
November 8th, Rev. Reed conducting the
service. She grew to womanhood in the State
of her birth and in August, 1842. she was married to Mr. Edmond Chase. To this union two
children were born, one dying in infancy, the
other, Mr. Frank Chase of this city.
Mr. and
Mrs. Chase moved from Portland. Maine, to
Kansas in 1870 and settled in Morris county,

five miles west of Council Grove, where
they
continued to live until 1909, when they moved
to Council Grove. Mrs. Chase has been a valued and beloved member of the
Congregational
church of Council Grove for 37 years,
uniting
letter from Portland. Maine,
January 11,
1872. This church was then in charge of Rev.
Lincoln Harlow, in whose family she had proved a ministering spirit while
they endured
sorrow in the death of two little children. In the
summer of 1872 Mr. Armsby
began his ministry.
Mrs. Chase was among the first to welcome
the strangers to their new home and remained a steadfast friend during his long
ministry.
Some of her admirable traits of character were
her consistent Christian life, her
sympathy for
the sorrowing and suffering, and her
unfailing
interest in the progressof the Redeemer’s
kingdom. Deep in her nature was planted the love
of flowers. She seemed to know by intuition
the variety adapted to the soil of Kansas and
with generous impulse she was ever
sharing
them with friends and neighbors. There are
homes in Council Grove toda}’ deeply indebted
to her thoughtful kindness for their success in
flower culture. Thus her life flowed on, calmly
reflecting the glory of a long day spent in
useful service. An unfailing trust in God, a
tender appreciation of the loving care that,
surrounded her and those truths that sustain
the heart even in the shadows of declining
powers, these we believe were hers even to
the end.—Council Grove Guard. Council Grove,
Kansas, November 12th.

by_

Mrs. Chase was for many years a resident of
Jackson, Maine; her husband. Edmund Chase,
having conducted a general store at Jackson
Center. Among her brothers were Jacob G.
Cook, a merchant for years at Jackson Mills
and later one of Waldo county’s officials, Jessie
H Cook and Eli Cook, prominent citizens of
Jackson. Her son, Francis M. Chase, was 1st
Serg’t of Co. B, 29th Maine regiment, which
had on its rolls a large delegation from Jackson, Thorndike and Troy.
Ned, as he was
known in

boyhood,

for many years

was

cessful farmer at Council
he cultivated 800

acres.

a

suc-

Grove, Kansas, where
He has

recently

re-

active work and removed from his
the near city of Council Grove.

tired from

farm

to

Allen Hamlin

Roberts,

who died in

Chicago,

the time in all matters.
'There is no death! What seems so is
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life eiysian.
Whose portal we call Death.”

transition;

Mary J.,

widow of the late A. N. Noyes, died
the Belfast Home for Aged Woman, December 6th, after a week’s illness which had
confined her to her bed. She had been a
boarder at the Home since September 1904.
Mrs. Noyes was the daughter of the late Daniel
Wadlin of Belfast, and her long and useful life
was spent in this city.
Her husband died 16
years ago after an illness of 35 years, during
at

which

he

was

perfectly helpless,

and in all

these years Mrs. Noyes took constant care of
him, devoting the best years of her life to the
task. In recent years her greatest trials were
the loss of hearing and failing sight. For
many
years she

member of the First Parish
(Unitarian) Church and was constant in her
attendance as long as health permitted. Two
children survive her: Mrs. Annie B- Quimby
of Belfast and Horace C. Noyes of
Denver,
Colo.

was a

Her funeral took

place at the home of
street, Wednesday
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, Rev. Harry Lutz, of
Billerica, Mass., a former pastor, and Rev.
Adolph Rossbach, the present pastor of the Belfast Unitarian church, officiating.
Mr. Lutz
came in response to the request of Mrs.
Noyes
that, he should officiate at her funeral.
her

daughter, No.

25 Court

Eli C. Merriam of this city has received a
telegram announcing the death of his sister.
Mrs. Thos. H. Gurney at North Yakima, Wash.,
November 28th.
Mrs. Gurney was the daughter of the late Elisha and Martha C. Merriam
of Morrill. She leaves, beside her highly esteemed husband, one son, Adelbert Whitney of
Big Timber, Montana; two brothers, Elisha of
Morrill and Eli C. of this city; one sister, Mrs.
\V. H
Woods of Kennebunkport, Me. Mrs.
Gurney was all that a good and loving wife,
mother, sister and friend should be, and all
who knew her will mourn the loss of a true
friend.
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Carver, nee Ames, a
resident of the Hill section for over
forty
years, and one of the oldest members of the
Hanson Place M. E. Church, died on
Tuesday
of pneumonia, after a brief illness at her residence, 50 Fort Greene place. The funeral services will be held tonighi, and will be conducted by the Rev. Dr. Henderson, of the Hanson
Place M. E. Church.
Mrs. Carver was the
wife of Capt. Henry N. Carver, a retired seaman.

one
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married
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nity-eight

years on the 16th of last month, and her husband is in his eightv-fifth year. She was born
at Lincolnviile, Me.. May 22. 1830, and was the
daughter of Isaac and Rebecca Ames. She is
survived by her hjisband, a son. William H.,
who is a well-known real estate man of this
borough: five grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren. The interment will be tomorrow in Greenwood
cemetery.—Brooklyn, N.

Times, December 2nd.

Y.,

Granville Carleton, president for several
years of the Camden Savings Bank and a retired lime manufacturer, died Decerriber 3rd at
his home in Rockport at the age of 70.
lie
was the inventor of a process for
burning lime
which is much in use in other States.
Before
the Civil War he was in the lime commission
business at Savannah, but when the war broke
out he came North and established a lime manufacturing business in Rockport.

Illinois, November 30th was a native of South
Jackson, Maine, where he was born February
go December 20-23 andgood to return
Other Maine railroads will 22, 1836, son of Hamlin M. Roberts and Mary
25th.
ial rate tickets.
The headquarters Ann (Rich) Roberts. When a boy Alien worked in the shipyard of N. G. Hicnborn, South
the Bangor House, with rates of $2
"GONE TO THE POND.”
Prospect. Later he took a course of study at j
two persons in a room and bed, wdththe New Hampton, N. H., Free Will Baptist
$2.25 per day with bath. At many of
In looking the other
and taught schools ii
Unity and
s and
day
boarding houses and in private Seminary
for a missing cut, the one
Thorndike. In the latter town an attempt to
good board may be obtained for $1 per
here shown—a reminder of
the duty of every master of a sub- whip and put out the schoolmaster met with
a
disastrous failure because of the fightbygone days—was found.
Pomona grange to attend the State
People go to the ponds
r“:
ing qualities developed in Mr. Roberts. He
«nd the duty of every grange to be
also taught for two years in Massachusetts and
now-a-days by automobile
iP< •■». ated. If the master cannot possibly,
Rhode Island, where he married one of his
or buckboard, and
Et
cottages
e grange should elect and certify a
have taken the place of
scholars, Miss Kate Weatherhead, who surto represent the grange.
The fifth
Mr. Roberts was one of the stuvives him.
the old-time camps. There
degrees will be conferred on WednesJents at the school of Samuel Johnson at Jackwere no society events at the ponds in those
*
ciing. Fifth degree fee, 25 cents; sixth
son Center, which more than fifty years ago
early days. The camps were frequented only
$1. Applications for sixth degree
the mecca of young men and women of
by stag parties, who enjoyed roughing it, who
ade on the first or second day of the was
that aud surrounding towns ambitious to acslept in bunks, smoked T. D's., and wore old
quire advanced education. Among them was clothes. The pioneer camp at Pitcher's I'ond
■'ids leading from North Searsport to j
numbered Wm. T. C. Runnels of Searsport and
is now a part of the James H. and R. Howes
re full of grangers November 27th,
I
James W. Wallace of Belfast, both of whom cottage. There were originally ten propriea harvest feast and a general good
were
especially distinguished as champion tors, reduced for a time to six and then raised
Morning Light Grange, by special shoulder and elbow wrestlers. Mr. Roberts to the full number. Of this last ten A.
A.
We arrived at the town hall quite
went to Flmwood, Illinois, in 1860, where he
Howes is the only survivor. Riverside was
found w e were not the first to arrive, was for some
the pioneer cottage at Quantabacook, and of
years local agent for the Chicago,
o'clock nearly two hundred Patrons
Burlington & Quincy R. R. He then embark- those who frequented it in the early days all
0. Gardner, Northern Light and
u.i 1:_
i,,,
aave passed away.
Among the number were
ight Granges had assembled at the ed for forty years in Illinois and Council 2X-Gov.
Crosby, George B. Moore, the editor
thy Master Clements of Morning Bluffs, Iowa, the latter years of his life at the )f The Journal, William H.
Simpson, his sucI--:
—i—
He was an
Jnion Stock Yards, Chicago.
;essor in the editorial chair, Hiram Chase, and
ire in form, and after the regular
expert upon the weight and value of car lots nany others.
f business the 3d and 4th degrees
>f cattle, hogs and horses, in the latter he hav1 erred on a large class in first class
ing had an especial interest. He had been Death of the Famous Stallion Nelson, 2.09.
the degree team of Morning Light
failing in health for five years. Interment
News comes from Waterville of the death,
We have seen the work performed
svas at Elmwood, Illinois, where his only child.
December 3rd, of the famous stallion Nelson,
i.mes by other degree teams, but never
>tce King of the turf.
*
Nelson was foaled
Miss Katie, was buried.
done any better. Morning Light should
tone 12, 1882, and was sired by
I
Young Rolfe.
,atyd over what it has accomplished in
Tom
The dam of Nel
Rolfe, 2.33*.
Sarah A., wife of Clark M. Marden, who died !.21j, by
1
and
1 son was Gretchen,
b •H year- ^ recess was then taken
Gideon.
As
a 2-year-old
by
into line and marched to the •ecently at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
le attracted much attention, and when 3
l'f‘‘hZ ltr>rs fellwhere
years
a steaming clam stew
r'»om,
Smery Peavey, in Hampden Highlands, was 84
t
>ld made a record of
the
fastest mile
4|’a'd the
hungry Patrons, and it was a good rears, 6 months and 3 days old. All that the nade up to that time on2.26J,
r
a half-mile track.
,0"
After a good chat, while the young
At 7 he made a mark of
and a year
^ engaged in Tucker and Chase the Squir- oving care and devotion of her two daughters, ater lowered the time for 2.14*,
a mile on a halfMrs. Cunningham, and of her
and
Mrs.
was again called to order and a
Peavey
grange
mle track to 2.15£. In the summer of 1890 he
i
Ingram listened to. Bro. Edward Evans, faithful husband, who was only five
days her vent west and at Kankakee, 111., he captured
n^£ deputy for Waldo county, made some
he world’s stallion record, 2.12. Two
days
order lenior, could do for the sufferer during her ten
the
remark8
for
the
of
good
ater at Terre Haute,
furiate
he went a mile in
-he
visiting members were then called veeks of tedious illness was done. She was MU. He ended the Ind.,
season of 1890 with a
dro.
the
Dow
of
in
and
>orn
the
Morning Light gave
Swanville,
Jj s of
during
greater part ] nark of 2.10J. In 1891 he made a mark of 2.10
welcome and Bro. Black of Granite >f her 64
L
years of married life lived upon the '• it Grand jRapids.
r£,*ponse. Bro. W. J. Matthews set the
Nelson did little work on the track in 1892,
to
f(
,r°Ning and the old veteran grangers farm where she was born. Besides her aged | the following year he lowered his mark
to
suit. It was so late that all were
lusband she leaves five children: Mrs. Garry
|ut
.09. The once great stallion for the next few
brief, that all might have 5. Cunningham, Mr. Joseph A. Marden, Mrs. 'ears trotted exhibition
j^^ed to be very
miles
on many tracks
say. At a late hour the grange
e]
Smery Peavey, "Mr. Raymond R. Marden and n New England and New Brunswick.
and we were on the road toward home.
ftp 0££,a8ion
When the stallion was at his best Mr. C. H.
Mr. Edward C. Marden, all of Swanville
was one long to be remembered.
except
Lh
4elson is said to have refused an offer of $100,lg *1Ve
Mrs. Peavey, who resides at Hampden High- < 00 for him.
Morning Light Grange.—A. S.
one
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The

The regular December meeting of the
city
government was held last Monday evening.
The records of the last meeting were read and
approved and the roll of accounts read and ordered paid as follows:
Contingent. $ 618 48

as

was

home, Rudolph
man and was born in
Liberty about 78 years
! he State House Addition. .The Pure Hersey and Ralph C„ who with their father,
ago in the house built by her father, which
nod Act .Quillcote Products. .Loyal survive her. Two brothers, Thomas H.
Hersey
the American Ship. .The Mt. Bat- and
Guy A. Hersey, also survive, and reside in was one of the first houses in the town. It is
ue Mill Case.
Bangor. Unassuming and of kindly disposition still standing and is now known as the Sanford
oarsport.. .Stockton Springs.. .Snip Mrs.
Wiggin made many firm friends, and house. Before her marriage Mrs. Maddocks
News.County Correspondence...
Porn.Married.Died.Belfast found for herself a large place in the life of taught school in Liberty and in Belfast.
About forty-seven years ago she married Dr.
Price Current.
the community. The grace and charm
with
which she presided over her own home were Harris, then a practising dentist in Liberty,
YVS OF THE GRANGES.
manifested in all her other activities. She and after the death of Dr. Harris several years
moved much in the social circles of the com- ago, she married Mr. Maddocks, who lived but
a few months.
For several summers past Mrs.
.•kv..range,t>urnnam,nas struck out in munity and was a
delightful hostess at her
't fur a stable for the protection of
home and at the summer cottage on the Fast Maddocks has visited friends and relatives in
-es.
They have the material already Side. She was a regular attendant at the ser- Liberty and vicinity. She was a woman of
•t and will begin at once putting up
vices of the Unitarian chutch and a charter rare charm of manner and although much shatmember of Primrose Chapter, No. 152, Order tered by ill health and sorrow she still retained
of
the Eastern Star, where she will be most a lively interest in all topics of the day, and
ball
at
nksgiving
Tranquility Grange,
on the bright side of
things
lie, was a success, although the trav- sadly missed as one of its officers. True and looking always
found comfort and cheer in being helpful and
bad. There will be another dance loyal and kindly in all the relations of her life
to all a smiling face. She was always
ill Friday evening, December 24th. she needs no eulogy from the pen of any indi- showing
Notes.

Home

City Government.

bearers. For many years Mrs.
active member of Comet
Grange and she took a keen interest in social
she entered into the rest and
peace of the life affairs as long as her health and declining
beyond. Before her marriage Mrs.
Wiggin years would permit. She was a devoted comwas Miss Mary Plaisted
Hersey, daughter of panion and mother, social and hospitable, and
Thomas Hersey, a retired
merchant, and Sarah will be most missed by those who knew her
E. Plaisted of Bangor. Born in
Bangor, Octo-‘ best. There were beautiful floral tributes
ber 17, 1870, her education was
received in the from her husband and children.
public schools of that city, and later she studied
Mrs. Harriet Maddocks died December 1st at
music in Germany. In 1895 she was
married
the home of her daughter, the wife of Dr. Walto Mr. Frank R. Wiggin. cashier of the
Waldo
ter Brown of Norridgewock.
Trust Co., and came to Belfast to
Mrs. Maddocks
make her
was the
home. Two sons came to the
daughter of Francis and Nancy Chap-

plications, however, exhausted her
strength,
and after suffering
intensely for over a week

hristmas

v

~
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General school purposes.
School contingent.
Repairs, Insurance.
Free text books

Cemetery.
Highways.

At 10
60.

a. m.

News

of Belfast.

last Monday the temperature

PERSONAL.
was

The Brower Circle at Mason's Mills will have
a pie social at the home
of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Thompson, tomorrow,

495 83
417 78
46 40
24 53

tan

68 84
286 09
542 55

clergymen.

Come to Belfast for your hob’day goods. The
stores were never more attractive and
bargains
are offered in all lines.
See those announced
in our advertising columns.

Total..$2,740 00
board of municipal officers the matter
| of the sanity of Agnes M. Gray was taken up.
Gertrude Gray asked that she be adjudged in-

Carle & Jones' special sale last Saturday was
a great success.
When it began they had the
goods, as advertised, and when it closed hundreds of people had the bargains of their lives.
The store was thronged with
eager buyers all
through the day and evening.

Dr. E. L. Stevens testified that she
insane.
Drs. G. C. Kilgore and O. S.
Vickery testified that she was not insane. On
motion of Alderman Morse, seconded by Aidersane, and
was

It is

hoped to present the opera lolanthe
about January 20th, and good
judges say it is
to be one of the best
operas ever put on by
local talent. The dramatic
parts are strong,
Clifford stating that the moving picture booth
and the music Sullivan’s best
production,
in the Opera House had been so adjusted as to
Costumes have been ordered from Boston.
meet the requirements of the New England j
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
Insurance Exchange.
Dyer, the said Agnes M. Gray was placed
the hands of the Overseers of the Poor.
A communication was read from Walter J.

man

post office for the week ending December 7th;
Miss Marguerite Allen, Mrs. Josie
Clark, Mrs.
Ida Cram (2 letters), Miss
Augusta Gray, Mrs.
Jennie H. Thurston, Miss Mitchell, Herbert
Buckley, H. F. Crabtree, James H. Hill, Curtis
J. Lougee, Willard S. Morse.

The report of Aldermen Morse and Rogers
relative to the fire inquest held November 20th
was approved by the full board.
IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

A full board was present. On motion of Alderman Dickey, seconded by A.derman Dyer, it
was voted that the Street Commissioner be instructed to buy 1,000 tons of rock.

to

Hon. William P. Thompson of Bangor was in
the city a few days the past week on business.

her

Friday, evening. ! Miss Edna Ferrin went to Rockland SaturThe D. A. R. will meet with Miss Florence t
day for a short visit at her home in that city.
Hill Monday, December 13th, at 7.30
p. m.
Mrs. Sarah E. Peavey of Chelmsford, Mass.,
I
Subject, The Puritans; roll call, famous Puri- is the
guest of her sons, Guy L. and Archie

176 56

In the

in
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PERSONAL.

Frank L. Whitten left Monday for Boston,
to consult a specialist.

Miss Phoebe Staples of East Belfast has
gone
Chicago to spend the winter.
Mrs. Cora Jones of Montville is the guest of
cousin, Mrs. Sherman G. Swift

Mrs. Charles Clark of Castine was the guest
of Mrs. Ellen Shorey at Citypoint last week.
Miss Alice P. Poor is at home from Boston

spend

to

the

holidays

Peavey.

and Mrs. C. O. Poor.

Miss Claire Vaughan of East Belfast
spent
last week with her cousin, Miss Julia Vaughan,

went to

at

Citypoint.

Mrs. Fred Rack! iff e is visiting relatives in
Camden and later will visit in Rockland and
Thomaston.
Frank

with

her

jarents,

Hon

M. L. Slugg of the Coe-Mortiner
Company
Bangor Monday on business for the
company.
John W. Knight, Willis E. Hanilton and J
L. Colby are in Portland attending the United
States court as jurymen.

and Castine has
the Fenway, Boston,

Mrs. N. S. Piper, who spent Thanksgiving
her niece, Mrs. Will Totten in Portland#
returned last Friday noon.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ellis returned last week
from a visit with their son, Mr. Herbert E.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Pearl of
Bangor
spent the week-end in this city, guests of Mrs.
Pearl’s brother, Charles H. Field..

P. Wood of

engaged apartments
for

Bangor
in

the winter.

Ellis, in Chelmsford, Mass.
G. W. Searles has returned from Centre Palermo, Me., where he had been at work forW.
W. Turner. -Somerville, Mass., Journal.

W. H. Bray, who has been a resident of Augusta for a year, came home for Thanksgiving
and has since moved here for the winter.
Eben Winthrop Freeman, Esq of Portland
in Belfast Monday on business
Mr. Free-

with

Miss Mary Ford, who ^for m
iny years has
been at Staten Island, arrived last Saturday
night and is with her brother, Chalmers Ford.

Miss Ella Hayes has returned from Lynn
Mass., where she had a long 2nd serious illness, and has been heartily welcomed by her
many

friends.

was

man

is the counsel for the receiver of the Bel-

fast Gas & Electric Co.
Mr

on,4 Mra

Prank

morning
nn

At

TZ>-1

A.

Tuttle arrived hone Wednesday

from

Elgin,

111.

f ill VtooltV,

He
—

vas
...

compelled
u.

11

Samuel Parks Cadman of Brooklyn, N.
there for the pressnt.
were
guests at the home of his
Y., will be the next speaker in the lecture ! sisterThanksgiving
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. S. O. Tarbox.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D.
Littlefield and
n'V.
l—j
e
n
course, given under the ausDices of the Im- I —Farmington Chronicle.
daughter Shirley of Alton, N. H arrived Montime in regard to the petition for a light at the provement Society.
He is one of the leading
Miss Julia Littlefield went to Castine Satur- day for a short visit with Mr. Littlefield's
parcorner of Bridge and Green streets.
speakers of the day, and is not only a clergy- day to
spend Sunday with her sister, Miss ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Littlefield.
The committee on highways asked for furth- man, a philosopher and orator but a teacher of
who finished her millinery season at
Grace,
Miss Ethel Savery has returned home from
er time on the petition of Leland H.
Piper, modern thought. He will speak here January that
place and returned to Belfast Monday.
visits in Portland and Portsmouth. While m
relative to the unsightly condition of the high- ; 5th, and those who have not secured course
Rev. irving B. Mower of Waterville, secre- Portsmouth she was the guest of Mrs. Charles
way near his dwelling on Charles street, pre- tickets can obtain single tickets for 50 cents.
of the Maine Baptist missionary conven- Stevens, whose husbandisstewardnur.se in the
sen ted at the November meeting.
Miss Nellie M. Marshall of Paris has bee11 tary
tion, occupied the pulpit at the First Baptist Portsmouth Navy Yard Dispensary.
The petition of Mrs. S. H. Mathews for an
! engaged as superintendent of the Waldo Coun- j
church, Dexter, last Sunday, morning and
! electric light at
the junction of High and
Rare it is indeed, that local residents are
| ty hospital, to take the place of Miss Abigail j evening.
given the opportunity to listen to a more de: Peach street was read and referred to the comj
H. Hinckley, resigned. The new
superintenand entertaining musical and recital
lightful
mittee on lights.
Elmer A. Sherman, one of the receivers for
dent will assume her duties December 15th.
than the one which was held in tbe Second
The following orders were read and passed Miss
the Duplex Roller Bushing Co., and Charles A.
Presbyterian church last evening under the
Hinckley is to take a post graduate course
in concurrence with the Council:
auspices of Division No. 5 of the Pastor's Aid
in Corey Hill hospital in Brookline, Mass. Miss Horton, president of the company, returned
Miss Alice
Estella Simmons, the
society.
That the tax assessed in 1909 against the Lora E.
;
Libby of Portland, who has been on Saturday morning from a business trip to Bos- charming reader of Belfast, Maine, and a
Foster Estabrooks Comjany be abated and
graduate of the Emerson School of Oratory,
duty with MisS Hinckley will return to her pri- ton.
in winning her audience on her first
that the City Clerk be instructed to furnish a vate
Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant arrived home from succeeded
nursing in Portland.
selection and was greeted with much applause
copy of this order to the assessors.
G. A. R. Post and Circle. At the annual Cleveland, Ohio, Monday. Her son, Clarence on all of her efforts. The remainder of the
That the city electrician within ten days inprogram, which was made up of musical selec
meeting of Thomas H. Marshall Post, Tuesday H., who has been critically ill, is convalescing tions.
stall the fire alarm box bought for the New
was ably handled by local
A
December 7th, the following offi- and is at his boarding place again. 1 heir many large number was in attendance parties.
afternoon,
and a neatEngland Telephone and Telegraph Exchange ; cers
Belfast friends extend cordial congratulations- sum was
were elected; Commander, A. D.
realized
to
to
the church fund.
gc
Smalley;
That the committee on highways make arsenior vice, Capt. John W.
A. P. Libby started Monday for Waterville, j East Liverpool, Ohio. Tribune.
Ferguson; Junior
rangements for and employ a draw tender at
called
the
death
of
his
by
the
grandmother,
vice, John Thompson; quartermaster. E. R.
the upper and lower bridges.
mother of the late Isaac C. Libby, at the
age
Meeting of Waldo County Veterans.
Mr. Libby expected to
That the street commissioner buy 1,000 tons Thomas; surgeon, J. W. Nash; chaplain, A. E. of about 95 years.
officer
of the day, James Dunton; officer return home this Wednesday or Thursday, but
The
Clark;
Waldo County Veteran Association met
of field rock to be delivered at the crusher on
may remain a week or two.—Fort Fairfield at the
of the guard, T. D. Guptill; delegates, James
Grange Hall, North Searsport December
Congress street, the rocks to be of suitable size
Review,
2nd. It was a cold day and hard
Harding and Adelbert Knight; alternates, J.
and the price not to exceed 40 cents per ton.
traveling,
Frank W. Collins of Rockland was in the city
yet the following towns were represented
That the committee on city property make W. Nash and John Thompson_At the annual
the first of the week on business. Mr. Collins
Monroe, Winterport, Frankfort, Searsport,
the arrangements for necessary changes re- meeting December 7th of Thomas H. Mar; was for years the Lobster King of this section,
Swanville, Waldo, ard Dixmont, Penobscot
quested by the City Marshal in the basement shall Circle. Ladies of the G. A. R., the fol- but is now retired. A former
resident
he
has
lowing officers were elected; President, Mrs.
County. The forenoon was spent in renewing
of the city building.
Alma Ryder; senior vice, Mrs. Abbie Putnam; many friends in Belfast to welcome him on his
old acquaintances and fighting over the >ld
IN BOARD OK MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
occasional
visits.
battles. A fine dinner was served by the peojunior vice, Mrs. Garrie Cunningham; chaplain,
A full board was present.
Miss Mabel True, who has been employed in ple of North
The resignation of Arthur J. Beach as night Mrs. Harriet N. Carter; treasurer, Mrs. Julia
Searsport arid we have no hesitawatchman was read by the Mayor. On motion A. McKeen; conductor, Mrs. Ifattie Riggs; the New England Telephone office in this city, tion in saying that the boys did it ample jushas
from
her
Mrs.
and
Emma
returned tice.
resigned
position
Crocker; counsellor,
After the smoke and the ladies hud had
of Alderman Dickey it was unanimously voted guardian,
to her home in Dexter, Me.
Her place in the their chat, the
not to accept the resignation of officer Beach. Mrs. Mary Russ.
secretary, in the absence of the
office
is
supplied by Miss Ethel M. president, called the meeting to order and callOn motion it was voted that George L. Ryan
Sale, Supper and Entertainment. The telephone
ed Comrade A. E. Nickerson to the chair. He
be dismissed forthwith from the service as annual Christmas sale of the Universalist Jackson of this city.
made a few appropriate remarks, and then the
night watchman.
society was held last Thursday afternoon from
Allen Hamlin Roberts, whose death in Chiwas given: singing, MarchOn motion it was voted that Walter S. Pack- 2 until G o’clock and many pretty and useful cago is elsewhere
!
recorded, was the only living following program
ard he appointed to succeed George L. Ryan as articles were sold. Mrs. L. T. Shales and Mrs. brother of Hon. C. C.
Roberts, formerly of ing Through Georgia; prayer, Mrs. F. L. PalmJ. G. Paul had charge of the apron table. Miss Stockton, now of Chicago. The other member er; reading records of the last meeting; report
night watchman.
of committee on time and place of next meetJuliette A. Wiggin and Mrs. Charles H. Crosby of the family living to
Adjourned.
maturity was Dr. F. A.
ing, who reported as follows: time, first Thursof the candy table, and Mrs. John A.
Roberts
of
and
whose
wife
Waterville,
was
a
Fogg
sister
day in January; place O, Gardner Grange hall.
Mrs. Sherman G. Swift of the fancy table. At of Mrs.
Henry L. Kilgore.
Bells.
West Winterport; if stormy the next fa::-day:
6 p.m. a fine supper was served and it was well
Dr. E. H. Durgin, who formerly lived in
address of welcome. A. Stinson; iu.-m>nse.
Smalley-Norrington. One of the most patronized. After supper the amusing farce
Searsport and practiced there from 1SS9 to Mrs. F. L. Palmer, who always has a gword
beautiful weddings of the season was solem- “How the Story Grew’' was presented to an
1898, and was well known in Belfast, has for for the veterans. Remarks were made
by
nized on the evening of November 20th at 6.30 appreciative audience. Those taking the parts
some time been located in Cupertino, Calif.,
nearly all the boys who could talk. F. M.
were Mrs. Sherman G. Swift, Mrs.
o'clock at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry H
A.
George
and has a large practice in the Santa Clara Nickerson gave a fine
arr
reading,
B.
Norrington, 903 East Indiana street, Bay City, Leavitt, Miss Luia Mason, Miss Elizabeth Kel- valley, where many Maine people have settled.
Spaulding and Ava Kingsbury gave g
.-agiMichigan, when their daughter. Miss Frances ley, Miss Alice Nickerson, Mrs. Eugene L. He w'ould welcome any old friends who
may tations. Miss E. WT inn if red
Matl.e' s and
Norrington, was married to Lieutenant How- Cook, Miss Katherine Brier and Mrs. L. H. visit that section.
others sang 'Tenting -u the Old
Campgr* unu”
ard Russell Smallev. of the Second Cavalrv. TT. Steams. The vestry was very prettily decoand
Hon. and Mrs. Arthur I. Brown from Augus- in a very impressive manner. Ira Yea.:
S. A., now stationed at Fort Des Moines, Iowa. rated ior tne occasion with evergreens, berries
Hattie May Nickerson gave a fine
r.g, a-'; *r
Rev. Thomas L. Anderson, pastor of the First and Christmas bells. Mrs. Charles Bradbury
which the meeting closed by singing Au.e.Tu.
Presbyterian church, performed the ceremony, and Miss Elizabeth Kelley had charge of the and Mrs. Frank A. Knowlton of Fairfield, Mrs.
Fannie Ulmer Smith of Rockland, Mrs. Arline Thus ended another of our meetings i- ,.g to
which was witnessed by a large nujnber of decorations.
be remembered.—a. s.
guests. In compliment to the cavalry to which
Hospital Donations. Following is a partial Cooper of Newport, and others,are expected to
be in Belfast this evening to attend the MiliLieut. Smalley belongs a color scheme of yellist of contributions sent to the Waldo
County
“SQUIRE PHIN” DRAMATIZED.
Whist party in Memorial Hall.
low and white was earried out in the house ap- General Hospital
during donation week: celery tary
One
oi the greatest successes of the presentand
of
the
pointments
gowns
wedding party- and pumpkins, Mr. W. K. Keene; old linen,
Miss Helen Brown was again featured on the
season is Klaw & Erlanger’s
Quantities of the southern smilax softened the Mrs. Clements: i doz. oak chairs. Women’s programme of a students’ recital
big spectacular
given at the
production of "The Circus Man.” the current
walls, archways and chandeliers, and at one end Hospital Aid; h doz. spreads, James H. Howes; School of Expression, Boston, on
Saturday, attraction at the Boston
of the parlor was arranged a most artistic bank- canned
Theatre. There are
goods, Mrs. S. A. Parker; canned fruit December 4th. The programe was devoted to
many reasons for its success. In the f'rst place
ing of palms and chrysanthemums in the pre- and a comforter, Mrs. S. B. Parker; 1 barrel Christmas stories, Miss Brown
one
choosing
it
is
a
dramatization of a widylv re:-..; hook.
vailing colors, overhung with a large American flour, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley; canned entitled, “Sandy’s Old Woman,” which she inHolman F. Day’s “Squire Phin.” which has to
flag, forming an attractive background for the fruit, Mrs. H. H. Johnson; $2, Mrs. J. C. Gilterpreted with d ?pth of understanding and do with the down east folk. In
the r> xt place
bridal party. Huge clusters of the chrysanthemore, Searsport; candies, fruit and ice cream, keen appreciation which brought forth hearty
the star is Maclyn Arbuckle. an act.
mums were in evidence throughout the
who has
house, Louis Shiro; 1 bushel potatoes, Mr. Achorn, applause from the audience. The recital was
a loyal following in New England and
oaby chrysanthemums being used for the deco- Morrill; jelly and towels, Mrs. O. S. Vickery; one of the
particuregular series given for the purpose
ration of the bridal table. Charles H. White, butter and
larly in Boston, as his successes as Jim Hackler
olives, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett; old of accustoming the more advanced students to
in “The County Chairman" and “Slim” Hoover
organist of Trinity church, presided at the linen and canned fruit, Mrs. Seth
Brown; 4 appealing in public.
in “The Round Up” testify. “The Circus Man"
piano during the hour preceding the cere- linen towels, Miss Hattie M. Black; jellies and
Dr. Frank E. Freeman, veterinarian, for- tells of the fortunes that
nony and rendered a program ending with old linen, Mrs. J. O. Black; 1 white iron
befall"Fighting 11 ime’
crib, merly in practice in Rockland, has sold out his
Look upon his return to Palermo, Maine, where
j the wedding march from Lohengrin. Miss Spencer & Eaton; 1 day’s labor
painting, Capt. business .n the Limerock City and has moved
he was born, after twenty years of
I*acey sang the Lohengrin “Wedding Song” James H. Perkins; vegetables, Isaac
roughing it
Flagg, to Bangor, where he will commence practice.
Dr. Freeman was graduated from Toronto uni
as the proprietor of a wagon circus in Texas
bridal party entered.
as the
William Nor- Belmont; preserves, apples, 1
pair towels and ^ersity in 1893 and
for
the
12
past
years has He has a lot of old scores to settle and he
r: ngton of Pittsburg and Ralph
Norrington ot old linen, Mrs. Percy Wentworth. A unanimous been in practice at Rockland.
proHe has been
Ann Arbor, brothers of the bride, stretched vote of thanks is
extended to the above donors chairman cf the board of Maine veterinary ceeds, in his dominant and forceful way. to dc
it. And he succeeds
the white ribbons to form an aisle for the and to others for
examiners
and
is
now a member of that board.
admirably. Incidentally
gifts not printed, by their re- He has also done the work
of the State in he marries a charming young widow, sees his
bridemaids, Miss Susan Ball of Cleveland and quest.
Knox county for 12 years and has been milk brother wedded to the girl of his choice and
Miss Mary Milholl of Bay City, a cousin of the
inspector ten years. Dr. Freeman has leased the affairs of the village improve vastlv owing
Arrested for Liquor Selling.
Monday the
bride, who were led by Miss Florence Jennison.
residence at 38 Ohio street, and will move to his return. The third and fourth acts
parSheriff Carleton and deputies Ellis and Hurd
hi-; family to Bangor at once.—Bangor Com- ticularly offer Mr. Arbuckle superb
Miss Harriet Comstock of Alpena, was maid of
opportunitv
to display his talents and for m«.ro
visited the apartments on Main street formerly mercial.
u ,rir
ser»o»i<
honor.
The bride was given away by her
than any role in which he has
Stella Moore and arrested George
yet been seen
father.
Her gown was of white i'ace over soft occupied by
Chief Engineer George H. Wardwell of the though the comedy element is never
lacking!
white satin with pearl trimmings, her long Forbes, Fred Smith and Annie A. Ingereoll;
The star has a strong supporting
steamer
who
lives
in
company and
Roosevelt,
BucksFeary
tulle veil was fastened with orange blossoms and took them before the police court
Klaw & Erlanger have mounted the live
charged
acts
an
address
last
and she carried a bouquet of bride’s roses.
Thursday night in in really sumptuous fashion.
with the sale of intoxicating liquors. Smith port, gave
Lieut. John K. Brown of the Second
Cavalry, and the Ingersoll woman came here from the Pine street M. E. church, Bangor, describofficiated as best man. A wedding supper folTHE NEWS IN A NUTSHELL.
ing life in the Arctic regions and some incilowed the ceremony. Lieut, and Mrs.
Smalley Rockland about two weeks ago, and the place dents of the two
he made with Peary
left immediately on a wedding journey and ! had been under
voyages
J. P. Morgan has
suspicion for some time.
acquired control cf the
sailed December
6th for the Philippines
to the far north. He showed curios and relics,
j Forbes admitted that he had been
Equitable Life Assurance Society of New
pocket pedwhere Lieut. Smalley will be stationed.
Mrs. j
and (»eorge B.
some fine furs.
\ork,
He
answered
including
Correlyou, former Secmany
Norrington will be remembered by Belfast ! dling, but said it was as an agent for Smith.
retary of the Treasury, is to succeed 1*
people as Miss Fanny White, daughter of the He was bound over as a common seller in the questions and said that while he believed that morion as president.
Mr. Morton has adlate Robert F. and Eliza S. White.
claims
were genuine he did not care to
Peary's
sum of $200 and Smith was bound over on two
joined forces with Thomas F. Ryar. with a
comment upon the claims of Dr. Cook, but that view to controlling the transit
line-, of New
cases, common seller and common nuisance.
he believes the scientists of the world will set- York city, and his firm has agreed tThe Apple Situation.
under $500 bonds for common seller and $200
the $100,000,000 extension and
of
tle the matter eventually.
improvement
bonds for common nuisance. On each of two sinthe Interborough Rapid Transit
The ‘apple outlook is not considered disCompany's
and
he
was
elevated
sales
fined
and
subway
and
$50
30
The
gle
H.
costs,
Stinson of Boston, who for the
system....
George
Supreme
couraging for patient holders of good stock, j
Court of the United States has denied
Even if it be granted that the surplus unsold diys in jail, with 30 days additional in default
the pej past 38 years has been travelling about in New tition of Charles W. Morse, the
is somewhat greater than it was last year at
New York
of payment of fine and costs. Both Forbes England more or less as a tobacco
salesman, is banker, for a writ of certiorari. The result of
this time, it is likely that the improvement in
the decision is to leave in effect
against Mr
general business conditions has increased the j and Smith went to jail. The woman declared in Maine on one of his periodical visits in the
demand about enough to offset any possibly ; that Smith was a boarder and if he had sold or interest of the American Tobacco Co. He is Morse the sentence of 15 years’ imprisonment.
His only hope now is in the motion
1
for a new
item
is
the
Another
larger supply.
large pro- handled any liquor she knew' nothing about it. particularly remembered by many G. A. R. trial filed December
fith with the United States,
portion of fall varieties in storage. These fall As
was no evidence against her she was
there
circuit
the
veterans
who
attended
court,
court
the
of
National
conviction....
Strike
varieties must be sold the first part of the seaEncampment when it met in Louisville, Ky., several conditions in the northwest are improving.
son, and the same may be said of the seconds discharged.
Freight is moving and flour mills have reand other low grades of winter fruits which
Mr.
Stinson
was
then the New sumed operations. There will
years ago.
be no general
must, as usual, be worked off the first part of
The Sweet Corn Outlook.
England representative of the Harry Weisen- railway strike until next year, if at all.. .Conthe year. After the fall appleB and the low
met
at
noon
gress
Tobacco Co., and interested Mr. Weisenger
Monday, with the usual prograde apples are mostly disposed of, the field
Of interest to many Maine Farmers is the ger
cedure.
The announcement of the recent
in the proposition of entertaining the Maine
ought to remain clear for the very small pro- statement of the Portland
Senator Johnson of North Dakota
Packing Co. in which
portion of choice apples. While opinion is
delegation during its stay in that city. This an~ <?f Representatives Lassiter of Virginia
somewhat divided among the traders, the ma- they say that the outlook for a large acreage
entertainment was most hospitable and the and De Armond of Missouri, caused an early
jority view both East and West seems to in- of sweet corn being planted in the State of
veterans have had occasion to remember that adjournment on both sides of the capitoUin
cline to the expectation of a fair profit on
Maine next spring is very encouraging, owing
respect to their memories. The President’s
over
into
next
year.—The Ameriholdings kept
encampment with pleasure. The following message was read in both Houses
to the advance in price to the farmers of 12£
can Cultivator.
Tuesday.
year Mr. Stinson accompanied Mr. Weisenger
per cent over this season’s price, which
The
on
a
to
several
Potato
in
Market.
trip
places
Portland Goes Republican.
Maine, including
advance makes the price paid to the farmers
Bangor, Belfast and Searsport, where he delivPotatoes are doing better in New York, and
the highest price ever paid in Maine, and is
Portland, Me., December 6. The Republiered Memorial day addresses. Mr. Stinson re- prices have advanced
from 15 to 25 cents a
more than is paid in any other State.
cans carried their tickets in seven of the nine
Already
his
former
employer as well and pros- bag and Maine prices were fully 25 cents highwards of the city election today, electing they have secured all the acreage they require ports
er.
Maine
were
shippers
asking 65 to 6T cents
Charles A. Strout, a well-known attorney, as at Albion, Unity and Newport, and at several perous, having of late years, since the tobacco for
the spuds,delivered in car lots, but all sales
mayor of the city, also seven of the nine aider- of their other factories the subscription books trust took over his plant, been engaged in were made at 65 to 66
cents. The hulk of
the twenty-seven are nearly full.
men and twenty-one of
They are considering closing railroad
enterprises and in the management of stock was selling in the yards at $2 to $2.25
councilmen. Mr. Strout defeated Oakley C. one or two of their factories and increasing
per 180 pounds out of the cars. Some quota1500
acre plantation, where tobacco is extena
their
at
some
of
with
their
a
other
the
Democratic
in
nominee,
acreage
Curtis,
pluplaces
tions are coming forward on sacked Maines at
the interest of economy.
rality of 951 according to unofficial returns.
sively grown and blooded stock raised.
$1.80 to $1.90, delivered.
Dr.

|

—

Wedding

1

Educational Movements.

trialist,

“Unde Solon.”

All this pays the indus-

what lessened.

high grade labor such as
employer wants, asks itself,

frank W. Cowen Pays a Tribute to the
Memory of the Late Hon. Solon Chase.

The limner’s art may trace the absent feature, i every
But oh! the scenss 'mid which we met and “Where do I want work?” and then se-

parted;
the factory where the conditions
The thoughts— the recollections sweet and bit- lects
All Europe is now mainare the best.
ter—
Who shall restore them?”
taining Museums of Safety and Sanitaand when I sat down to enjoy my tion, Germany being the pioneer.
In America, a great industrial country
Journal and read, as I did two weeks
ago, the list of lecturers to be heard in where the need is greatest, the United
Belfast the present winter, lecturers States is the only civilized country

When I read in the papers a few mornings ago that Hon. Solon Chase had passsd away, the tears filled my eyes and my
heart was saddened over the loss by death
of this noted son of Maine, whom I have
loved and revered for his many qualities
and especially for his noble stand for the
great principles of temperance and prohibition. Thus the “Grand Old Man of
Maine,” whose familiar face and personality has been a benediction upon many
a public occasion in recent years in our
State, has been called to his reward at

—

have heard in my own society
the
thought came to me.

I

whom

privileges*

“Well, the world is not so wide after
all!” and immediately I was in Belfast

ready

listen

to

whom I

which does not grant compensation automatically to the injured workman. An
Act was passed at the last session of the.
New York Legislature for an inquiry as
laws
to the European compensation

MacQueen
bring- already adopted and appointing a
Woman’s Club, mission on Causes of Industrial

again

was once

to Peter

instrumental in

ing before the Waltham
appreciate Phidelah Rice and
amoski Trio, and to hear again
to

Com-

dents,

the life

change.
But by far the greatest interest and
the largest crowds are found at the
Mechanics’ Building, scarce'y emptied of

so

we

are

on

Stops earache in two minutes; toothache or
pain of burn or scald in five minutes; hoarseone hour; muscleache, two hours; sore
that
throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas Eclectric
“Threescore and
monarch
over pain.
Oil,

a

ness,

come,

when the food

so

A

and

well-planned

The Kind You Have

people.

Always Bought

MAINE DAIRYMEN’S MEETING.

!

ar

shares,

irged

are

to

work, all money

public print.

issued, which every-

purchase
to

to aid in the

be accounted for in

Each certificate will con-

stitute the holder

a

member of Boston-

1915.

Apropos

of the third item in the Bos-

ton-1915 platform —Greater protection to
health and life—the Waltham Business
Men's Association, whose message is
always good, invited ladies to hear an
illustrated lecture, both apt and timely,

r~V„:

A

AT> /A

perfection of the machine.
Protection from accident and

the

lengthening of human life is assured through a
high-eiass, well-organized effort to ascertain.

develop and use, every device

safety which can be devised by
human ingenuity, for covering or otherwise protecting, gear, screws, couplings,
platforms, levers, rods, chains and ropes.
The American Steel and Wire Company
of the United States Steel Corporation,
places display enameled iron signs
around its high tension currents, inscribed in Polish, Croation, Swedish, Italian
and Hungarian, in addition to English.
As a safeguard for protecting the lives
of employees, often ignorant of English,
It is simple, cheap and effective. Hand
in hand with safety walks sanitation; in
the plant of the Underwood Typewriter
two men are employed to give their
entire time to the cleaning and distribution of the spittoons; these receptacles

for

But one address
Hunton of Readfield.
given, that of Dr. George E.Fellow's
of the University of Maine. Dr. Fellows took for his subject “Agriculture
of Maine and its Possibilities.’’ There

large attendance.

The second day’s meeting opened with
an address by Leon S. Merrill of Solon,
secretary of the association and the inHis subject
spector of State dairies.
was
“Co-operative Breeder’s Associations.” He was followed by Prof. James
0. Jordan of Boston, milk inspector,
who spoke on observations of a city milk

inspector.
subject of

most successful one and occurred on
the farm of Frank L. King, a short distance from town. Not only were stumps
uprooted with ease and the work performed quickly, but large bowlders were
ine wore oi clearing
also DroKen up.
land by this method can be done at an
average cost of $15 per acre.
The first paper read Thursday morning
was by Dr. Charles D. Woods of the
Maine Experiment Station, Orono. He

a

spoke

on

Queries Concerning Breeding.

A discussion of this paper followed. At
10.30 Prof. J. W. Sanborn of Gilmanton,
N. H., gave an interesting address on
Breeding Problems, or How to Improve
the Standard of the Dairy Herd. The
remainder of the forenoon was devoted
to the Maine Creamerymen’s Association,

practical talks being given by Professor
James 0. Jordan, milk inspector of Boston. Three addresses were given at the
afternoon session. The first speaker was

L. G. Dodge of the bureau of farm management, U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington. He spoke on Cropping Systems for Maine Dairy Farms.
Then came another address by Dr. Charles
D. Woods, whose subject was Some
Phases of Economical Feeding. A most
instructive address was then given on
Feeding Dairy Cows for Profit, by Lowell
|I Roudenbush of New Richmond, Ohio.
The The annual banquet of the association
are of steel and filled with sawdust.
I was served at 7 in the evening in Grange
cleaners are provided with tongs for
hall.
are then J
which
the
boxes,
emptying
scalded and refilled with clean sawdust.
todfeestton*
*
Relieves sour stomack,
In case any of the workmen are tuberI
of
Dirats
wnat you eat
the heart
culous, the spread of the disease is some- palpitation

j KodolFop

equivalent,

estimate to allow this and the manure to
offset the interest and taxes on land and

was

was a

j

our

to do

prepared

offi((
jjK

Book and Job

Automatic Smokeless Device
actually prevents smoke—the little lock on the inside of the tube
that holds the wick in check—keeps it below the smoke zone, so accurately adjusted that it cannot go wrong—these are some of the
little things that please—that have contributed to the name and fame

We have reopened
and are

that

Printing

j

in the usual

of the Perfection Oil Heater.

satisfactory

man.

The patronage of ^

ncr.

satisfying heater you can buy—always ready—easy to
manage—always dependable—quickly cleaned.
Brass font holds 4 quarts—burns 9 hours. Attractively finished
in Nickel or Tapan in various styles and finishes.
The most

public

respectfully solicit,
forget

plate,

LANfilLL.PTQ.io
Street,

Dr. John Stev«

LIVE STOCK

SPECIALTY—Diseases

Temple.

[,

Ear.

LIBBY,

office-seeker, but

1“To

“For Julia’s

a

(1

“Looking Ahead” w'as the
the address by E. L. BradDr.
William
on "A Safer America,” by
ford. Prof. P. A. Campbell of the Maine
H. Tolman, Director.
agricultural college, Orono, gave an adThe aim of the movement is to awaken dress on dairy butter making. The principal address of the afternoon was made
an interest among the people for the imby Prof. William D. Hurd of the Massabetween
the
of
relationship
provement
chusetts agricultural college on the posa
of
moderand
labor, by system
sibilities of improving farm crops by seed
capital
The address of the evening
ate service insurance based on the risk selection.
was by Prof. Ivan C. Weld, dairy divisand wages of workmen exposed to danion superintendent of the U. S. departgerous parts of machinery and tools. ment of agriculture. He spoke on imThus far our industrialists have striven proving the nation’s milk supply.
Wednesday afternoon a demonstration
for higher speed and increased efficiency
of clearing land with the aid of dynamite
in the machine or tool. The whole wealth
was made by the Dupoint Powder Co.,
of inventive genius has been lavished on under the auspices of the Blunt Hardwith
little
the
thought ware Co. The demonstrator was F. G.
the machine,
thing,
Peckham of Boston. The exhibition was
for the protection of the worker, the
No country can be in
man, running it.
the front rank of civilization until as
much care is taken of the workman as in

Those hands which rest so still across
his cold breast ,have laid aside forever a
brilliant pen and his witty and eloquent
voice can SDeak no more, hut his name
will long be remembered by the people
of his native State as well as the story
of “Them Steers,” which were the pride
and power of the Greenback movements
of other days. When Uncle Solon became
famous- as a leader of the Greenback
party I was but a boy. I remember,
however, during those Greenback days

broad-minded, indeThe annual meeting of
of $100 to the profit side of the account.
Tit IlCll
pendent, out-spoken, God-fearing man on
Notice also that no mention is made of all
of
the day.
great questions
evening,November 30th, in the municipal the eggs and poultry used in a family of
He was as aggressive as a Roman, with
with
delegates
building, Skowhegan,
four persons. It is not far from a just
gcuciuuo
the State. The

monv

r

been banished by hard
thought and tireless work. In their
stead there are little things that
please—that make for comfort and
The little self-locking
satisfaction.

They’ve

They may be fourscore years.
Yet at its best life is none too long,
For it passes swiftly away.
Like some sweet song.”

politician

which at a lair value auus me

the Maine

O

NOTICE

Device)

Nose.

Bright

possible relation between workers
and their employers.
present from all parts of
A school system that shall help boys showing in seed corn and the entries in
and cheese competitions exand girls find out what work they are milk, butter
ceeded those at any previous meeting of
be=t fitted to do and shall train them to the
society. The milk testers were in
do it well.
the municipal court room as well as the
Until now Boston, like other cities, corn exhibit. The latter was especially
fine. In the office of the road commishas developed largely of itself, and if
sioner was the exhibit of butter, cream
unwould
it
made
were
no city plan
Of these there were 125
and cheese.
The machinery department
doubtedly continue to grow in the future varieties.
Nor is was in the armory of Co. E. in the baseas it has in the past, like Topsy.
ment. The meeting was formally openthis plan for the finest city in the world
ed in the Opera House. After prayer
peculiar to Boston: the cities of Wash- by Dr. Fred A. Leitch, pastor of the
ington, Cleveland, San Francisco, Madi- Centenary Methodist church, the adIhe
..vw-1
nrVinr AmpHcati rit.ips are dresses of welcome were given.
on behalf of the board of trade and
air* a iy planning physical extension. Suf- first,
citizens of Skowhegan, was delivered by
fice it for us of New England that in ad- Prof.
Roy L. Marston, the forestry exand
intelligence pert; the" second, on behalf of Skowh?titi* :: to the cultivation
of Harvard, Boston-1915 proposes a city gan grange and the agricultural interests of Somerset county, by Frank P.
mor<
•v .e>
men, women and children,
Pennell, a prominent member of Skowboth rich and poor, shall have greater
hegan grange and an ex-sheriff of the
-cities than any other city in the county. The response was by the vice
To this end certificates of stock, president of the association, Hon. W. G.
wore
Best

with Smokeless

you’ll
always

More

Use of the schoolhouses outside of
school hours as social centers for the

strength endure,

(Equipped

life,

|

tricts.

public buildings with libraries,
etc.
gymnasiums, meeting halls,

one

S. W.Johnson, Mi

Infants and

Better low-rental homes.
Greater protection to health and life.
disMore playgrounds in the crowded

our

the years of

Everything

IA
CASTOR
Children.
For

developed city.

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

Fancy Grocery

Annie L. McKeen.
Waltham, November 30, 1909.

words give the gist of the Boston plan.
Boston-1915 proposes to get all people
for
and organizations to work together

if

are

Please Us1

that he addressed a large meeting in the
is
famous old town house at Center Montville in Waldo county where I then resided.
Don't
the
ed with my parents.
With other boys of
i
the town I occupied one of the old-fashCircular
Write
for
At
V
Not
Dealer
Yours,
Descriptive
Everywhere.
Every
ioned front pews and listened with keen
to the Nearest Agency of the
W. F.
interest and cheered with the great audiSTANDARD OIL COMPANY
ence his wit and eloquence.
76 Alain
(Incorporated)
During Uncle Solon’s address he was
interrupted by a man in the audience
who was quite deaf: “What is it about
mi 111 i mm l .l..
the Indians?” inquired the deaf man,
fifty
“speak up a little louder, Mr. Chase.”
kindly furnished me an account of his i Uncle
Solon looked at the man with his
in the
last year’s work with the flock, and the
hand behind his ear, and grinned, “1
record is so remarkable that I believe it
line
for
was
a
fullwill be not only of interest, but of much said, my great-grandfather
MIXER BLOCK, MAIN STREET
blooded
Cod
Indian.
Can
hear
Christmas
trade
at
Swift
you
Cape
value as well to Tribune Farmer readers.
that?” thundered Uncle Solon. For sevWhen any man can do what Mr. Woster
Paul’s.
Call
&
and
see
eral days after his speech we boys around
of ;
has done the public ought to be informed
the Center talked about nothing else but
us at Masonic
of it. It not only gives honor to whom
Uncle Solon, “Them steers” and “who
Throat and
honor is due, but it reveals the possibiliF. L.
Burnham, Maine,
the hay.” The walls of that old town
ties of the business in such a way as to got
house in which he spoke have rung with
-ANDSe co n cl- Hand
make a strong impression in -its favor.
the eloquence of some of the many famous
poods of everv deThe account is as follows:
FurniAMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
scription.
men in our State and nation, such as
Gross receipts Expenses Profits
ture, bedding, carHon. Lot M. Morrill. ex-Speakpets, stoves, etc.
December.SI43 96
$95 49
$4S 47 Lovejoy,
er Thomas B. Reed. Hon. Seth L. MilliAntique furniture
Weekly shipments of live sloes to lirightoi
91 72
97 69
January. 189 41
a specialty. If you
Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday morn
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS BLOCS,
ken and others, but none of the noted
73 91
96 32
February. 170 23
have anything to
and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
ing
men who ever spoke there created more
136 13
63 41
March.. 199 54
Office hours every afternoon fi
sell drop me ;
croft every Saturday morning.
T solicit yom
124 40
85 81
enthusiasm and wild cheers than Hon. postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
April. 210 21
consignment, promising you prompt and satis
Evening* I shall be at my •
104 78
148 64
factory returns with the party’s name and adSolon Chase, one of the most witty and
May. 253 42
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Court street, to answer calls
dress i sell your stock to. Write for shipping
182 01
Ju le. 341 05
159 04
orators
the
State
Maine
of
has
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,
original
Office telephone call, 356, rinj;
directions and my weekly market letter, free.
125 58
337 42
July. 463 00
ever reared.
Little did I think as I lisHouse telephone call. 33 ring
147 62
135 71
August. 283 33
tened to him as a mere boy that in after
61 68
132 34
September. 194 02
years I would become intimately acquainted with the famous Greenback orator and
Total net profit.$1,213 30
even speak with him on public occasions
Notice that the expense was much
in the interest of the great cause of God
higher during the summer months, when and
When lunch time comes
humanity. I merely speak of this
the chicks were growing up, as this acfact to show that we are all creatures of
count includes the cost of growing the
find
and that we often find
circumstance
chicks and also the receipts from sales
ourselves doing an entirely different kind
of cockerels. Mr. W. hatched 450 chicks
comes home with
Jim
of work or business from that which we
and bought as many more from the inever thought or intended.
has the
cheerful mind
Truly
cubator, which he put with hens as they
poet said:
were hatching. He now has 750 hens and
eat down town won’t
“There is a destiny that shapes our ends,
mature pullets (March and April hatchRough hew them as we may—”
says hr,
ed), which are laying well for the season.
This is an increase of 150 in the flock,
nor an
Uncle Solon was not a

to
toryi they inquired carefully the distance peculiarly your own, will be served
“Then you you in winter or in summer, on land or
Concord.
and
to Lexington
be served; when the
have heard of the doings at Lexington sea, as it should
the guide. “Oh barns from whence it comes shall receive
said
Concord?”
and
and the
a larger measure of sanitation
in Japan so high,
yec> every school boy
"has heard of occupants of the barns, whose duty it is
his
hand,
with
measuring
the English to sustain little lives, shall themselves
them” paid Baron Kanda,
Afterward there fol- receive that large measure of food and
member.
speaking
of placing a care which their usefulness deserves.
lowed the gracious courtesy
at
It is within the province of education
Mt. Verntomb
the
■noble wreath on
to provide for our future citizens healthon.
of the fully; and a city which provides less than
Close upon the entertainment
in
visitors came Boston’s greatest that must make up for the deficiency
Japanese
a more costly way.
now drawing to
Educational Exposition,
in
close, the Boston-1915 movement,
one asked
Has
any
Museum.
Art
old
the
Let me in a few
what Boston-1915 is?

Or

ten

Annoy.

Little things annoy us—the little
curl of smoke that, if left alone,
would soon smudge the furnishings
and make work for the house-wife.
There are no annoying little
things in the

ripe old age of nearly 88. Oh, life,
how swiftly, with all its joys and sorrows
on earth it passes away,
reminding us

story of Dr. Charles A. Eastman, the
Sioux Indian, also told before the above
A Remarkable Success.
mentioned club, and a long train of “recollections boih sweet and bitter” follow- the Food Fair, where the educational Good Profits Made
by a Camden Farmer
ed. restored by an item in the Journal.
system consists of the fascinating study
Under Adverse Conditions.
The custom of bringing to societies in- of electricity in all its known forms to
York Tribune
teresting specialists and other distin- date. As a nucleus toward understand- [E. C. Dow of Belfast in the New
Farmer.]
guished men from other cities, whose ing the motive power of the exhibit, a
The town of Camden, Me., is noted far
exmessage is good, expands easily into the telephone call is first thoroughly
and near as a place of beautiful scenery
the
done
by
now
afterward,
writing
going plained;
great educational movements
But
and a resort of wealth and fashion.
on in Boston.
Beginning with the visit visitor is instantly reproduced fifty yards it
be generally known that one
not
may
Dicrto our country of the distinguished Jap- away, alter tne manner ox nanus.
of the most successful poultry men in
anese Commercial Commissioner, Baron tric household devices make housekeepNew England lives here. I think that I
WireUUUtriCllCl \JL
ing a joy exercise, apparently.
npun,
OlllUUPflWO, L11
this man and his method of
mentioned
■wife. Baron Naibu Kanda. professor of less telegraphy, which I shall not at- housing his flock in a letter to the Triband
exshown
is
there
For the
une Farmer some time ago.
tne Nobles School and a graduate of tempt to explain,
Amherst College, and wife, and a large plained to those interested. What I can benefit of new readers, as well as those
of that
the
substance
who may not recall
party of equally unprounceable names, a explain and what interested me deeply letter, I will here say that the houses in
bein
ideas
dairying,
personal incident will show their educa- was the advanced
which the hens are kept are only nine
tional standing and their interest in his- ginning with the actual process of clean- feet square. The man is O. H. Woster,
torical affairs and consequently our in- ing the cows by the vacuum process and and he has written me under date of
October 25th that these houses are still
terest in them.
During their visit to the milking them by electricity. Oh! dear, his favorites and that he is now
keeping
Who knows but what
babies!
defrauded
tall
Watch
distinguished
Factory,
great
hens in each house. He has
over
foreigners visiting Boston, visit the fac- your day will yet

or

the

Acci-

the threshold of

the Ad-

a

Little Things

as

}

anno

ao

Would that

auu

uwuit

a

learns his

own

method by experience.

Quick climatic changes try strong constitutions and cause, among other evils, nasal
catarrh, a troublesome and offensive disease.
Sneezing and snuffling, coughing and difficult
breathing, and the drip, drip of the foul discharge into the throat—all are ended by Ely’s
Cream Balm. This honest remedy contains no
cocaine, mercury, nor other harmful ingredient.
The worst cases yield to treatment in a short
time. All druggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.

lunch,

it

just

suits

simply grand.
She gets good flour—Rob Roy
the brand.

we

Mr.
teresting collection of pictures.
Bangs reports late tarrying in Maine to
more
than
rather
have been
commonly
comfortable, since only a few times has
the thermometer passed freezing, and

all occasions a fire in the author’s fireplace that holds the length of a young
tree, unbroken, has burned with comfort
enough. Not the cold, but the necessity
of opening his course of lectures for the
season, dislodged Mr. Bangs from his
favorite retreat.

me.

The bread she makes is

V/aiv;.

had more men like him
today in the State of Maine, of independequipment.
ent mind, ready and willing to stand up
Here, then, we have a flock of 600 hens, for their principles in all places and at
above
all
cost
of
actual
an
profit
paying
all times. We are proud of this noble
feeding of more than $2 a hen for ten son of the Pine Tree State, whose name
months and with an increase of 150 in and “Them Steers” was a’ household
the flock paid for out of the proceeds of i
word, especially during the Greenback
the flock. This exceeds $1,300 as profit
In an editorial on Uncle Solon the
days.
business
other
What
and pay for labor.
New York World in its issue of NovemUnder Mr. ber 25th
can make a better showing?
says of him: “American politics
W.’s methods it doesn’t take all his time has
developed no more picturesque figure
I think than this oratorical Josh Whitcomb, with
to care for the hens and chicks.
about five or six hours a day will fully his
Populist garb and Hosea Bigelow diaThis gives good pay for
cover time.
lect, whose forceful speech made him a
labor and leaves a large profit on the
power in his native State, which divided
investment.
fame with Blaine.”
popular
and
so
With the flocks now laying
In the National Greenback convention
the
of
errly pullets,
large a percentage
of 1880, he came within a few votes of
remainder of the year will at least keep
being nominated for President of the
even, and ought to add something more United States, and in 1878, within 2000
to the profit.
votes of being elected to Congress against
There are men who say that there is Senator Frye in the Second Congressional
but an District of Maine. He was
no money in the hen business,
long an active
occasional example like this proves that member of the Order of Good Templars
there is something in it when the right and an able advocate of the great prinman takes hold, with courage and deterciples of legal Prohibition. Only a few
I have done well with hens as
mination.
years ago he addressed a large meeting
a feature of my farm business, and know
in Waterville, at the close of the session
from experience that the industry pays of the Kennebec District Lodge of Good
well when well managed, but Mr. WosTemplars, and was my guest. When we
ter has me beaten considerably.
were having such a hard fight a few years
What are some of his methods of
ago to defeat resubmission of our temdoing business? First, this is not a perance laws to the people, I was in confancy breeding plant, but a business egg stant touch with Uncie Solon. He was
farm pure and simple. His market is
bitterly opposed to resubmission, and alneither better nor worse than hundreds though at the advanced age of 85 he had
of other men may have who can hardly the courage to leave his fireside at
His houses Chase’s Mills and
make the account balance.
journey to Augusta to
and unattractive and are
are cheap
speak against resubmission at the public
crowded with hens to an extent that ; bearing during the legislative session in
makes it seem almost impossible health the winter of 1907. The weather being
and productiveness can be maintained.
very cold and stormy on the day of the
His methods of feeding are no better bearing he did not come. However, a
lies
than some others practise. Wherein
few days before the hearing on the reIt is simply , submission resolve took place, I received
the secret of his success?
this—a thorough attention to the details the following letter from him:
of the business, and that includes nearly
Chase's Mills, February 8, 1907.
everything essential to success. It isn’t Dear Friend Gowen:
man who acthe
best
equipped
always
If the weather looks pleasant I shall be at
complishes the most; it is the man who \ugusta to speak against resubmission at the
attends most strictly to business that temperance hearing February 13.
Resubmission would be a backward step, and
comes out ahead in the race.
I have several times called attention would De SO regaruea oy uie otaie, anu also as
towards license. Although I am now 85,
step
as
a
winter
food
to the value of cabbage
and not away from home much in winter, yet I
To my mind, there is
for laying hensi
im ready to speak and defend the principles of
nothing equal to it as a green food. Prohibition.
Other vegetables are good, but they are
These were noble words, written by a
only substitutes for cabbage. Mr. Wosold mar, who throughout his long
ter in his letter above referred to says: grand
life had been a staunch supporter of the
“I agree with you exactly in regard to
I recently
cause of temperance.
feeding cabbage. I feed from three to great
visited Uncle Solon, and enjoyed my brief
five tons a year.”
at his home very much. He had
Farmers who try to get their hens stay
modern buildings on his farm
fine,
large,
corn
can
find
on
winter
the
dry
through
where he was born and had resided all his
about
in
that
worth
thinking
something
days, and in large gilt letters there was
statement.
“Them
a sign over the barn door of
Lazy men, who want a few hens to Steers.”
He also had one of the finest
support a large family, can also find food Northern
Spy orchards in Maine. The
for thought in the added statement that
life of Uncle Solon was an inspirathis costs him practically nothing, as he very
tion.
He loved the world and the plain
sells enough from his patch to pay for
from which he sprung, but feared
people
whole.
the
raising
not to leave it. On that distant and happy
Mr. Woster writes that he wants to
shore where angels move and where flowget up to Belfast to see the business ers never fade
he is at rest. There is
Fine houses don’t
done as it should be.
nothing left to us now, who knew him,
bring success, and I know one man who labored
with him in the temperance
ruined a good flock by buying high priced
and loved him, but to say “Farefancy breeding stock, as they were bred cause,
Frank W. Gowen.
well.”
to show and not to lay. Yet we are
nao
umer
renew
me
to
imagine
llKeiy
John Kendrick Bangs, whose latest
better facilities than we have. It seems
to me that the lesson to be learned here book, “The Real Thing,” the Harper’s
is to go ahead and win success with what recently published, has returned to New
where
we have and not envy the other fellow, York from Cape Neddick, Maine,
a
who appears to have more, but who, in he has his summer home. It really is
this case rather than a cottage,
reality, may be making much less. As a home in here
Mr. Bangs has his library,
rule, the best success in any business because
and his incomes to the man who goes slowly and which is somewhat famous,

do,”
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A small tenement.
M.

Ap

R. KNOW

i

i

at the Restaurant
99

High Street.

HARNESS S
AT BOTTOM PRICES
have purchased the harness
merly conducted by Ft. J. Riling
now be found at my new store »>•
I will give you the best grade
Goods at rock bottom prices.
1

1910 Silent Selden j
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>

j
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MADE BY

FATHER OF THEM

ALL.

The 116 inch Wheel base ensures comBest car made for the money.
fortable riding qualities and eliminates the "bumps."

Runabout, 2, 3 or 4 passengers, $2,000.
Touring Car, 5 passengers, $2,000.
Torpedo Tonneau, 4 seats, Bosch magneto, $2,250.
Elegant Limousine, 6 seated car, $3,000.

CHARLES STEVENS

j
j
j
j
j

l

\

We mean the car that has ALWAYS WON and NEVER LOST the Great

<

j
j

Glidden Tour in 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, and the Howes Trophy in
1908 and 1909.
All these cars are 6 cylinder type, the greatest improvement in the devel-

(j

|
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|

j

PRINTINGOF ICi
OPERA KOl'St I1L01 h. Ill

BUMUsS

Successor lo

George

W. Burn

--

PROPRIETOR.

"

I

JOB PRINTING
! COMMERCIAL PRINTING

A SPEC

LOCOMOBILE
MODEL 30, $3,500.

MODEL 40, $4,500

Several bargains in cars used during past
goes with each'car when sold by

F. A.

on

642

season.

PRESTON’S
LIVERY, BOARDING

Regulation guarantee

AND

TRAN^

STABLE

NICKERSON, CO.,

Congress Street, i UNU,,Aoi\r,AYKTTK) Portland, Maine.

fc

\
I

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES

j
j

j>|

opment of the automobile.

PRICES FROM $3,850 TO $8,000.

BURGESS

ELIZABETH M.

PIERCE ARROW OARS

i)

Beltas

j

<

FULL LINE OF 1910

1

\

Is situated on Washington street, ju
street. I have single and double bin
boards, etc. Careful drivers if desu
patronage is solicited. Telephone'
235-2, house, 61-13.

W. G. PRESTON,

A

^

Propriety

Dry States

Don’t Fool with Grippe

This Due to Revbion of Penal Code.

Another phase in the great campaign
against liquor will come to the fore January 1st, when the revised penal code of

check Grippe, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis and many
other similar troubles if you
take Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
internally. As soon as your eyes
water ahd your head and bones
idle, you know vou're in for Grippe.
That’s the time’ to use this famous

YOU

can

into

JOHNSON’S
LINIMENT
a

NEW LAWS ON

Persons'
of all laxatives.

are

best

.. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

lUUSI^UCC,

Christmas

Enemies of

Suggestions.

CHRISTMAS DINNER-TABLE.
center of the table set up a
three feet or a little higher;
:tli silver tinsel, silver and red
red and white candles. Oldi red and white candy toys can
dung by red ribbons and later
! with
joking speeches to the
r whom they have been chosen
s pipes, pistols,
spades for the
sors for the clever sewer, irons,
'ins for the busy house-keepers,
All these
>1- the musician, etc.
•in be bought at any candy-mablishment.

1

bay-time the candy-makers of:'or window decorations, long
dear candy of various colors,
■ommodating manager will willnumber to order, although
not, as a rule, made for sale,
sed were eighteen inches long,
r of an inch thick ofclear twistcolored a bright red and eostry cents a pound,
be was laid for twelve, and at
was placed a tripod made of
cks, tied together near one end
row ribbon and in each tripod
ittle stocking, five inches long
be of red. some of white tarla■

w a

■

Willi

Dill

Lt: Vi

llu lo

auu

I'll!

jr

ay sound like a meager decoratry it and see how the red sticks
t against the white cloth and englitter of the silver-trimmed
—

ANDIED ORANGE-PEEL.

;y remove all of the peel from
-skinned oranges in quarters,
ih cold water, bring gradually
ring-point and let simmer until
.tin and remove all white porraping with a spoon. Cut yelin in thin strips, using the scisil one cupful of sugar and one
cupful of water, until syrup
ad when dropped from tip of
,>ok strips in syrup five minn, and roll in fine granulated

pr
NGLISH FRUIT PUDDING.

half of a pound of stale
limbs in one cupful of scalded
hour. Add two thirds of a cupugar. the beaten yolks of five
cupful of raisins seeded (cut in
1 dredged with one and one half
■nfulsof flour), two thirds of a
currants, one half of a cupful
d English-walnut meats, one
cupful of finely chopped figs,
..If of a cupful of finely-cut citop one half of a pound of suet
until creamy, using the hands,
t mixture, and when thoroughadd one half of a grated nutre fourths of a teaspoonful of
one third of a teaspoonful of
r,e
third of a teaspoonful of
one and one half teaspoonfuls
en add the whites of five eggs,
til stiff. Turn into a buttered
cover with buttered paper and
o' and one half hours.
me

;

LIQUOR.

Three sections of the new codification
relate to the liquor traffic. The most impurtant provision is that on and after the
1st of January every shipment of intoxicating liquors shall bear the name of the

Pills

bottle.

“dry” territory

contained new leg1
islation, the result of which will be to
make the United States a factor in
prosecuting violators of the act. In
thickly settled communities like New
England, the local authorities, as a rule,
are able to deal effectively with offend| erl, but in the South, where settlement
is sparse, the task is not so easy, and the
! Southern members insisted that the Fedj eral Government should come to the aid
of the local authorities.

It also affords quick relief from
Colic, Cholera Morbus. Cramps,
etc., when taken internally.
Inflammation, sprains, burns,
cuts and bruises, etc., should
always be bathed with

25c and 50c

the United States will go into effect.
Many of the changes made in the penal
laws by the Sixtieth Congress were of
minor interest, but the section relating
to the shipment of intoxicating liquors

J

,9-year-old remedy.

ANODYNE

Drier.

to Be

Progress.

Alcohol and Alcoholism Foes of the Race.
Alcohol ami alcoholism are two of the
real and substantial enemies of moral,
artistic and commercial progress of the
human race, according to the report of
the United States delegates to the 12th
international congress on alcoholism.
The delegates were appointed by Secretary Knox as one of his first official acts.
The congress was held last July in J_,ondon, and 25 governments were represented, the delegates of each concurring in
the general finding that alcohol not only
was unnecessary to human life and comfort but was inimical to both.
Three departments
of the United
States government were represented by
delegates, the State, navy and treasury.
Twelve representatives went abroad,
and all of them unanimously signed the
report the finding of which is to condemn
the drinking habit as dangerous to public
health and morals and subversive of national, moral, commercial and military

greatness.

While the congress urged the necesof imposing the most rigorous restrictions on the sale and traffic in alcoholic liquors, it regarded as equally
important the need of educating the
younger generation to a true knowledge
of what alcohol is and what its effects
upon the human svstem are.
The delegates believe that the numerous recent
discoveries as to the harmfulness of
drunkenness and even of "moderate”
drinking, also, should be set before children in order that they may see the danger of the practice.
While acknowledgment is made that
the organization of associations of juvenile abstainers is useful, it is declared,
the chief reliance should be placed on
scientific temperance education in the
public schools as a means of ridding the
public mind of errors about the effects of
alcohol and substituting the facts that
science is declared to have evolved about
the use of the beverage, even when,
taken in small doses.
Tn furtherance of this plan, Mrs. Edith
Smith Davis of Milwaukee, Wis.. superintendent of the World’s and National
Christian Temperance Union, and one of
the American delegates, urged the necessity of getting to the root of the matter by compelling the curricula of normal
schools and universities to include such
education. In this way, Mrs. Davis contended, the younger generation would be
assured of proper instruction on the sub-

sity
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the receptacle and the quantity contained
therein. It is a notorious fact, so say
persons who have had experience in at! tempting to drive out “blind tigers,”
that practically all the liquor now shipped into prohibited territory is labelled
as some other commodity, or not labelled
at all, and frequently addressed to perHere is
sons other than the consignee.
what Congress says shall be done after
; the 1st of January:
Whoever shall knowingly ship or cause to be
shipped from one State, Territory or district
of the United States, or place non-contiguous
to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or
from any foreign country into any State, Territory or District of the United States, or place
non-contiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, any package of or package containing any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, or other intoxicating liquor of any kind,
unless such package be labelled on the outside j
cover as to plainly show the name of the con- I
signee, the nature of the contents, and the |
quantity contained therein, shall be fined not
more than $5,000; and such liquor shall be forfeited to the United States, and may be seized
and condemned by like proceedings as those
provided by law for seizure and forfeiture of
property imported into the United States contrary to law.
LIQUORS MUST BE LABELLED.
The Federal authorities already have
sent out notice to all manufacturers of
intoxicants that their wares must be
labelled on the outside of the package
on and after the first of the new year,
setting forth the nature of the contents
and the exact amount in each package.
at Washington take
The authorities
it for granted that the manufacturers
will pass the word down the line to the
wholesale and retail dealers that the
Federal Government intends to see that
this new law is enforced; for the Government does intend to enforce the law to
the letter. Violations of this section will
be looked after as conscientiously as violations of the internal revenue law are
Of course the Federal authorities
now.
expect the co-operation of citizens in
communities where there is reason to
believe blind tigers exist.
Nothing will
be more agreeable to the Government
than to receive information that intoxicating liquors are being shipped to any
“dry" village, city or town, without the
label provided by law. It would seem
perfectly easy, agents of the Department of Justice say, to drive out blind
tigers under this new legislation. It is
pointed out that from now on they can-

the example of Great Britand district officials of both
It is anticipated also that men who are
France and Australia
likewise have
running blind tigers will not care to have
adopted the "public warning” method of the wares in which they deal come to
advising the people against indulgence. them addressed as the new Federal law
!
The report deplores the fact that the
says they shall be addressed. The arrival
same method has not yet found a footof intoxicants at the railway freight stahold in the United States, although such tion would be a
“give away;” and it may
a plan has been noted in
certain cities, be said in
passing that the Department
where posters inveighing against the use of Justice is
very likely to have men on
of alcohol have been issued by authority the lookout at
freight stations.
of the mayors.
and 239 of the new code
238
Sections
There was considerable debate on the are
to
make it extremely diffidesigned
effects of the use of small quantities of cult for the railroads to show the violaalcohol. Certain of the delegates, ac- tors of Sect. 240
For inany favors.
;
cording to the report, insisted that the stance, 238 provides:
use of alcohol, in whatever quantity, wras
or employee of any railAny officer,
of the greatest danger to the human road company,agent
express company, or any other
Others contended that experi- common carrier, who shall knowingly deliver
race.
THE GAME OF PIG.
ments showed conclusively no harm re- or cause to be delivered, to any person other
No conclusion was reached, the than to the person to whom it has been conwho has not played the game sulted.
latter class maintaining that further ex- signed. unless upon the written order n each
s yet to learn what a really
instance of the bona tide consignee, or to any
came is.
It can be played either perimentation should be undertaken be- fictitious
person, or to any person under a ficeither fore any decision was reached.
or with forfeits and is
titious name, any spirituous, vinous, malted,
While the congress took no action look- fermented, or other intoxicating liquor, of any
rfn!
The cards used are those
lire deck which are dealt as for ing to international organization for kind, which has been shipped from one State,
or
Players sit around a general work, the meeting resulted in the organ- Territory or District oftothebutUnited States,
subject to r.he
cards are dealt face down, ization of two new auxiliaries. One is place non-contiguous from
or
counthereof,
foreign
jurisdiction
any
matches the cards dealt to the International Prohibition federation,
try into any State, Territory, or District of
kly and quietly as he can, the which proposes to wage an education
the United States, or place non-contiguous to
and the Inter- but
ig "to get out of cards as soon campaign among adults,
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, shall be
a
Teachers'
national
union,
As soon as any player finds
Abstaining
fined not more than $5000, or imprisoned not
|
in
the
teachers
of
pubmore
than two years, or both.
is
done
ut of cards (which
:
by society composed
■
nd matching as in Old Maid) lic schools and universities who will
REGULATION*OF CARRIERS.
•thing about it, but folds his pledge themselves to promote the temIt has been alleged from time to time
education of youth.
a signal
This
is
ier
the
table.
perance
|
that in some of the States where the sale
avers to do the same thing—
of intoxicating liquor has been prohibited
lay aside their cards and obin
Children
one way or another the railroads and
Cry
: ice.
But most players are too
express companies assisted the violators
the
simi the game to notice
FOR FLETCHER’S
i of the law by acting as buying or selling
igning in other parts of the
agents, or both. Congress, with the
become aware
ne by one they
idea of putting a stop to this practice,
ict and quietly lay down their
provided as follows in Sect. 239:
Buy Your Own Paper.
Hie last to doso is the Pig, who
Any railroad company, express company, or
st
r forfeit his chance for the
A man who was too economical to sub- other common carrier, or any other person
;
"ay a forfeit according to the
his little who, in connection with the transportation of
nts made in advance of the scribe for his home paper sent
any spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, or
[
A number of rounds are always boy to borrow the copy taken by his ! other intoxicating liquor of any kind, from one
the boy ran over
order that a number of pigs neighbor. In his haste
i State, Territory, or District of the Uniteci
ten minutes i
a $14 stand of bees and in
1:‘
"iade.
States, or place non-contiguous to but subject
| looked like a warty summer squash. His to the jurisdiction thereof, into any State
who ran to his Territory, or District of the United States, or
his
i
reached
cries
father,
CHOCOLATE NUT-STICKS
I assistance, and, failing to notice a barb- place nun-contiguous to out suujecv to ine jurmix carefully together one cup- ed-wire fence, ran into it, breaking it isdiction thereof, or from any foreign country
into any State, Territory, or District of the
granulated sugar, one fourth down, cutting a handful of flesh from his United
States, or place non-continguous to but
! ful of melted butter, one un- anatomy and ruining a $5 pair of pants.
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, shall colrg, two squares unsweetened The old cow took advantage of the gap lect the purchase price or any part thereof.
(melted), three fourths of a in the fence and got into the cornfield ; before, on, or after delivery, from tiie conful of vanilla, one half of a t and killed herself eating green corn. signee, or from any other person, or shall in
dour and one half of a cupful Hearing the racket, the wife ran, upset any manner act as the agent of the buyer or
" Walnut
meats cut in pieces, a four gallon churn of rich cream into a seller of any such liquor, for the purpose of
or selling
or
completing the sals
en-inch-square pan with para- I basket of kittens, drowning the whole buying
in the actual transporta[hereof,
and spread mixture evenly in flock.
In her hurry she dropped a $25 tion and saving only
;
of
the
delivery
same, shall be fined
As soon as j set of false teeth.
in a slow oven.
The baby, left alone, not more than $5000.
mi oven turn from pan, and 1 crawled through the spilled cream and
The railroads, as a rule, were perfectly
r; then cut cake in strips, 1 into the parlor,
ruining a $20 carpet. willing that this legislation saying what
If these di- During the excitement the oldest daughj
ng sharp knife.
they shall do and what they shall'not (Jo
re not followed the paper will
ter ran away with the hired man. the dog in connection with the
|
transportation of
when it will be impossible broke up eleven setting hens, and the
intoxicating liquor in “dry” territory
! calves got out and chewed the tails off should be
-hapeiy pieces.
enacted.
Under the three
four fine shirts. -Kansas City Journal.! > new sections as construed together, offiTENSIVE CANDLE-SHADES.
cials of the Department of Justice say,
Foley’s Orino Laxative is best for women the railroads as well as the express comve-and-ten-cent store may be
and
Its
mild
action
children.
pleasant panies now have a clear understanding
unese candle-shades made with and
"
taste make it preferable to violent purgatives.
as to just what part
they may legally
quer frames and (generally) such as puis, taDlets, etc. cures constipation.
1
take in the hauling of intoxicants in proaese paper.
Tear out the pa- Sold
;
all
druggists.
by
hibition territory.
The understanding
i'l.nlano witli rtonulc at rrrKRfihere is that most of the railroads have
A Notable Journalist.
;! 'ilk, satin or even paper, which
:
■' "
already agreed to assist the Federal Goviecorated with some artistic deI
1 >-r
in every way possible in enforcpreferred. This is an excellent
An indomitable man was William M. .ernment
follow out the color-scheme of Laffan, an antagonist to be feared, a ing section 240, requiring that intoxicants be plainly labelled as to character
decorations for dinner or luncheon
His
of
■■

CASTO R I A

1

■'

■

|

■

friend

jcandle-shades.
apple baskets, shape apples in the
baskets and fill with the following
■

1

^

ipe,
.Shths.

pare, core
Put in

and cut

stew-pan

^ °f sweet cider,
J maple
two

eight apples
and add one

half of a cupslices of lemon,
syrup,
fourth of a teaspoonful of salt, one
spoonful of butter and a few gratnutmeg. Cook until apples are
I
remove lemon slices, and force mixtrough a sieve.— Ladies’ Home
one

ir

were

against hypocrisy,

APPLE-BASKETS.
“r

unwavering loyalty.

did abilities

directed

cant,

splenunceasingly
and humbug

wherever found in whatever form. Withal the sweetest and gentlest of natures.
It is with a halting pen that we record
the death of this most helpful of business
associates, most brilliant of acquaintances, most faithful of comrades.—Har-

per’s Weekly.
After exposure, and when you feel a cold
coming on, take Foley’s Honey and Tar, the
great throat.and lung remedy. It stops the
cough, relieves the congestion, and expels the
cold from your system. Is mildly laxative.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by all druggists.

4

and so they must scatter and
disappear, stories go unwritten—for others afterjust as so many have done before,
wards to write and mistell.
with none to take their
places.—The ; Heroes nowadays write their own
Marine Journal.
stories and they benefit profitably by
Following is a list of the ships above them.
Admiral Kobley D. Evans, since his renamed with their net
tonnage, place tirement from the United States Navy a
where built and year built: A. J.’
Fuller, year ago, has become a very successful
1673, Bath, 1881; Abner Coburn, 1878, author and lecturer. His writings for
Bath, 1882; Alexander Gibson, 2045, Hampton’s Magazine and his books and
his lecture engagements bring him an
rhomaston, 1877; Governor Robie, 1481, annual income
four or five times as great
Bath, 1883; Henry Failing, 1824, Bath, as that paid him by Uncle Sam when he
1
J.
B.
1882;
Thomas, 1382, Thomaston, took the battleships around the horn.
1900; Pactolus, 1564, Bath, 1891; Reuce, Admiral Evans is now writing a series of
articles on the Panama Canal which, it
1601, Kennebunkport, 1881; S. D. Carle- is
said, will bring him fame even greater
1
:on, 1671, Rockport, 1890; St. Frances, than that which he has won as a sailor.
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Forlnfants and Children.

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

AVege table Preparation for As-

similating theFoodandRegulating the Stomachs and Bowels of
1

sssssma

;

==

■

_-

Promotes THgeslion,Cheerful-

ness and Rest.Contai ns neither

Opium,Morphinenor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.
of old leSAMlU

.757, Bath, 1882;
.785, Bath, 1883.

William H.

Children

Smith,

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

mum/

Pumpkin SttJ.
Alx. Senna

j

*

FochelU Sails
Anise Seal ♦
Ihjpcrmmt
fh Carttona&SedM. *
flins Seed
Clvnfu’d Sugar
Wateryreset Hanoi

;

A

f

j

j

I
)

j1

I

I
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I

perfect Remedy forConstipa-

tion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,

Worms,Convulsions,Feverishness

and Loss of Sleep.

Facsimile Signature of

;

Thirty

NEW YOBK.

—
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disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood
tonic.
Makes you clear-eyed, clear-brained,
clear-skinned.
Most

v

/)
X1
y

I am

V

one, and is filled with new ideas for
Christmas presents, Christmas embroidery, Christmas decorations, Christmas
festivities and Christmas cooking. There
is good, Christmassy fiction by Myra Kelley, Zona Gale, Hulbert Footner and
John D. Barry. There is a serial by
Katherine Holland Brown, and a detective story by Anna Katherine Green,
which proves once more this writer’s
genius for novel and intricate plots. The
artistic features of this issue are striking.
A full-page painting of the Madonna by
Louise Cox, a delightful full-page Child
Painting in colors by Jessie Willcox
Smith, two pages of profusely illustrated
humorous verse by James' Whitcomb

—

Ask your dealer and insist on
havinp-—

r

HAVE

YOU
TRIED
—

J
l

Glenwood

^

Stoves,

[

ecord are hereby referred to for a full descripion of said premises, the same then being the
iomestead of said Grey, containing one hun:red and seventy acres of land, more or less,
nd whereas the said Daniel Weymouth has
ince deceased, testate, and the undersigned,
larry Weymouth and George Weymouth, have
ieen duly appointed executors of the Iasi will
nd testament of said Daniel Weymouth, deeased, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now, therefore, by reaon of the breach of the condition thereof we
laim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of November, A.
HARRY WEYMOUTH,
). 1009.
GEORGE WEYMOUTH,
] Executors of the will of Daniel Weymouth,
deceased.
3w47

1

Horace

Co.,

Chenery.

a certain
land, with the buildings on the same,
being situate partly in said Morrill
nd partly in Montville, in said County of Walto, and described as follows, viz: It being the
lame place conveyed to said Grey by John W,
Bushman, by his warranty deed dated March 4,
Y D. 1865, which deed is recorded in Waldo
bounty Registry of Deeds, in Book No. 132,
Page 167; and said deed and record are hereby
•eferred to for a full description of said premses, the same then being the homestead of
laid Grey, containing one hundred and seventy
icres of land, more or less; and whereas the
said Daniel Weymouth has since deceased,
restate, and the undersigned, Harry W'eymouth
md George Weymouth, have been duly ap3ointed executors of the last will and testanent of said Daniel W'eymouth, deceased, and

\ ReiiabSs
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Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

Ft cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drive?
iway a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
■>0 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Elv Brothers. 5G Warren Street. New York.

HOUSE FOR SALE
The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
has slated roof, city water and sewer connection. Apply to
JOHN A. FOGG.
Belfast, April 1,1909.—13

Dental Notice.
I wish to announce that Dr. ERNEST S.
WEBBER will practice dentistry in my office,
making a specialty of Orthodontia.

W.;C. LIBBY, Dentist,
33tf

92 Main Street

me

ujnumuii

ui

saiu

mui

Lgage

n«t>

broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
3reach of the condition thereof, we claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of November, A.
D. 1909.
HARRY WEYMOUTH,
GEORGE WEYMOUTH,
Executors of the will of Daniel Weymou h,
deceased.
3w47
3een

FURS !!
FURS!
MILLER, 73 Main Street.
Favorable Opportunity
TO BUY.
repair

and remodel Furs.

AH Furs up-to-date.
Goods sent anywhere

on

approval.

Highest cash prices for Raw Furs.
See

me

when in want of Furs.

I. V. MILLER, FURRIER,
73 Main Street,

Are the best in the market.

sell them.

43tf

Shore

Belfast, Maine.

Farm

WANTED AT ONCE.
Reasonable Price Paid.

We

We also carry

OIL STOVES
for cooking

and heating,

and

full lines of

Furnishing.
=

PLUMBING A SPECIAL! V

Mitchell & Trussell,
HIGH STREET. BELFAST

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
The MlbA seriber hereby eive- netiee rli.ir h.h.-en
appointed administrator
the estat .»f
HENRI A. BOLAX, late of Winterporf.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, ah persw;^
having demands against the estate of said deceased artdesired to present the same lor scit'-tic-nt, and
all indebted thereto are requested ; > make pav
ment immediately.
ELLERY BOWDEN

tuny

Winterport, November 9, 1909.—3\\47

NOTICE.
TjiXEOriTOR’S
Li
by gives notice that
pointed
of

Large Offering,

I

Furnaces

Kitchen

bounty of Waldo and State of Maine,

(viicrtratj

Ranges,

;

1 >arcel of
! aid land

A. A. Howes &

i

FORECLOSURE NOTICE
WHEREAS, Franklin A. Grey of Morrill, in
le County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
h is mortgage deed dated the twenty-third day
o l November, A. I). 1872, and recorded in the
-raldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 160,
age 81, conveyed to Daniel Weymouth ol
^ lorrill, in the County of Waldo and State of
p lame, a certain parcel of land, with thebuild6n the same, said land being- situate partly
\ igs
said Morrill and partly in Montville, in said
ounty of Waldo, and described as follows.
N iz: It being the same place conveyed to saic
( Irey by John W. Cushman, by his warranty
* eed dated March 4, A. D. 1865, which deed is
ecorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
Book No. 132, Page 167, and said deed and

t

Hall,

<

C

FORECLOSURE NOTICE

Jackson &

\

Store open evenings.

WHEREAS, Franklin A. Grey of Morrill, in
1 he County of VValdo and State of Maine, by
] lis mortgage deed dated the twenty-second
lay of April, A. D. 1889, and recorded in Waldo
: tegistry of Deeds, Book 222, Page 58, conveyd to Daniel Weymouth of Morrill, in the

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

?

60 CHURCH STREET.

?

William Tell i

to

Indian Point, Me.
used 'L F.' Atwood's Bitters and have greatly bene*
ntea thereby.
I keep a bottle of it in the house constantly.*
—Mrs. E. P. Higgiks.

look them over. I also
make a specialty of

.J.B.STICKNEY!

Bills Down
William Tell Fleur
by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect
yourself against “wheat corners” and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more delicious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
six times before grinding—even-thing,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.

Buy

JMLIU1CS,

There is something
wrong. The simplest way to bring health
the body and color to the cheeks is to correct the faults and
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true‘*L. F.M
Atwood’s Bitters gives prompt relief from headache, biliousness,
indigestion and kindred ailments. The standard family remedy
for constipation for
fifty years. 35 cts. a bottle at your dealers.

>
>

PLUMBING AND SHEET
METAL WORK

|

Keep Flour

“Their Christmas Visit Home.”
The Christmas number of Recreation
is a beauty, as the publishers promised it
would be, although it is hard to improve
on the excellence of the
monthly issues.
In illustrations and in typography it is a
delight to the eye, while its contents appeal irresistibly to the hunter, the sportsmen and to all who lead or crave the outdoor life.
This number opens with a
capital story on “The Snipe Catcher,”
that tells of a practical joke which must
number its victims by thousands.
A
noteworthy article, richly illustrated is
“With Snowshoes and Camera,” and
there are other good things too numerous
to mention. Out-Door News Co., New
York, N. Y,

a surprisingly low
figure. Please call and

rat

The Woman’s Home Companion for
December is essentially a Christmas

ill

V

RANGE

South Thomaston, Me., December 1.
Charles M. Philbrook, a retired
mariner, died at his home today, aged
63 years. His first command was the
schooner Tennessee, which was burned
at sea in April, 1884, exposing him and
his crew to terrible suffering.
The
schooner was laden with lime and bound
for New York.
March 30th it ran into a
succession of storms and heavy gales,
which not only crionled the vessel but set
fire to the cargo.
For four days the
crew clung to the
rigging over a blazing
furnace, exposed to the elements and
without food or drink. On April 7th an
unknown bark bore down on the schooner, but sailed away again before the imperilled crew could lower a boat and go
to it.
The men suffered intensely that
night, and it was with much difficulty
that Capt. Philbrook restrained some of
them from leaping overboard. On the
following day the distress signals were
seen by the barkentine Susan, and the
sufferers were taken aboard.
A few
hours later the schooner sank. The crew
was taken to St. Johns, N. F., and
Capt.
PJjilbrook’s telegram to the owners was
like a message from the grave, as it was
supposed for several weeks that the Tennessee was lost with all on board.
Capt.
Philbrook’s subsequent commands were
the schooners Billow, Adrian,and Charlie
and Willie.
During the war he served
in the 30th company unassigned Maine
infantry. After leaving the sea he was
employed by a Rockland wholesale firm
until about seven years ago
He was a
member of Knox lodge, F. & A. M., of
South Thomaston. A wife and two sons
survive.

OW1V

selling the famous

KINEO

DEATHS.

Capt.

mi

LOOK!!*

LOOK! LOOK!

C

Rockport, Me., November 30. Miles
S. Leach, president of the Knox cooper-

“‘“-.I

Years

^"zz

OASTO R I A

WHEN YOU ARE PALE—.
Have

—

1

age company, died at his home in West
Rockport today, aged 75 years. He was
extensively engaged in the cooperage
and lumber business, and owned much
real estate. He was a native of Hope
and belonged to the Baptist Church in
that town. He was also a trustee of the
Lincoln benevolent association. He was
a Republican in national
politics, but a
stanch prohibitionist in State affairs. He
held strict views on moral questions and
conformed to them so closely that he
statute, and the assumption of the De- J would not even permit the sale of tobacco
partmur of Just'ce is that wou’d-be vio- in his store. When the West Rockport
lators will not care to take the chance of church was built he contributed $700 to
falling into the clutches of the Federal the fund raised for that purpose. Mr.
courts.
Leach is survived by a wife and two
children.
TROUBLE FOR BLIND TIGERS.

ject.
Following
ain, the city

—

and quantity.
The Department of jus.
PEARY RECEIVES $50,000 FOR HIS j
tice understands that in
enforcing this
new legislation it will have an
OWN STORY.
aggres
sive ally in the Anti-Saloon
League of
Massachusetts and other States.
Hampton's Magazine Breaks all Records
For Payments to Explorers or Authors.
I
Hexamethylene tetramine.
It seems probable that many years will
The above is the name of a German
chemical j Pass before an author receives a higher
which is one of the many valuable
ingredients
price for his literary product than Comof Foley s Kidney Remedy.
Hexamethylene j mander Robert E. Peary receives from
tetramine is recognized
by medical text books
for his own story
and authorities as a uric acid solvent
and anti- Hampton’s Magazine
septic for the urine.
Take Foley’s Kidney j of the discovery of the North Pole.
This feature cost Hampton’s a clean,
Remedy as soon as you notice any irregularities and avoid a serious
No rate per word is specimalady. Sold bv3 d“
all cool $50,000.
druggists.
fied in the contract, but it is generally i
! estimated that Commander Peary is rej ceiving $1.18 cash for each word that he i
DRIVEN OUT OF BUSINESS.
I writes for Hampton’s Magazine. Benj.
B. Hampton, editor of the magazine,
other day, in San
Francisco, the
California Shipping Co., which a few makes this statement:
“If you have a desire to estimate the
years ago operated the largest fleet of
sailing vessels under the American flag rate per word that will be earned by
held a stockholders’
Peary with his North Pole story, you
meeting and decided would
be safer in placing it at $2.50 per
to go out of business. Its
present ships word than
$1.20. We have bought only
the majority of which are laid
up, will be American
and Canadian magazine rights,
disposed of one way or another, and in a
and
Stokes’
book
cover only these
very short time there will be
nothing to countries. That rights
leaves all the foreign
show that the
company ever existed
to sell.
When they are figured j
Once it owned thirty-two
sailing vessels’ rights
the largest fleet of its character in
up, the totals should amount to $100,000
this or even
$150,000.
country, and every ship was earning
“Peary is not a good business man.
money for the company. Then came a
As a matter of fact, he is a poor man.
...niiippiug muustry and the company found itself com- Mrs. Peary has been the business head
pelled to tie up its fleet. Competition of the family, and the Commander never
loses an opportunity to praise her for
with cheaply manned or subsidized
for- the
manner in which she has labored and
eigners was too much for the line. Now
borne the brunt of his quarter of a cenits affairs are to be closed, and such
ships
of woi'k in the Arctic. Peary and
as remain will be sold or
broken up. tury
Mrs. Peary have sacrificed their material
There are eleven ships now owned
by the comfort to this Arctic ideal. Every dolconcern, many of them fine, big Amerilar thev could snare from actual liviripcan Maine-built
round-the-world traders
They include the A. J. Fuller, Abner expenses has been used to equip exCoburn, Alex. Gibson, Governor Robie peditions, so that, when Peary returned
Henry Failing, Joseph B. Thomas, Pac- a few months ago, there was mighty littolus, Reuce, S. D. Carlton, St. Frances tle money in the Peary bank account.
and William H. Smith.
They’re not GREAT MEN WRITING THEIR OWN STORIES, i
profitable property now, since our merIt is no longer the custom for great exchant shipping has fallen into evil
days plorers, scientists and heroes to let their

Also

Small House for Sale
Centrally located.

ASK MR. DICKEY.

executor

Hie sill
he has i,
of the last will a

»iUK aptestament

MARY A. THOMPSON, late of
Mi.ntville,
in the ( ounty of w aldo, deceased and
given
bonds as the law directs. All jm i.sou>
having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for h ,Dement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
H.H. LAMSON.
Freedom, August 10, 1909 —3w47

i DMINISTK ATR1X S NOTICE, i he suV.scribl\
er
hereby gives notice that sin* llias been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ERNEST B. HIKSCH, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
MARGIE M. HIRSCH.

Belfast, November 9, 1909.

For Rent
A 10-room house on Spring street, with
bath and furnace, known as the William T.
Howard house. Apply to
C. M. KNOWLTON, East Belfast.
3w4S
Telephone 71-13

The Churches.

THURSDAY

The

BY

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

a report of the
Laymen’s meeting in Portland at the
prayer meeting of the North church this,
Thursday, evening.
There will be services in the chapel at East
Northport Sunday, December 12th, at 10.46 a.m.,
conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow,
followed by the Sunday school.

recent

} BusingManage

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
|
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for threi
months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, on
inch length in columr, 50 cents for one weel :

subsequent

and 25 cents for each

poration management?

I

The

and

■

is

which all

■

thorough believer in this advanced policy, in providing greater safety which advancing progress demands.

■
■
■

We are looking forward not backward and every depositer in this institution is
looking forward too because he is taking advantage of the increasing safety which the
progress of the times requires.

■

Public statements should be demanded of every corporation, whether
banking or
otherwise. Absolute safety is the watch-word; blind faith has no
in
the affairs
place
of today.

Sunday

at

Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to
are cordially welcome.
The services for the week at the Baptist
church will be as follows: annual meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock; Sunday, at
10.45, morning worship, with sermon by the
pastor; Sunday school at noon; evening worship, with sermon, at 7.30.

The first annual message of Presiden
was sent to Congress at noon Tues
day and read in both Houses. Its kej
note is economy. It recommends cutting
the expenses of the government as fai
as possible and meeting the deficit by
It favors a ship subsidy anc
makes many other recommendations, ol
which a synopsis will be given later.

bond issue.

paragraph or
suggested that
P. Mitchell, might bt

Service

Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock, subject, God, the Preserver of Man,

Taft

editorial

(Unitarian) church.

The

You must be behind thi
weeks ago.
times up in Portland.

an

There will be services at Mason’s Mills next

;

Trinitv T?pfnrmpH

SnnHnv

sr*Vir»nl fnl.

lows the preaching service.

Main.tf man, E.
Mr. Laffan’s successor, and before The

Prof. Frederick L. Anderson of Newton
Theological Institution will give the morning
sermon and Rev. I. B. Mower of Waterville the
evening address at the centennial anniversary
exercises of the Baptist church, Sunday, December 19th. A banquet will be served Tuesday, December 21st. The full program will be

issued he had been elected
president of The Sun Printing and Pub-

Journal

was

i:.l

A

^I-

AT*.

mnc

and

born in #ath. March 24, 1852,
from Bowdoin College in 1871.
was

graduated
He began

his newspaper career as a reporter in his native city; then went tc
Lewiston and from there to Boston,
where he was on the Advertiser a year
In 1875, his work having ator two.
tracted Mr. Dana’s attention, he was

called

to

New York and has since been

the editorial staff of the Sun, and is
said to be the best paid editorial writer
on

in the world. In 1896 the Portland
said of Mr. Mitchell:

printed

in

our

next

A., Friday
Sunday morning
vice at 10.45, with sermon by the pastor;
theme, The Church as a Home, and its Maintenance. Sunday school at noon; Y. P. S. C. E.
prayer meeting at 6.30 and evening service at
7.30.
at 7.00 p. m.;

ser-

Argus

boyhood

home was in Bath. They do say that
Mr. Mitchell has become imbued so
thoroughly with Charles A. Dana’s spirit
that it is impossible to tell whether an
editorial is written by the famous American journalist or by his right hand man.

Two years ago a hundred or two of
Mr. Mitchell’s best editorials were published in book form, and in June, 1907,
his alma mater honored him with the
■degree of Doctor of Literature. In May,
1878. the Kennebec Journal, whose editor
a Bowdoin man, said of Mr. Mitchell:

is

“To Bowdoin men he is less known as a
great figure in American journalism than
as the author of 'Phi Chi,’ that sophomorie battle song which has been lifted
into the

midnight

skies

by

many genera-

The Rev. Daniel Ayre Goodsell, resident
bishop of the Methodist Episcopal church, died

December 5th at his residence in New York
Bishop Goodsell had been ill several
weeks and death followed an operation for a
carbuncle, from which he had suffered greatly.
Bishop Goodsell was well known by the Methodists of Maine and presided at the State conference at Auburn in 1907.

city.

Tho annual fairs of the First Baptist church
of Rockland were resumed December 2nd after
The event took place in
a lapse of 12 years.
Grand Army hall, every available foot of
which was occupied by gaily decorated booths.
At night a chicken pie supper was served under the management of Mrs. J. A. Richard.
Miss Alice Fiskehad charge of the musical entertainment which followed. Mrs. W. O. Fuller

chairman of the fair and Mrs. M. P.

was

tions of boys under the whispering pines,
Judkins was assistant manager. About $250
and which has been borrowed by many was netted.
colleges which know nothing of the traThe services at the First Methodist Episcoditions and allusions of the song.”
pal church Sunday, December 12th, will be as
follows: at 10.45 a. m., preaching by the pasTRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
tor, Rev. Albert E. Luce; at noon, Bible school,
F. P. Blodgett, Supt.; at 3 p. m., Junior Epfollowing transfers in real estate w'ere worth
League, Miss Lillian Spinney, Supt.; at
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
7.30 p. m., chorus singing and preaching by the
December
week
1909:
for the
6,
ending
Tuesday, at 7.30 p. m., Epworth
Albion P. Allen, Lincolnville, to Electa P. pastor.
Moody. Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast. League devotional service. Thursday, at 7.30
Clarilla P. Blake, Searsport, to Walter H. p. m., mid-week prayer meeting, conducted by
Atwood. Boston; land and buildings in Sears- the
pastor.
Friday, at 7 p. m., meeting of K.
port.
Jeffrey R. Brackett, Boston, to Helen C. O. K. A. A cordial welcome is extended to all
Moseley. Newburyport, Mass.; land in Isles- strangers.
The

boro.
Maude B. Colcord, Plymouth, Mass., to Herbert N. Colcord, Searsport; land and buildings
in Searsport.
Jar.e M. Chick. Winterport, to William McCormick. do.; land in Winterport.
Stearns G.

Davenport, Framingham, Mass.,

to Mary C. Howard, Farmington, N. H.; land
in Belfast.
Martha F. Ferguson, Medford, Mass., to
George W. Ryder, Belfast; land and buildings
in Belfast.
C. F. Foss, Brooks, to Warren Johnson. Waldo; land and buildings in Brooks.
Flantie A. Hall, Brooks, to Sadie W'ebb, do.;
land in Brooks.
Howard L. Hurd, Thorndike, to Ferdinand L
Marcia, do.; land in Thorndike.
Amos W. Knowlton, Newburgh, to Fred G.
Reed, et a!s., Dixmont; land in Jackson.
George E. Michaels, Belfast, to George L.
Bean, do.; land in Belfast.
Elizabeth and Mary M. Milliken, Belfast, to
Horace Cnenery, do.; land and buildings in
Belmont.
W. A. Morrill, Belmont, to Horace Chenery,
Belfast; land in Belmont.
Adelbert D. McGray, Burnham, to Mary C.
Frost, et als., Pittsfield; land and buildings in
Burnham.
John Murphy, Searsport, to Henry F. Partridge, do.; land in Searsport.

The

reception given

S

2
9

Wednesday evening,

December 1st, by the presidents of the various
organizations connected with the North Congregational church to the members and the
pari sh was well attended despite the unfavorable weather, and socially was a success. The
church parlors were very prettily arranged for
the occasion. Milton Stephenson presided at
the door and the guests were escorted by a
corps of ushers—Harold Jones, Stephen Clem-

Here’s

a

9

9
9

suggestions of articles that any
would be more than pleased with.

few

2

9

issue.

The services for the week at the Congregational church will be as follows: Junior C. E.
Thursday, at 3.30 p. m.; Castle North, K. O. K.

The services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: preaching service
You of course have read those rhymes at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev.
that occasionally appear in the Sun and A. A. Smith; subject, The Symbol of the Age.
are copied all over the land, in which
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. Brotherhood of
shafts of satire are aimed with such acDavid, Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock. Linj
to
hit
the
curacy that they never fail
coln Castle, K. O. K. A. will meet Saturday
of
these
the
author
mark. Well,
bright
evening at 7 o’clock.
is E. P. Mitchell, whose

things

|

Sunday with preaching by Rev. William
Vaughan of the Trinity Reformed Church.
Mr. Vaughan will also preach at 2.30 o’clock at

the New York Sun it was
a

cough medicine. fcTAyei Co., Lowell, Mass.

You cannot recover promptly if your bowels are constipated. Ayer’s Pills are gently laxative; act directly on the liver. Sold for nearly sixty years. Ask your doctor all about them.

10.45 a. m., with sermon by
Castle
the pastor. Sunday school at noon.
Channing, K. O. K. A., meets Friday evening at 7 o’clock.
next

And now to plan the Christmas shop
ping campaign?—Portland Argus.
Why, bless you, that was all plannei |

Last week in

No alcohol in this

8
8

First Parish

insertion.

I
ARE YOU LOOKING
I BACKWARD OR FORWARD?

Do you know a remedy for coughs and colds nearly seventy
years old? There is one—Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. Once
in the family, it stays. It is not a doctor, does not take
the place of a doctor. It is a doctor’s aid. Made for
the treatment of all throat and lung troubles.
Ask
your own doctor his opinion of it. Follow his advice.

Mr. H. M. Prentiss will give

Republican Journal Publishing Co

Smoking Jackets from
Bath Rob* s,
Negligee Shirts

$3.50

“

Pajamas
Night Robes

9

Silk and Cotton Handkerchiefs from

9

Umbrellas from
Fur Coats, from
Fur Caps (for Ladies also) from
Sweaters
Dress Suit Cases from
Heavy Winter Caps from
Fancy Vests from
Fur Gloves from
Choice line of Neckwear from
Fancy Suspenders in Boxes from
Box of Wunderhose, an New Idea Hose,
4 pairs,
Fancy Arm Elastics from
Kuppenheimer Suit or Overcoat from

9
9
9
9

9

2

9

9

2
2

2

2
9

9
9

9
9
9
9

Here’s

Something

$7.00
5.00
1.50
2.00
1.00
.50

“

1.00
15.00
1.50
1.00
.95
.25
1.00
1.50
.25
.25

9

9

with

as

3.00
30.00
4.00
5.50
5 00
1.50
4.00
3.50
.50
1.00

“
“
“

9

9

9

1.00
.50
25.00

.25

15,00

A Widow Jones’ Suit or Overcoat from
$3.00 to $ 8.00
A Widow Jones’ Young Man’s Suit or Overcoat from
5.00
15.00
“
A nice Coat Sweater from
.50
2.00
Box of Guaranteed Wunderhose, 4 pairs,
1.00
A Knit Toque or Skating Cap from
.25
.50
Some Good Warm Underwear from
.25
50.

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

9

THE MAIN STREET CLOTHIERS.
N. B. Every customer asking for them will receive
of our 1910 China Calendar Plaques FREE.

one

|

Our stock is larger and

l

We have

gifts

to

more

varied than

9!

9

9

9
9

j

please everybody and

We

2

Fire

in

Rockport.

Camden, December 2. Fire early Thursday
morning destroyed the greenhouses of George
Glarentzel in Rockport, just over the Camden
line. The Atlantic Engine Co. of Camden responded early but the greenhouses were a
total loss, with no insurance. The ell of the
house was destroyed and this was insured.
The fire caught around the heating apparatus
of the greenhouses. The wind was blowing at
a high rate and but for the fine work of the
firemen a serious conflagration would have resulted.

Enoch Leathers, who now has employment
Unity, visited his friends here last week
He is the twin brother of Isaac Leathers, who
is the assistant at our station, and was born in

j

At the Good Templar lodge last Saturday
L. Morrill as chairman of the
committee furnished a nice program. They
are working on a new play for next Saturday

!

-EASY

John Abbott, Will AbbQtt, Will Kelsey
Horace Richardson and A. B. Payson have returned from a hunting trip in the big woods
with several deer. Mr. Payson got a silver
gray fox, which is supposed to be valuable.

of

both.

Nothing

MACHINE
be

can

better for

GIFTS—

a

nice line of

...

PAYMENT PLAN-_—
...

Lace and Muslin Curtains-the prices can’t be beat
Curtain Stretchers, Portieres, Upholstery
Supplies and
Window Shades, Table Oil Cloth, and many
things not
mentioned here-

9

We

••AlVIl,

are

cutting prices

9

CLOCK,

2

GOLD BEADS,

2

SILVER SPOONS,

BROOCH,

TOILET SETS to close.

Don't forget

to

call.

CO., 72 Main Street.

V

RING,

CHRISTMAS POST CARDS
10c. per Dozen.

CHAFING DISH,

j

on

J. L. SLEEPER &

|

POCKET BOOK,

W.H. RICHARDS,45 Main Streei

CUT GLASS,

j

before,

«

SPECTACLES,

to suit any

]

FOB,

POCKET KNIFE,

|

The

LOCKET,

Sleigh

is again at hand.

EMBLEM CHARM,

Season
Call and let

us

show you some up-to-date CUTTERS

THIMBLE,

AT RIGHT PRICES.

LORGNETTE,
BRACELET,
OPERA

Blankets, Harnesses,

GLASSES,

Whips,

i: ‘ft

Horse Goods.

%

We have these in great
variety and shall be glad
to show them

E.

R. CONNER
Belfast, Maine.

to you.

imperfect vision

j

Chase&Doak

Just look at

Fancy

our

line of

Boxes of

Fine Chocolates

—-—I
FARM FOR SALE
Northport, Maine, containing 180 acres; 40
icres of mowing land.
This farm is first class
for hay, potatoes, corn, and other crops. There
are 50 acres of pasture—high land, suitable for
sheep. The remainder is in woodland, hard
miles from a new steam
and soft wood, only
[n

This farm is well watered from
mill.
springs that never go dry. There are 50 apple
trees in good bearing condition. The buildings
consist of a one-story house, L and wood house
and barn 70 by 42, in good repair. There is a
well of good water at the house, which is five
miles from Belfast, 2^ miles from the Northport Campground, on an R. F. D. route. For
further particulars inquire of David L. Herrick
on the premises, or address
DAVID L. HERRICK,
R. F. D. No. 6, Belfast, Me.
tf49
saw

,...C HRISTMAS..

Engineer
-AND-

Land.

FOR

Licensed

All kinds of Chocolates in
bulk and a choice line of

in small Christmas Boxes
tor the Gentlemen at

8earsport, Maine.
November 25,1909.—4w47

PAUL’S,

WINTER CANDY.

SWIFT & PAUL, Masonic

er'

Coroner.
Everything modern

in

Temple.

| Metal

Shipping
Vaults

Cases

and

always

in

SI
stoc

Calls answered promptly, either
Home

Water Color

telephone

I also have

a

48-3.

Olha

stock ot

Card Tables and Cha
TO
tor

Views around Belfast,
Souvenir, 50 cents.

VACUUM
CLEANING
We clean carpets, furniture and mattresses
with the Vacuum Cleaner. No dirt, no moving
furniture. Makes old carpets look like

out of
new.

Drop us a postcard.
2w48p
W. B. FLETCHER, 27 High Street.

LET

Card Parties, Sociables and
ments. Tables 10 cents ap^
Chairs 20 cents per do 1

72 MAIN
•

3w48

Visitors welcome.

MASONIC TEMPLE.

George E. Stevens and William L. Frost have
purchased the A. D. McGray farm in Burnham
and will move their families there in the early
spring. This farm is located at the head of
Unity pond and is one of the most desirable in
that locality.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

Embalf

CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.

CHRISTMAS

SWIFT &

Surveyor,

undertake;,

..

SANBORN'S STUDIO

Civil

CharlesR. Cocil

BEFORE YOU BUY FOR

-AT-

evening, Mrs. G.

evening.

assortment

How e.v
entertain your friends. Call and hear both kinds then
you will he satisfied
whichever you take.
Let us sell you your Records, we are alwavs
delighted
play for you-just give us a chance. We intend to carry all the Records in
Either style of Machine sold on the

We also carry

in

this town.

full

Think of the enjoyment to be had these long winter
evenings.

9
9
9

BELFAST,

The sixth day of December was as pleasant
September weather, with only the slightest
The roads
trace of snow to be seen anywhere.
were, however, sticky with mud.

a

=-CHRISTMAS

9
9

Eye Specialist,

17th._

carry

2

POOR’S DRUG STORE

as

PHONOGRAPH

OR A VICTOR TALKING

SCHOOL
CHILDREN
SUFFER

cember

WANT TO SELL YOU AN

EDISON

2

pocketbook.

cers were elected:
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Abbie C. Doak; Worthy Patron, George R. Doak;
! Associate Matron, Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee; Secrei tary, Mrs. Ethel W. Locke; Treasurer, Miss E.
I Maude Barker; Conductress, Mrs. Georgia B.
| Parker; Associate Conductress, Mrs. Hattie M.
Ritchie. The next meeting will be held De-

J. L. SLEEPER & CO

9

Dr. F.L. Adams

Harold o]
Sandypoint are visiting her parents, Mr. anc
Mrs. W. D. Harriman... .Mr. and Mrs. Franl
Avery of St. John, N. B., are visiting relative)
here... Mr. and Mrs. Geo. O’Dea of Salem
Mass., spent Thanksgiving at their summe:
Saome, “Rockmarge,” in this place....Mr. E
W. Grindle, who has been visiting in Worcester, Mass., Connecticut and New York, return
ed last week, accompanied by his daughter
Miriam W. Grindle of Worcester.... Mr. Franl
Kingsbury of Frankfort, has opened the stor<
lately vacated by E. W. Grindle....Mr. am 1
Mrs. Kingsbury have moved into B.C. Avery'i ,
house_The many friends of Mr. and Mrs
Geo. Bennett wish them much joy in thei
married life....Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Greei
have moved back into their home at Mt. Hea

[

9

fitting
study glasses,
ing good

son

us

9
9

CARVING SET,

ever

a

re

9
9;

SALE!*€-

-3FOR

|

at all times

for whatever you want. Make vourselves at home at all
times in
banking rooms. They are for your use.

Come to
our new

FOUNTAIN PEN,

|

yearly and twice yearly issues

thoroughly posted

THIS FACT IS THE SECRET OF OUR GROWTH.

KODAK,

Christmas Presents

cor-

City National Bank of Belfast

5

Boy !

•

Z

believer in the Roosevelt policy of greater publicity and safety in

This bank makes FIVE published statements
FULL LIST of its investments. People are thus
garding our business.

9 I

9
We have the best values ever offered in the above goods S
2
2 and would be pleased to have you inspect them.
W

Z

a

a

I

9 ■

give

Grant and little

I

Are you

2

for that

from

Mrs. M. B.

■

9 I

3.50
.50
1.00
.50
.10

9

9
9

to

man

Ray Lindgren
ent, Harley Godfrey,
chairman. In the receiving line were Dr. A. X
O. Stoddard, Mrs. L. A. Knowlton. H. M. Prentiss, the Rev. David L. Wilson and A. J. Knowl- j
♦
Come in and we will show you.
3w4i,
ton, members of the standing committee; Mrs.
David L. Wilson, president of the Young Ladies’ Guild, Mrs. A. J. Knowlton, president of
the Ladies’ Circle, Mrs. Annie S. Craig, president of the Women’s Auxiliary, John Parker,
chairman of the music committee, Thomas E.
Bowker, president of the Senior Christian EnThe News of Brooks.
deavor, Miss Margaret Craig, president of the
Junior Christian Endeavor, and Dana SouthShaw, Bartlett and Lawrence West got sick
worth, King of the Knights of King Arthur. of the woods and have come home.
Northport Wesleyan Grove Campmeeting The reception was given from 8 until ten, and
B. F. Stantial spent last week in Boston,
Association, Northport, to John G. Cunning- during the evening a musical program was
where he selected goods for his winter trade.
ham; land in Northport.
Mrs.
Elon
the
choir
and
soloists.
rendered
by
Ansel G. Pettingill, Brooks, to James B. McLewis Godding has moved to the Boyington
Gilchrest gave two piano selections in her
Taggart. do.; land in Brooks.
to
E.
John Sanborn, Belfast,
Mellen, usual pleasing manner. Miss Katherine C. place, which his brother Edwin has bought.
Mary
do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
M. J. Dow, as usual, has in a good stock of
two pretty selections, Master
Hartford Shute, Belfast, to Tryphosa E. Quimby sang
Santa Claus has some beautiErskine, Stockton Springs; land and buildings Hubbard played a piano solo exceedingly well, holiday goods.
and are called dull in
in Belfast.
and John Parker sang a solo which was much ful dolls stored there.
Glennie B. Turner, et als., Palermo, to WilThe village schools opened for the winter
enjoyed. The ladies’ parlor was arranged as a
studies. We
liam W. Hisler, Windsor; land in Palermo.
careWilhelmina A. Tweedie, Thorndike, to John serving room, and here Miss Margaret A. Dun- term last Monday with the same teachers as
ful attention to the
ton presided, serving Russian tea and wafers, before.
M. Ward, do.; land in Thorndike.
Unity Lodge, F. & A. M. No. 50, Thorndike, assisted by several young ladies of the church
Mrs. L. A. Bachelder has been assisting her
to Wilbur S. Dolloff, do ; land in Thorndike.
of children’s
William F. White, Waldo, to Roscoe S. Lit- and parish.
| father in his store and will continue to do so J
tlefield. Brooks; land and buildings in Waldo.
assurduring the holidays.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Carrie M. Greenlaw', Belfast, to J. C. Dexter,
1
J.
Wilson
to
the
illness
of
Rev.
S.
land
in
Belfast.
Owing
•do.;
results in all
At the regular meeting of Waldo Lodge, I.
Elisha H. Haney, Belfast, to Scott H. Tol| there were no services at the Union church
jnan, Boston, Mass.; land in Northport.
cases.
last
Sunday.
j
Alfred E. Nickerson, Swanvilie to Mima A, for
membership were received.
It is said that Ephraim Johnson has bought
Moore, do.; land and buildings in Swanvilie.
I
At the regular meeting of Canton Pallas, No.
James Triehy, Swanvilie, to Ernest C. Lamthe Ed Long place of Frank Foss and will
port, Waldo; land and buildings in Swanvilie.
%
4, P. M., I. O. O. F., last Monday evening, the I move there in a few days.
following officers wore elected: Captain, AusMrs. Mary H. Johnson spent last Monday
!
The Shoe Situation.
tin G. Jewett; Lieutenant, Edward F. Littlewith her friend Mrs. A. E. Dow.
Her health
field; Ensign, Orrin J. Dickey; Clerk, Charles has been
A large number of reserve orders are reportI
very poor and she gets out very little.
John
S.
Davidson.
H.
Accountant,
Sargent;
sa t>y ooot ana snoe manuiaciurers, ana wnut
Wallace Ellis is still with his brother Rolf
The officers will be installed at the first meetnew business is quiet, numerous moderate-sized
His city job was hard on
here on the farm.
purchases make up a fair aggregate. Reports | ing in January.
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, ROOM NO. 1.
.from salesmen on the road to book initial conhis health and he is here trying to recuperate.
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., held their annual
tracts for next summer and fall lines will soon
Wm. M. Hall, who has employment in Stockbe received. The price question is becoming
meeting last Friday evening. On account of
less of a disturbing factor each v eek.—Dun's
the death on that day of their Associate Con- tonrhas been in town for a few days. He will
Review, December 4th.
return soon and take his family with him for
| ductress, Mrs. Mary H. Wiggin, no routine
! business was transacted. The following offi- the winter.
PROSPECT FERRY.

---__

Y

For Cloughs—Take This

The Spiritualist Society will hold services at
2 o’clock next Sunday afternoon in Knowlton’i
hall on High street.
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SWIFT & PAUL
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Broken

Candy,
Mixed Nuts, #

FOR

CHRISTMAS
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t
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the news of

Belfast.

Among the premiums awarded at the recei t
Dairymen's meeting in Skowhegan were the
following: Best single ear of flint corn, third,
Emery D. Bickmore, Stockton Springs, 94 1-2,
$1. In the exhibits of dairy prints for scoring
>nly S. G. Evans of Waldo leads with a score of

A SUGGESTION.
Christinas shopping early
Don’t wait till the last days.
You’ll have more time for selections,
And meet with no
delays.

Do your

)6.

Do your Christmas
early,
And thus avoid the crush.
You will find the task more pleasant
If you don’t have to rush.

shopping

“Florida oranges, 20 for a quarter,” were
in the store windows last week.

displayed

county commissioners were in session
Monday, engaged in general routine business.
The

public schools
the holidays and

The
for

close December 17th
resume sessions
January

will

2nd.

boys

The

must have

sleighing

they have had skating but it !

say

been
date.

on

very

shallow ponds.

No

to

There will be a masquerade ball in
Peavey’s
hall Tuesday evening, December 14th, with
music by Keyes’ orchestra.

!

Universalist Social Aid will meet with

The

Eugene L. Cook on Miller street this,
Thursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The Belfast Savings bank declared dividend
Mrs.

I

S3, December 6th, at the rate of 4 per cent.
Total dividends paid to depositors to date $1,No.

384,736.95.
arrivals at Bangor December 1st
from the big woods were Victor Larrabee and
Alonzo Nickerson of Belfast with two deer
each.

Among

the

meeting of the Belfast Improvement
.Society last Monday Mrs. F. W. Pote reported
At the

.iciK.

me

wnutr

nictu

nee

10 me

uuuuieu

park

by Mrs. Helen A. Carter would be planted this
week.

Leroy Coombs has built an extension on his
shop and is getting ready to set up a 30- j
foot speed launch for C. A. Turner of New
York, a summer resident of Dark Harbor. Mr.
Coombs also has two 43-foot cruisers to build.
The poverty social held in the Baptist vestry last Friday evening by the Young Ladies,
Social Union was a great success, as a promoAn

of mirth and

the harvesting of pennies.
entertainment, games and music made the

evening a very enjoyable one.
Tomorrow, Friday, evening the Seniors of
the Belfast High school will present in the
Opera House the play entitled “Union Depot
for a Day.” The class will be assisted by some
of

our

best local

talent and there

are

nearly

hundred characters in the cast. The play
staged and a delightful evening's
entertainment is assured.
one

will be well

Poor’s Mills. Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Carver
Yinalhaven are visiting at W. A. Bank’s...
O. L. Wentworth shot a fine deer Thanksgiving
day, near home-Horace Wentworth returnof

ed from Burnham last week with

a deer....

At

ladies presented the drama,
the Story Grew.” This week, Tuesday,
they presented the “Pull Back.”_H. H.
Wentworth and O.
L. Wentworth returned
from Orland Monday.
the last social the
How

Saturday afternoon, December

11th,

the

Ladies* Aid of the Methodist church will have
on sale, in the Journal building, next to B. P.
Field’s store, a good supply of homemade

pies—mince, apple, squash, pumpkin, mock
cherry, etc. They will also offer for sale some
nice aprons,so that when you buy a pie for the
Sunday dinner you may buy an apron to wear
while serving it.
The sale will begin at 2.30
and continue through the afternoon and evening. The Aid solicits the patronage of the
public.
Circle, Ladies of the G.
A. R., at their recent meeting gave Mrs. Julia
Thomas H. Marshall

A. McKeen

a

most

tion and several

delightful birthday

complete surprise
D. H. Strout, in behalf

a

was

recepIt

tokens of their regard.
to

Mrs.

McKeen.

Mrs.
of the Circle, presented Mrs. McKeen, who has been their treasurer for many years, with a fountain pen, two
books—“The Shuttle” and “Uncle Phin,”—and
a bouquet of beautiful pinks.
Mrs. McKeen
was delighted with the gifts and with
the
thought that prompted them.

popular play,“The Union Depot,” which
presented so successfully in other
Maine cities, will be given in Belfast Opera
House Friday evening, December 10th, under
the auspices of the Senior class of the Belfast
High school. The cast will include the Senior
class and many other Belfast young people.
The

has

been

Miss Beers of the Beck Entertainment Bureau
Monday morning
and has the affair in charge, and her efforts,
combined with the hearty co-operation of Belfast’s local talent, will insure the success of
of Boston arrived in Belfast

the

play.

of fire from box 25 at 6 p. m.
Saturday was for a fire in the basement of Masonic Temple. Some cotton waste used by the
painters that had been placed in a closet under the stairway leading from the Main street
entrance of F. A, Johnson’s store caught by
spontaneous combustion but did not break into
a blaze.
It burned a hole about the size of a
silver dollar on some paper on which the waste
was laid.
W. H. Clifford noticed the smoke
first and notified C. F. Swift, and they looked
over their own premises and those of D. P. PalThe
mer before locating the incipient fire.
firemen were promptly on hand and adminThe alarm

a small dose of water.
“all out” sounded at 6.20.

istered
The

Steamer Notes.

A

No

damage.

northeast gale Thanks-

week held up the coastwise steamers
last week the conditions were the same.

giving

and
The Eastern Steamship Co.’s steamer Belfast,
which left Bangor Wednesday morning, was
held at Ro.-kland until Thursday night, and
the City of Bangor which arrived at Bangor
Wednesday morning from Boston remained

!

|

..

lay

or

two later

we

received

personal

a

note

A Family Burying Ground.

Sunday,

De-

and beaucember 5th,was a remarkably
tiful day. Except for the leafless branches of
the trees one rambling through the fields and
warm

been

an

have

air, and so green the grass on
sheltered southern slopes. In our wanderings
we stood beside an old family burying ground
which had been a source of interest to us from
earliest childhood. We remember when the
the

stood straight and white, and when
with our playmates we climbed upon the fence
to try and spell out the inscriptions upon them.
Now, black and discolored, the stones lie flat
enclosure
upon the ground, and we entered the
and made our way through the tangle of rose
bushes and blackberry vines to where four of
stones

the stones laid side by side. We cleared away
the leaves, and read the inscriptions. A family— a father, young mother and two young
from
sons, the dates on the stones ranging
1832 to 1848. It was a sad little story those
us
told
four discolored and broken headstones
as we stood there in the December sunBhine,
of
land
and we were glad to return to the
living and happier thoughts.

0

big

six-masted

schooner

George

W.

from George P. Field of Boston, in which he Wells, which arrived at Baltimore December
laid: “I noticed in The Journal some weeks 3d. made the run down the coast in
the record
|
igo that somebody wras prepared to subscribe breaking time of thirty-nine hours. The en:or the publication of the second volume of
tire time from port to port, including towage
Williamson's History of Belfast. Now, couldn't up the Chesapeake, was
seventy-two hours.
j
mu undertake to start, through The Journal,
The Wrells reeled off thirteen knots an hour be;ueh a subscription, and if you are willing to, fore a northerly gale-Schooner
Mary A.
ind think it wise, you may put me down for Hall, which grounded
just inside of Cape Fear
525.00, besides an agreement to take several bar December 2nd while bound to Wilmington
copies of the book when published. It seems N. C., from Jacksonville, was floated and towed
;o me that if you call attention to it in your
into port December 3d_The three-masted
)aper there may be enough of the present and schooner Georgetta Lawrence sailed from
'ormer residents of the city who are willing to Portsmouth, N. H., harbor November 23d and
has just been reported at Rockland. The Lawfournal is, of course, ready and anxious to do rence is bound from New York for Bucksport
?verything in its power to ensure this publica- with coal.George A. Gilchrest has bought the
ion. We need the book in our business, and I stone sloop Ida May, and she was towed to this
vant to see it beside the first volume, which oe- port from Rockland
Monday. She is 59 tons
:upies a shelf within easy reach as we write, i net and was built at Gloucester in 1855.
rhe author had no thought of making money
It was with him a
n preparing this volume.
abor of love. Those who survive him, and

manuscript, are imbued with a
ike spirit, and would gladly enter into any arrangement that would ensure the publication

vho

plain, nourishing diet are
all good and helpful, but
the most important of

are

for Useful Christmas Gifts selected from our
regular dewhich
are fully equipped all the
partments
year round with goods carefully selected to meet the wants and requirements of our customers.

It is the standard treatment

prescribed by phy-

Bend 10c., name of paper and this ad. for
beautiful Savings Bank and Child's
Sketch-Book. Each bank contains a Good
Luck Penny.
onr

I

SCOTT & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St, N. Y.

mo| aj}xa

louble the regular price is paid for it. Why
subscriptions to a guarantee fund,
he money to be returned when the book has

ern

Maine with

ISO

pounds.

two

Saturday from North- \
large bucks, one weighing j

work all alone.

Traveller’s Club will meet with Mrs
Walter C. Shaw, Court street, Tuesday, December 14th. Program; paper, Charles the
Fifth by Mrs. A. J. Knowlton; readings, Balboa
and Cortes, by Mrs. F. W. Brown; Valencia, by
Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury.
The

parlor.

Military Whist. The whist
for Atred
Worn on will

Hnmp

party for the
tulro

nloou

captains are
7.30. They will
at the door.

draw for

They

are

clothiers,

ask the

question

and

offer

a

few

in that line.The City National Bank of Belfast believes in publicity. It
makes five published statements yearly and
twice yearly offers a full list of its investJames H. Howes, Odd Fellows’ block,
ments.
makes some suggestions for useful Christmas

suggestions

bring

lunch

bring serving trays.

and should

articles for refreshments
them to the hall by 3.30 in the
afternoon, when the refreshment committee
will be present. Bridge will be played and
the game will be called at 8 o’clock. Tickets
will be sold only at the door.

please

|

mas

cheer which centers in

shall

use

them

on

all mail matter

packages. Be sure to help
Stamps are on sale by M.

the

as

well

as

next

Saturday.

18, 1909, at the office of the company in this
next door to the
Windsor Hotel, has a fine assortment of Christmast candies, fruits, nuts, etc. Cigars in boxes
of 25 for presents, and pipes of all kinds. Also
playing cards and school supplies of all kinds.

city....D. F. Stephenson,

It will take

in Searsport.

pay the

!

aas
a

CARLE

saoud

J?
4
4

j

& JONES’

j

♦

^
X
Y
▼

^

Was

Now

1 Size 42.,... 825 75 *19 75
1
40..
24 50
18 00
1 "
41. 20 00
14 50
1
39.
2500
1975
1
40..
15 00
9 98
1 "
40. 19 00
14 50
..

...

"

1
1

39.

..

25 00
39. 18 50
38. 18 00

19 75
12 50
12 00

^

1

'T

C0AT. NAVY, 16 YEARS,
I
DARK GREEN, 36,
I
WISTARIA, 36.
I
RESEDA GREEN, 34,
I
CASTOR, 36,

"

J
2
♦

1

"

Was

Now

1 Size 38. #20 OO #15 75
1
38. 25 00
19 75
1 "
38..
22 00
17 00
1
38. 15 00
0 98
1
38. 20 00
12 00
1 "
15 50
30. 20 00
1 "
37. 16 50
12 00
<
36. 19 00
13 50

WAS $22.00
“
18.00
*•
22.00
20.00
20.00

♦

♦
^
T

4
4

THIS SALE $16.00
“
14.50
.6.00
“
15.98
“
13.00

J

A
X
▼

^
▲

^

♦
T

2

2

T

^

^

CARLE & JONES.

a

For

up in

boxes.

They make very acceptable gifts.
It49p
F. A. FOLLETT & SON
Opera House Block.

Belfast Loan and Building
Association, Beltast,
7, 1909.

WILLIAM B. SWAN, President.
C. W. WESCOTT, Secretary and Treasurer
Directors—William B. Swan, R. F. Dunton
A. Gammans, A. I. Brown, C. W. Wescott, W
I.Quimby, R. H. Howes, H. T. Field.
Organized January 21, 1891.

+
4

♦

!

;

a

L. H. FERGUSON.

100,000.00

163,504.71
$867.75

1

its sdd semi-annual dividend on December b,

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

! month.
in this Bank are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
JAMES H. HOWES,
ROBERT F. DUNTON.
FRED G.
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEN D. FIELD.

$39,200 03

4%

lx>ans

WHITE,

4 °lo
——*

1

FOR SALE

HALLET & DAVIS

PIANOS

outstanding.693

pledged for loans.. .301
of loans.58

To

close

LORD’S
High Street,
CASH

OR

Belfast

INSTALMENTS.

the

Estate

of the

late

Sarah

Harriman.

-AT-

WM. B. SKELTON,
Bank Commissioner.

for children/ oafo, euro. No oplatoo

1868.

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,
Dividend No. 83, December 6, 1909, at the rate
of 4%,
30,294.60
Total Dividends paid to depositors to date,
$1,384,736.95

♦

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦«

BELFAST.

|

RESOURCES.

of shares
of shares

2Q MA(N gTREET

...

Deposits

$39,200 0c
of shareholders.110
of borrowers. 55

January 1, 1910.

Until

■

Accumulated capital.$31,346 92
33 OC
Advance payments.
Guaranty fund. 1,576 01
Matured shares. 1,483 22
Sills payable.
3,700 OC
Profits. 1,060 8i

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

■

paid
lyuy,
j at the rate of 4 °/o per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain
! this rate ir. the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited
to the account of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will
draw
interest the same as the principal sum.
j
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious over! sight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
with any prospective depositors within or without the State.
accounts
i

LIABILITIES.

on mortgages of real estate... $38,659 3C
100 0C
Loans on shares.
440 73
^ash.

Trimmings, Fancy Work,

B fls' Hair Ribbons Etc

....

inis BanK

OF THE

yd.

“

4%

Reserve,
Surplus,

tasty Christmas

STATEMENT CF THE CONDITION

15c.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President,
WiLVIER J. DORMAN, Treasurer
HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
December
Deposits
6, 1909,
$1,609,781 01

large, attractive

T

All Christmas goods out and ready for inspection.
Look at our WINDOW DISPLAY SATURDAY EVE.

♦

put

i

♦

▲

Yours very truly,

1

ORGANIZED

APOLLO CHOCOLATES

▼

All Mixed Coats, Ladies’ and Misses’, and all Coats not
mentioned will be sold at a discount of $2. OO on each Coat

♦

i33c>

the WALDO

“

Belfast Savings Bank

...

£

4
♦
4

We have
line of

25c-

4%

CHRISTMAS
CANDY

OCTOBER

Black Coats

Coats

in

PRICE

42c. and 37c. Ribbons al 25c. per

CHECK AC-

|

We want our tables cleaved by next Monday morning,
December 13th, to display our Christmas Line of Waists
—Hand Embroidered Linen, Plain Linen, Scotch Flannel, Lace and Silk. The finest line ever displayed here.
To do this quickly we shall make the following prices on
Coats from Thursday, December 9, to Saturday evening,
9 o’clock.

Black

ON

2 % INTEREST

year interest.
^J

a>|aui ||!M

AiniBint!

^

HALF

than the above amount to

Most any account draws at least $5.00

4

♦

more

Untrimmed

uatq
nM 1 °

Costs nothing to investigate and it may
be worth considerable to you.

IN A NUTSHELL.

♦

Company

COUNTS, alone, for 1909

ajjo

o* naj.

MAINE.

Trimmed and

TRUST COMPANY, Belfast.

♦

$

BELFAST,

BELFAST.

agent in Brooks and Mrs. W. M. Thayer

J

A

m.

Waldo Trust

good work along.

P. Woodcock &

Son,
Co., S. R. Locke and City Drug
store; also by individual members of the Waldo
Division Red Cross. W. E. Jones is an author-

uo

HOWES,

will be paid by the

R. A. French &

ized

BLOCK,

$3,000Reward SALE OF

1

sold is a contribution of one cent to the Red
Cross warfare against the great white plague
in our own State. It is especially desirous that i
business houses, organizations and societies

THE COAT QUESTION

1910_ In Carle & Jones midwinter announcement they put the coat question in a nutshell.

to 9 p.

ODD FELLOWS’

it, but each stamp

l

♦

Look for their window display Saturday evening.Chase & Doak, jewelers, Main street,
make some suggestions for Christmas gifts.
They have the articles enumerated in great
variety and will be glad to show them to you.
_At F. A. Follett & Sons', Opera House
block, you will find a large line of Apollo chocolates put up in pretty Christmas boxes.
Farm for sale in Northport, first class for hay;
potatoes, corn and other crops. Tillage, mowing, pasture and woodland-The entire property of the Duplex Roller Bushing Co. is offered for sale in one lot, and sealed proposals will
be received up to 12 o'clock, noon, December

JAMES H.

The Red Cross

aq*

i

ing Co. should file them with the clerk of the
S. J. court, Belfast, oh or before January 29,

their tables for Christmas goods they
offering coats at a big reduction from this,

Christmas Gifts.

send

Stamps. Attention is again
called to the sale of the Red Cross stamps. The
general interest is much more pronounced this
year than a year ago and it is hoped that it will
grow keener and the sales larger as Christmas
draw's near. Remember you are not only buying the stamp for the clever idea and Christ-

Umbrellas
Black and colors. Natural. Silver, Gun
Metal and Mission Handies,
specially
adapted for Useful Xmas Gifts.

Ladies’ Bags and Purses, suitable for a!!
occasions, specially adapted for Useful

All

promised

who have
will

Pure Silk

Leather Goods

cloth,

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

..

To clear

adapted

their table numbers

to

tra

until January 1. 1910, at half price. Big
reduction on trimmings and ribbons.Watch
the Christmas window1 of H. J. Locke & Son,
where new goods will be exhibited daily.
You will find a large stock of Christmas presents for sale at Poor’s drug store.Why not
buy that man or boy something useful this
year? Harry W. Clark & Co., the Main street

j

in

napkins, forks, spoons and cards. The lieutenants should be in their places at 8 o'clock,
sharp,

Specially adapted for Useful Xmas Gifts

Dress Patterns, specially
for Useful Christmas Gifts.

Handsome

this, Thursday evening. The 1
requested to be at their tables at !

ng is the Holeproof, sold only at The Dinsmore
Store. They are sold with a guarantee-Ex-

hats

!

J

Blankets

Goods

Hall

Memorial

Christmas stock-

s not only a luxury but a necessity to a sue•eiisful business man.L. H. Ferguson, 20
Main street^ wifi sell trimmed and untrimmed

Christmas Gifts.

Dress

|

Useful Xmas Gifts

Choice Novelties in Table Cloths,
Napkins, Doylies, Center Pieces, Bureau
Scarfs and Towels,
specially adapted
for Useful Xmas Gifts.

New models in Silk, Batiste, Dimity and
Linen, specially adapted for Useful

Fancy articles, baskets, aprons,

home cooking and home-made candy will be on
sale. Tea will be served during the afternoon.

fo

!|

Linens

Waists

by the Women’s Alliance
Parish (Unitarian) church, is postponed until tomorrow, Friday, afternoon. December 10th, and will open at 2.30 in the

Stockings

Specially adapted

j

The Christmas sale

church

Silk

For all members of the Family, specially
adapted for Useful Christmas Gifts.

of the First

gestions.

low prices on new Christmas goods at the
L’ity Drug Store.The people of Searsport
md vicinity are reminded that a bank account

ed for Useful Christmas Gifts.

Hosiery

H.Curtis of Poor’s Mills recent- I
ly dressed «,ne of the finest pigs that we have
known to bo killed in this vicinity. He dio the
Mr. Freeman

jaid for itself, as it will eventually? Then go
ihead and get subscriptions for the book. The
columns of The Journal are open for sugNew Advertisements. The

CHRISTMAS
RIBBONS

Ladies’, Gentlemen’s and Children’s all
pure linen, hemstitched, embroidered
and initial handkerchiefs, specially adapt-

Ernest Gross returned

noA v. a^fa^sjui

lot call for

Scarfs, specially adapted for Useful
Christmas Gifts.

Handkerchiefs

CHRISTMAS
RIBBONS

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

SVIAIlSIdHO M3N

calls for the first volume and

A beautiful display of exclusive novelties
in Women’s Neckwear, Veilings and

For Women and Children for evening
and street wear, specially adapted for
Useful Christmas Gifts.

body.

\

Women’s Neckwear

|

GLOVES

sicians all over the world
for this dread disease. It
is the ideal food-medicine to heal the lungs
and build up the wasting

vs saooo

We have no doubt but
.he book would pay for itself in time, although
t might not be possible to obtain a sufficient
lumber of subscribers at the outset. Even
there

Suggestions

Scott’s Emulsion

vithout financial loss.

low

—GHKISTHAS^—

all is

onaa

3ao±s

hold the

imagined the day to have are
October day, so warm and balmy was
Thursday, morning
some of the

woods would

The

JAMES H. HOWES’

Plenty of fresh air,
sleeping out-doors and a

street the other day as
cleaned on the former Washburn house and
stopped to say that he had helped to slate the
roof 57 years ago.
He recalled the fact that
the slates were laid on over the shingles and
said that that was done on a number of buildings in Belfast at that time.

A large audience attended the Helen Reynold's Trio entertainment in the Opera House
last Thursday evening. Seldom have instruA Canadian Lynx.
Clyde Holmes, who mental musicians given such entire satisfacvas employed in
Newburg last week, met with tion in Belfast. It was one of the daintiest
strange experience there. In coming out and most artistic
programmes we have had the
j
from the dense woods into a clearing he saw a
pleasure of listening to in years and our musij
strange gray animal of not very pleasing coun- cal people were unanimous in their
j
praise.
tenance and was undecided whether to-advance
Every person enough interested in the won)r retreat.
He tried to frighten the animal,
ders of geology to notice the smoothness and
>ut failing in this started for his boarding
of the quartz pebbles on the sea shore,
jlace and reported w hat he had seen. Several beauty
and in the running brooks, has
probably at
nen
with dogs and guns at once set out in
some time picked
up an unusually |pretty
pursuit and soon landed the strange beast,
and taken it home to admire. One
vhich proved to be a Canadian Lynx weighing specimen
of our friends recently brought home from
58 pounds.
He had fitted up his winter home
a neighboring
brook one of these pebbles,
n a cave near by and was
faring sumptuously
nearly as large as a hen’s egg, so perfectly
>n the lambs of near-by farmers.
round and smooth that one could hardly beNorth Belfast. Messrs. Fred and Frank lieve it to
have been shaped by the forces of
iolmes made a trip to Northern Maine last nature instead
of by artificial means.
The
veek, visiting tow-ns on line of the Bangor & pebble is
pronounced a curiosity by those who
Aroostook R. R. They report that lumbering have seen
it, as it is said that a perfectly
>perations are badly handicapped on account round bit of
quartz is rarely found.
>f the warm weather. The ground and
swamps
Shipping Items. The little schooner
ire not frozen in the least.... Mrs. Frank RobFancy,
ots is spending a vacation with relatives and which has been at this port, and in litigation, a
riends in Bangor.Bert Maybew has gone year or more, and is now owned by George A.
Gilchrest, was taken out on the marine railway
.o Middletown, Conn., where he has
employlast week for calking, etc. Mr. Gilchrest talks
nent.
(’harlps W. A VPr Jin'! hnncrht
naiv r>-f
Hatched grey horses to use in connection with of making an auxiliary of her.Sch. Charlie
lis business. He has the contract with the and Willie has chartered to load box boards at
datch Bros, to deliver their barrels to the Coe- this port for Chelsea, Mass., at $3.25 per M_
Sch. Evie B. Hall has chartered to load paving
dortimer Co
Mr. G. W. Ryder, who recent- I
at Frankfort for New York
The last voyage
y bought the Mrs. M. E. Ferguson stand, has
of a well-known American square
>een making temporary repairs on the buildrigger was
!
completed December 2nd,when the ship Joseph
ngs.
B. Thomas arrived at New York from Tacoma.
The Orpheus Club. Miss Amy E. Stoddard
She is soon to be converted nto a coal barge.
mtertained the Orpheus Musical club at her |
The Thomas was built at Tkomaston, Maine, in
lome Wednesday afternoon.
A short musical
1882-The 105-year-old two-masted schooner
j
Drogram was given by some of the children
was sold December 3d to J. H. Weldon of
Polly
ind Miss Stoddard told the story of the pianoi Dighton, Mass., for about $1,000
by Capt. Walrorte. Pop-corn and candy wrere served after 1
ter V. Spencer. The Pollv was at r>np t imp
he program and the musical picture-puzzles
owned by Capt. George F. Ryan and sailed out
vere enjoyed by all.
Following is the pro- : of this
port. Capt. Ryan took her to Amesbury,
gram.
Mass., where she was built in 1805, when an
Duet,
Esther Wiley and Amy Sholes.
anniversary celebration was held there_The
kittle Fairy,
Waddington | six-master Ruth E. Merrill sailed from PortRuth Redman.
land at noon November 30th, and 45 hours later
Duet,
Vina Flood and Helen Kittredge.
; was inside of Cape Henry and had taken a tow
Kaiser for Baltimore, arriving there on Friday mornryrolienne,
Annette Holt,
ing, December 3d. The Merrill has made many
J)e Rief
Day Dreams,
fine runs to and from Portland, but this last
Ida Merriam.
Mazurka Brillante,
Heins trip eclipses them all.Sch. N. E. AyerJ
Earl Hubbard.
lumber laden, Bangor for New fork, was at
Williamson’s History.
There is an in- this port two
days last week, sailing Saturday
ireasing demand for the publication of the on her last trip of the season. On her return
lecond volume of Williamson’s History of Bel- she will haul
up here for the winter_The tug
ast, which completes the annals of our city Walter Ross, which has been laid up at Bucks
:or the first one hundred years.
Last week port for some time, is at this
port for repairs at
ve quoted a subscriber as saying he would 1 Gilchrest's marine
railway. The Ross is 16
for
if
and
a
a
‘gladly pay $1U
tons net and was built at Philadelphia in 1867.
copy
necessary”

Saturday.The Tremont, Capt.
These have been selected from his
Barbour, made her last trip from Bangor to gifts.
The service will be re- regular departments, which are fully equipped
Manset last Saturday.
sumed in the spring when it is expected to the year around with goods carefully selected
have a larger and faster steamer on the route. to meet the wants and requirements of his
_The City of Bangor left here last Satur- customers.see statements oi tne uiy
and of the Belfast
day for Boston on her last trip for the season. National Bank of Belfast,
Loan and Building Association.All persons
ine service is now periormeu uy me
having claims against the Duplex Roller Bushsteamer Belfast, making two trips a week.
there until

passing along Court
the gutters were being

was

a

boat

ter

Peter F. Welch

The next meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua
circle will be with Mrs. B. Robertson, Cross
street, Monday afternoon, December 13th.
L’he topics of study will be from
chapter three,
^ages 142-154 of the C. L. S. C. book, Greek
^iew of Life, and from the Odyssey, books
1V-V11. The roll-call, quotations from Greek
yrics. Paper, Egyptian Engineering and Mir.Oral report, Egyptian Colonies in the
tfg.
United States.

Do your Christmas shopping
early,
And salesfolks in the store
Will thank you for so doing, and
Will bless you evermore.

The Young Ladies' Social Union of the Baptist Church will have a Christmas Bale of fancy
articles, aprons and home made candy Saturday afternoon, December 18th, in the church
vestry. The patronage of the public is solicited.

|

1

Six

acres

or less) and buildin the town of Stockton.
until December 15, 1909.

of land, (more

ings thereon, situated

Cash offers received
H. W.
M. A.

HARRIMAN, I Admr“A
MARSHALL, 1
3t4S

Agent, R. F. DUNTON. Belfast, Me.

"Why Brown Was Acquitted.

the sharpest detectives in New England,
the meek little man had led up to a
sworn statement which closed the door

Good Things From

“Everybody’s."

:

A ROYAL “GEEZER.”
Enoch Foster, Judge; A. S. Kimball, Pros- against any claim that the jug in court
“And now,” said the teacher, “we
1
ecuting Attorney. Orrington M. Hans- was not the jug which was taken from
come to Germany, that important counthe wagon.
com, Deputy Sheriff.
try governed by a kaiser. Tommy Jones,
The defence was finished.
About the time when Charles F.
what is a kaiser?”
Judge Foster leaned back in his chair,
Artemas
Browne, better known as
“Please, ma’am, a kaiser is a stream
closed his eyes, and seemed buried in
of hot water springin’ up an’ disturbin’
Ward,” was born in Waterford, a quiet profound meditation.
he
Then
opened
hamlet in Maine, another branch of the
the earth.”
his
and gazed long and earnestly at
family produced a Charles Browne, who the eyes
in

prosecuting lawyer, finally saying
slow, measured tones: “Brother Kimball,.
bring that jug of alleged whisky to me.
Up to the bench it went.
The judge with calm deliberation grasped a tumbler and filled it from the jug.
He held the glass toward the light and
cousins.
looked through it. A sip of the liquid
Early in his career “That Comical caused no
change of expression to sweep
Browne” was suspected of selling intoxHe
across his inscrutable countenance.
icating liquor unlawfully, but “That held the glass toward the light again and
Slippery Cuss,” as Artemas Ward called took so
the
of
deep a draught that some
him, always eluded conviction.
more nervous women in the court room
In the neighboring town of Oxford
shuddered.' Then he placed the tumbler
lived a bright, young deputy sheriff,
j upon the desk, leaned back in his chair.
who
was
M.
Hanscom,
Orrington
weary closed his
eyes and passed into another
of work in a woolen factory and was [
characteristic period of reflection.
fired with an ambition to prove himself
For the second time Judge Foster’s
a
It was the same
great detective.
the prosecutHanscom who long afterward became | eyes opened directly upon
lawyer.
deputy superintendent of police in Bos- ing“Brother
he
said, “What do
Kimball,”
ton.
in later years became famous throughout
New England under the stage name of
"That Comical Browne.”
is that the man who
Recollection
“showed was figgers” and the man who
"made faces at folks” were second

He went to Waterford and watched
around the house of the booze suspect
day and night, hardly getting a wink of
sleep for a week. At last he caught
sight of “That Comical Browne” driving
toward home. He stopped him in the
highway, searched the wagon, and, under a buffalo robe, found a three-gallon
jug filled to the neck, which he immediately seized in spite of vigorous protests.
The jug was taken to the law office of A.
S. Kimball for safekeeping.
The trial of Browne, charged with the

illegal transportation of whisky, was arranged to take place the next day before
Enoch Foster, a youthful justice in a
nearby village, who was destined at maturity to sit upon the supreme bench of
It
his State.
portant case.
and

news,

Mr. Foster’s first imLike wildfire spread the
from all directions people
was

you call this awful stuff?”
The attorney for the State took the
glass and tasted the fluid.
“I cannot name it, Judge,” was the
solemn reply.
The tumbler was passed to Hanscom,
who drained it and was bewildered, there
had been an appalling blunder somewhere. The jug with H under the handle,
which he had so positively identified as
the jug he took from the wagon of “That
Comical Browne,’’ was really and truly
filled with sweet, pure water from that
blessed spring on Bear mountain. It was
from the absence of odor, that
there had never been whisky in that jug.
Judge Foster leaned back, closed his
eyes and passed into his third period of
His eyes opened upon the acreflection.
cused man whom he regarded with sternThen in imness for a few moments.
pressive tones he said:
“Charles Browne, you may stand up.”
As “That Comical Browne” arose, the
simple, childish smile upon his meek face
gradually expanded into the most marvelous grin that the human eye ever
looked upon. That marvelous grin seemed to fill the whole courtroom like a sudden outburst of dazzling sunlight.
The judge continued: “Charles Browne,
you are discharged from this court. You
may go without day—and—you may take
your only jug with you.”
his
When the people had
honor put on his high silk hat which,
with his long loose black coat, made him
appear very tall, turned and looked benignantly at the State attorney, and

plain,

and ateam, to attend court.
Young Kimball opened for the prosecution by arraying the evidence against
the defendant with his usual clearness
and precision.
The deputy sheriff gave his testimony
with pardonable pride.
Then Judge Foster asked the accused
man if be had anything to offer in his
own defense.
In a very meek and humble manner
‘•That Comical Browne" arose and] looked at the young judge with a smile that
How innocent
was childlike and bland.
and childlike he looked as he stood first
on one foot and then on the (ther and
fidgeted with his hands.
remarked:
"I come before your honor," he said finally
“Brother Kimball, we should have been
slowly, “with the feeling that I have not spared such an awful experience if you
been used right; really and truly your
had had the whisky tested again in the
honor, I do feel as if I had not been used anteroom this
morning before coming
court
and
I
as
this
feel
though
right.
into court. It is a lesson you should never
these officers ought to make an apology
to me; really and truly, your honor, I do forget.”
Years later, when A. S. Kimball had
feel as though they ought to make an
become one of the distinguished men of
apology to me.
Enoch Foster the best read jusThe prosecuting officers gazed at each Maine,
tice of the supreme court of the State,
other in amazement.
With this amazeand 0. M. Hanscom deputy superintendment there was blended the shadow of |
ent of the Boston police, they learned
Even the stern
some undefined fear.
that on the night before the trial “That
somewhat
uneasy. Comical Browne” entered the law office
young judge appeared
Browne had the reputation of unexof Mr. Kimball by the shed window and
of
jokes
pectedly springing practical
removed the jug of whisky, putting in
hair-raising and blood-curdling character in its
place a similar jug filled with water.
upon all sorts of people. What did his His
quick eye noticed the H under the
Were there
strange words portend?
handle and he scratched a similar one on
sharp claws under those fidgeting velvet the second jug. —Boston Globe.

dispersed

paws?

With melting meekness he continued
the most unique defence ever offered beIt was not so much the
fore any court.
few simple words which he said as the
manner in which he said them; the expressive gestures and the wonderful
changes of expression which were continually transforming the most mobile
face in New England. In his care his
face was literally his fortune.
Under
the marvelous magic of that matchless
countenance the most common words
seemed to be fairly bubbling over with
delicious humor.
“Your honor," he said, “my poor famenjoy

puur neaiui, xeaiiy

auu

u

ujv,

your honor, they do enjoy poor health,
'i he doctor declared that the poor health
that my family enjoy was caused by the
poor water in my poor little well.
“On Bear mountain there is a blessed
spring; and truly, your honor, it is a
blessed spring, the water is so sweet and
pure.
Every day I went to that blessed
spring and tilled that jug (pointing to
the jug in court) with sweet, pure water
for my poor family who do enjoy poor
health.
“Yesterday, as 1 was returning from
that blessed spring on Bear mountain
with that jug filled with sweet, pure
water, my team was stopped in the road
by Deputy Sheriff Orrington M. HansHe seized my jug of
com of Oxford.
sweet, pure spring water and took it
from
me; really and truly, your
away
honor, Orrington AT. Hanseom of Oxford
did take away my jug of sweet, pure

spring
“1

water.
to

tried

strong

reason

with

that head-

man.

laughed

in my face. He said that
the jug was filled with whisky.
M.
Hanseom has watched
“Orrington
around my house so many nights without
sleep that I believe he has gone crazy;
really and truly, your nonor, I do believe
that Hanseom has gone crazy.
“The liquor in that jug was only the
wild dream of a detective who needed
rest.
“All night long I saw my poor family
drooping around me; really and truly,
your honor, I did see my poor family,
who do enjoy poor health, drooping
around me for want of sweet, pure
water from the blessed spring on Bear
“He

Children

Cry

Mrs. Frances A. Coombs and Mrs.
Florella A. Turner, the oldest twins in
Maine, observed their 84th birthday Novemher 2.8H at the home of Mrs. Coombs
in Turner, with whom her sister lives.
The twins were born in Belfast, but only
lived there until they were six months
When
old, when their ] arents moved.
2 1-2 years old their mother died and
have
lived
in
since that time they
various
Their father was a
parts of the State.
well-known physician, Dr. Simeon Foss,
who resided for many years in Lisbon
Falls, where he had a large practice.
Florella A. was the first to be married,
her husband being Josiah Turner of Lisbon. Two years later Frances A. married Levi Coombs, also of Lisbon. Their
husbands died many years ago and since
then the sisters have lived apart much
of the time. Mrs. Turner has lived with
a daughter in Charlestown, Mass.,
and
Mrs. Coombs with one of her children in
Bangor, but lately they returned to the
Coombs’ place in Lisbon.
Mrs. Turner has one child and Mrs.
Coombs has two. They are both very
active for their age. They are members
of the Free Baptist church.

Foley’s Honey and Tar is the best and safest
cough remedy for children. At the first symptoms of a cold, give as directed, and ward off
danger of croup, bronchitis, sore throat, cold in
the head, and stuffy breathing. It brings comto the little ones.
other harmful drugs.

opiates or

Contains

no

Keep always
on hand, and refuse substitutes.
Sold by all
druggists.
If you haven’t the time to exercise regularly,
Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipation. They

induce

a

mild,

easy,

healthful action of the

without griping.
for them. 25c.

bowels

Ask

your

—
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EVERY LITTLE BIT HELPS.

The lecturer raised his voice with emphatic confidence. “I venturi; to assert,
he said, “that there isn’t a man in this
audience who has ever done anything to
prevent the destruction of our forests.”.
A modest-looking man in the back of
the hall stood up.
“I—er—I’ve shot woodpeckers,” he
said.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL

druggist

EVIDENCE.

A witness in a railroad case at Fort
Worth, asked to tell in his own way how
the accident happened, said:
“Well, Ole and I was walking down
the track, and I heard a whistle, and I
got off the track, and the train went by,
and I got back on the track, and I didn’t
see Ole; but I walked along, and pretty
soon I seen Ole’s hat, and I walked on,
and seen one of Ole’s legs, and then I
seen one of Ole’s arms, and then another
leg, and then over one side Ole’s head,
and I says, My God! Something muster

happen

to

Ole!”

At an important State function in London, blue tickets were issued to persons
of high rank, admitting them to that
part of the hall reserved for members of
the royal family.
Less distinguished
were
guests
given white tickets.

Through some mistake, an important
public man received a blue'card while his
a white one.
When the couple reached the audience
chamber, there began to be trouble, inas-

wife received

much

the lady firmly declined to be
from her husband. An aide
reason with her, pointing
out
the
dreadful consequences
that
would follow a mingling of blue and
as

separated

endeavored to

white.

“How absurd!” exclaimed the lady.
“What do you take us for- a Seidlitz
was

BUT

permitted

to enter with her

WHAT WAS THE

As ‘IThat ComicalBrowne” resumed his
seat in the dock after this extraordinary
defence he looked like a meek little man
with no more guile in his heart than a

A'portrait painter would have achieved
fame and fortune if he could have transferred to canvas the quizzical glance that
Judge Foster shot at the defendant.
A big bluff or a practical joke?
Lawyer Kimball called Orrington M.
He testified in
Hanscom in rebuttal.
substance that the contents of the jug
had been carefully tested before and
after removal from the wagon and that
the stuff had proven to be whisky.
The point had become so important
that the attorney for the State took the
stand himself and corroborated the dep-

uty sheriff.
The case of the prosecution

was

closed.

simple style inquired oi
might ask the sheriff e
few questions. The judge replied thal
as he was acting as his own attorney he
could ask any questions within legal

Browne in his
the judge if he

limits.

the way, Mr. Hanscom,” said the
meek little man, “is the jug in court, the
same jug that you took from my wagon?’

“By

“It is.”
“Can you positively identify it

same

as

the

jug?”
certainly can” (with emphasis),

“I
“There’s a faint H under the handle
which I scratched with my knife blade it
the law office yesterday. I noticed the

few minutes ago.”
In spite of one of the brightest younj
attorneys at the bar, in spite of one ol
H

a

incident to breathing impoverished and
dust-laden air,” he says, “his body becomes cramped by too much sitting, and
develops, in almost every case, greater
or less
deformity of spine, shoulders, or
limbs. The school is frequently instrumental in stunting the development of
the chest and reducing ‘vital capacity’
by from ten to thirty per cent. The
school all but deprives the child of the
opportunity to exercise the large, or
“fundamental, muscles of his body, and
sets him instead to wagging the little
muscles of the eye, hand and tongue.

please?”
“Why,

LADY’S AGE?

see,”

answered the lady,
more and more red and embarrassed, “I
told the clerk I was thirty-eight.
I was
so flustered,
you know, that when he
asked my age I inadvertently gave him
my bust measurement.”
you

—

A

PINK TEA SWINDLE.

It was prohibition country.
As soon
the train pulled up, a seedy little man
with a covered basket on his arm hurried
to the open windows of the smoker and
exhibited a quart bottle filled with rich,
dark liquid.
“Want to buy some nice cold tea?” he
asked, with just the suspicion of a wink.
Two thirsty-looking cattlemen brightened visibly, and each paid a dollar for a
bottle.
“Wait until you get outer the station
as

before you take
cautioned them.
trouble.”

a

the little man
“I don’t wanter get in

drink,

He found three other customers before
the train pulled out, in each case repeat-

ing his warning.

“You seem to be doing a pretty good
business,” remarked a man who had
watched it all.
“But I don’t see why
you’d run any more risk of getting in
trouble if they took a drink before the

train started.”

“Ye don’t hey?

qottles had

in

cold tea.”

Why Our Coffees are
Richest in Flavor

real

Caffeone,

you

of coffee. This
principle
forms the coffee flavor and

nectar-like oil

fragrance.

Moreover, coffee that is rich in oil is
wonderfully wholesome. For caffeone is
a germ destroyer of remarkable value.

When you drink “Fifth Avenue” Coffee
insure yourself the maximum amount
of this ambrosial oil.
Because only the berries famous for
you

Fifth Avenue Coffee
we spena tnree times as mucn money

nueen

ior

minutes.

wecause met costs money.

Such coffee is only half roasted. Ami half
roasted coffee is half raw. Onh' half the
flavor-making- oil i*-. developed.
That is why ordinary coffee is weak and
colorless. That is why it tastes flat and

roasting: as is spent for other coffees. But we
produce a coffee three times as good. Three

times the strength, flavor and healthfulness.
Yet “Fifth Avenue” Coffee costs no more
than coffee one-third as good. You may as
well have the best.

insipid.

You never ret the smooth, mellow flavor
and subtle delicacy that makes coffee so good
in ordinary coffee.
“Fifth Avenue” Coffee
yields these qualities to the utmost.

Avoid Hall Roasted Coilees
Other coffees are roasted in perforated cylinders over g:as and roasted for only ten or

you uwc Yourseu film Avenue touee
"Fifth Avenue” Coffee is packed in air-tight tins. This
sealed, dust-proof package insures you the full strength and
fine flavor of the choicest coffee ou can buy.
Coffee sold from open bins is spoiled coffee. Avoid it.
For coffee beans have pores which roasting tends to open.
These pores absorb germs and foreign odors.
For your own protection and satisfaction insist upon
"Fifth Avenue” Coffee. Then you’ll get coffee as good as
it can be.

An original conception in a Christmas
greeting is found upon the cover of the
National Magazine for December.
It is

the first of a series of Uncle Sam covers
planned for 1910. In full uniform he is
represented dragging home a generoussized Christmas tree, with a smiie on his
face that portrays the good-natured and
prosperous Santa Claus. In his hand is
shown the axe with which he captured the
Yuletide trophy. The National sparkles
with the Christmas spirit, and even the
stern dignity of officialdom at Washington, in the glow of Christmas good cheer,
is portrayed by Editor Joe Chappie in his
own congenial way.
The felicities of the
season adorn the stern business letters,
and the reader begins feeling Christmassy before he has been long submerged in
the pages of the December National.

To the December Atlantic Dr. Samuel
one of the
most diverting of all his essays. The
books of all the ages hold a convention in
order to have a full and frank discussion
of their readers, and in the sequel Dr.
Crothers’ humor has the freest opportunity to play. The opening article in
this issue of the Atlantic forms the first
installment of a series of letters written
from Japan during the last years of his
life by Lafcadio Hearn to his close
friend, Professor Basil Hall Chamberlain. These letters, discovered too late
to be incorporated in Miss Bisland’s
“Life and Letters,” give a vivid idea of
the astonishing range of Hearn’s intellect and the luxuriance of his tropical
imagination. Another paper in the same
issue which attracts involuntary comment is Henry D. Sedgwick’s “The Religion of the Past,” which suggests,
though it does not express, an argument
directlv in renlv to President Eliot's famous “Religion of the Future;” while
the Atlantic’s vigorous discussion of the
problem of the American merchant
marine is continued by a paper on the
question. “Can America Produce Merchant Seamen?”

their richness in caffeone are used in our
blend. And to develop this essential oil
to its utmost, coffee must be roasted as
the O’Donohue Coffee Company roasts
it.
It must be roasted in closed cylinders
over hot coals.
It must be roasted for
35 minutes so that every berry is crisp
and brown—ffoni kernel to outer shell.
Such a coffee is

know, is the aromatic

Order

a

Tin from Your Grocer
35c the Full Pound.

Well, what them
’em, pardner, was real

Sale."

STATE OF MAINE.

Taken on execution dated November 20,1909
issued upon a judgment in favor of E. M. Leavitt of Winthrop in the County of Kennebec, and
against Fred L. Fletcher of Burnham in said
County of Waldo, at a term of the Supreme
Judicial Court holden at Augusta within ami
for the County of Kennebec on the third Tuesday of October, 1909, to wit, on the thirteenth
day of November, 1909, for the sum of three
hundred and seventy-four dollars and twentyeight cents ($374.28) debt and fifteen dollars
and six cents ($15.06) costs of suit, and will be
sold by public auction on Monday, the third
day of January, 1910, at twelve of the dock
noon, at the store of Mrs. O. B. McKechnie ,n
Burnham in said County of Waldo, all the right
title and interest which said Fred L. Fletcher
had on the twenty-ninth day of July, 1908,
nine of the clock in the forenoon, when the
same was attached on the original writ in the
same suit, in and to the following described

New York’s Famous Coffee

Today.

estate

situated

in

said

Burnham

bounded and described as follows:
Lots five, nine, and ten in that part of Burnham known as Gardner Gore, being the saint
premises conveyed to said Fletcher by Maiy
E. McAlister, Guardian, by her deed dated
April 26, 1907, and recorded in Book 282, l' ,-.
320, Waldo Registry of Deeds.
Also all the right, title and interest winch
said Fred L. Fletcher had on said twenty -nii.i
day of July, 1908, at nine of the clock in tne
forenoon, being the time of the attachment
aforesaid, in and to a certain lot or parcel .>f
land situate in said Burnham and bounded
ollows:

Commencing at the Twenty-five Mile Stn
at the corner of land now or formerly of \\
liam W. Harding; thence westerly on the
line of land of said Harding and land of V
town of Burnham to the town road leading
the Grant place, so-called; thence easterly
the north line of said road seven rods to sta1
and stones; 1 hence westerly to stake and stm
one and < no-ha.f rocs north from the north
net: of tne band thence southerly to stake
stones at line ol Belfast and Moosehead L;
Railroad near a telegraph pole and adjoii
land of the Milliken farm, so-called; th*
southerly on line of said railroad to
Twenty-five Mile Stream; thence down
stream to place of beginning, being the
described in a deed from Alfred J. Morgai
Fred L. Fletcher dated January 4, 1907.
recorded in Book 280, Page 290.
Also all the right, title and interest v
said Fred L. Fletcher had on said twenty-n
day of July, 1908, at nine of the clock in
forenoon, being the time of the attache;
aforesaid, in and to a certain lot or pan e
land situate in said Burnham known as :
Elliot lot and later called the Cv lot, hour,
on the east by lot No. 11, as per plan of <
ner’s Gore, and by lot No. 10, as per said p.
and beginning at the northeast corner of Is
now or formerly of Alphonso and Fred You.v..
thence northerly by the west line of lots No
and 11 to northeast corner of the Meadow
so-called, now or formerly owned by <i.
Dodge; thence southerly by east line of
Meadow lot and land of G. J. Dodge and •,
line of the Joshua Reynolds farm, so-called, t
the northwest corner of land now or form►
owned by Alphonso and bred Young; the-,
easterly by the north line of said Young's
to the northeast corner first mentioned as p
of beginning, said lot being in the shaf tflat iron and containing eighty acres, n>
iess, and being same premises conveyed t<Fletcher by Eugene Young by his deed
May 22, 1907, and recorded in Waldo lb
Book 286, Page 247.
Also all the right, title and interest
said Fred L. Fletcher had on saiti twentyday of July, 1908, at nine of the clock
forenoon, being the time of the atta<
aforesaid, in and to a certain lot or parland situate in said Burnham known
Joshua Reynolds farm and bounded a- !•
Commencing at the northwest corner
formerly owned by one Vc;-e; '.hereby said Vose north line to northeast
this line; thence northerly by land owi
v
J. Dodge, Alphonso and Fred Young.
formerly, and by land known as the I :
Cy lot, to the southeast corner of lar
M
formerly of G. J. Dodge anti called
lot; thence westerly on the north line
d t
ow lot to land now or formerly ol Ft
and Charles Cookson; thence southerly !->
east line of said t’ookson’s lar ; and
merly owned by G. Reynolds t- orthv
ner of land first mentioned, being thpart of lot 8-G 1, and c
Being sai
acres, more or less
veyed to said Fletcher by deed -iat«-i
in
Waldo Registry 1
and
recorded
1907,
Pflirp 348
■

1

..

O’DONOHUE COFFEE COMPANY
New York

City

Oldest Coffee Importers in the United States

I THE TELEPHONE AT CHRISTMAS I

<

j

Toward the close of a recent lawsuit
in Massachusetts, the wife of an eminent Harvard professor arose and with a
flaming face timidly addressed the court.
“Your Honor,” said she, “if I had told
vou 1 had made an
error in
mv testiMrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H., writes:
mony, would it vitiate all I have said?” ! ‘About a year ago I bought two bottles of
Remedy. It cured me of a
Instantly the lawyers for each side Foley’s Kidney
of kidney trouble of several years
stirred themselves in excitement, while severe case
It certainly is a grand, good medistanding.
His Honor gravely regarded her.
cine, and I heartily recommend it.” Sold by
“Well, madam,” said the Court, after all druggists.
a pause, “that depends entirely on the ;
nature of your error. What was it, j

mountain.

“I could get none for them, for I had
nothing to get it in.
‘I beg and plead with your honor to
give me back my only jug. Spill, if you
will, the sweet, pure spring water in that
jug, but I beseech you to return the jug.”

Sheriff's
WALDO SS.

The

McChord Crothers contributes

A MATRIMONIAL SEIDLITZ POWDER.

YES,

Mrs. F. A. Coombs and Mrs. F. A. Turner,
Lisbon, Celebrate Their 84th Birthday.

ease

o

She

MAINE’S OLDEST TWINS.

fort and

bowed to her audience when a man rushed frantically upon the stage and cried:
“Is there a physician in the house?”
A young man in the third row, blushing with embarrassment, arose.
“Say, Doc,” asked the man on the
stage, with a jerk of his thumb toward

husband.

CASTO R I A

News and Notes.

Metropolitan Magazine shows con
stant improvement under its new management, and is forging rapidly to the
front. A
very attractive feature is the
“Notes and Pictures.”
The notes are
cleverly written and the pictures are
timely. The Christmas number has an
attractive cover picture showing a young
lady returning from Christmas shopping
ETHICS FOR A PERFECT LADY.
laden with packages, and there are
A little girl on the train to Pittsburg Christmas stories and pictures with
was chewing gum.
Not only that, but much other entertaining matter.
she insisted on pulling it out in long
Recreation for December has one of
strings and letting it fall back into her
the most attractive three-color cover
mouth again.
“Mabel!” said her mother in a horrifi- designs from a photograph we have yet
ed whisper.
“Mabel, don’t do that. seen. It combines the spirit of Christmas with that of outdoor life in its holly
Chew your gum like a little lady.”
decorated border encircling the vigorous,
athletic winter girl, and the hundred or
A REMNANT OF THE DARK.
more photographs and score of articles
A colored man died without medical
contained in its 64
seem to bring
attendance, and the coroner went to in- the very breath of pages,
the big out of doors
vestigate.
to the reader. Interspersed with the
“Did Samuel Williams live here?” he “Been
There” stories, are practical ar- j
asked the weeping woman who opened
tides which will be of great help to the
the door.
hunter, fisherman, automobihst, and, in
“Yassuh,” she replied between sobs. fact,
to any sportsman.
“I want to see the remains.”
“I is de remains,” she answered
To the issue of Harper’s Weekly for
proudly.
November 20th, Lewis M. Terman contributes a start ling indictment of modern
“A BEAUT.”
methods of education.
“Even though
The golden-haired song bird had just the child survive temporarily the dangers

powder?”

FOR FLETCHER’S

Literary

IF YOU say
a

telephone

may have it as

NOW,

be able to install
that your wife or the old folks
your Christmas present.

so

we may

so

No need of arguing the

pleasure

and comfort it will be to them.

will enable you to visit your parents at times when, by
or

reason

It

of distance

business pressure, you may not he able to go in person.
It will enable your wife to cut down the

daily

routine of household

-.

Also all the

right,

title and niere-t whs

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

mmifOSHMAR

■

MAGNIFICENT

ICbristmas Number!1
NEW

SfAlE

Of MAINE.

YORK

HERALD
..Dec.

12,

M

1909..

■'

COMIC SECTION

Save Doctor’s Bills

|

Buy A Pair of

|

I

Malden
I

I

I

For A Fall Investment
MALDENS

I
1

1
I

I

Rubbers I

made of NEW RUBBER, Reinforced and Stayed at all
Points where the Extra Strain Comes
Stylish in Appearance and Made on New Last*
are

They

Fit Your Shoes

Perfectly

111 Fitting Rubbers Cannot Wear Well

MALDEN PRIZE CONTEST CLOSES DEC 15, ’09

1
I

For Further Particulars Write
New England Agents

I

A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.

i/TV

Portland, Maine

—

■

<

-—

—

by

Rimmed Buttons

(yCSi

u

Fred L. Fletcher had on said t w. my nr.
of July, 1908, at nine of the clock in thduties,and gice her an opportunity to keep in touch with her little social
noon, being the time of the attachn .-a:
world.
said, in and to a parcel of wild land in I
in said Burnham, east of the >•••!
Decide quickly, and let us know your decision without delay or it
er, bounded northerly b\ land m-w «*t f
of Daniel Reynolds, or partic. unknowt
may be too late to install by December 25.
Mary McAlister; easterly by land of to
rington; now or formerly, of Mary M
a
or unknown; southerly by land ica
of Henry M. Cole, O. S. McAlisu r, .1
and Oscar Farrington; westerly by
road from Burnham Village to Daniel 1
containing two hundred acres, moi
being the same described in a deed ir
ren Frederick to Fred L. FI tcher,
livery Bell Telephone is the Center of the System.
cember 3, 1902, and recorded in \\ al-lu
for children; safeB sure• ATo opiates
Book 283, Page 489.
Also all the right, title and inter.-■:
THE
said Fred L. Fletcher had on said two
Petition
for
Bankrupt's
day of July, 1908, at nine of the ci<
Discharge.
forenoon, being the time ot the atic
In the matter of
It.,.
aforesaid, in and to a lot in said 1
Ira T. Cunningh.un. Bankrupt, I Iu bankruptcy.
known as the Pushor or Pel tom a lot,
To the Hon Ci.akim k IIalk, Judge of the Dis- toma
WALDO SS.
Point, being the north one-half
tn.-t Court oi the I nited States for the District
tain lot bounded on the north by lain
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
of Maine
formerly of John B. Pushor; easterly
Tim T. < UN N INC MM of
Burnham, in the east line of Burnham; southerly by la:,
H. Houlton Wood, in Equity
OF THE
1 C< unty of v\ ahlo and state of Maine, in
or formerly of Hannibal Dodge or ur
said District, respectfully represents, that on
vs.
westerly by west line of ihe lot, being \
the Oth day of June, 1908,
he was
duly
Duplex Roller Bushinq Company,
adjudged hankiupt under the Acts of Congress the first short range of what was fori:
relating to bankruptc) ; that lie has duly sin ren- Plymouth Gore, said north one-half conDecember 2, 1909.
No. 85.
dered all his piopeit\ and rights of property,
acres, being the same premises dDECREE.
and has lully compiled with all the requirements fifty
in a deed from VV. L. Shaw to said 1 ;•
ot said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
This cause came on to be further heard this j
dated December 1, 1882, and re.
Fletcher
his bankruptcy.
27<.
day, on motion of Elmer A. Sherman and EdWin r* fore lie prays that he may be decreed by
jn Waldo Registry Book 199, Page
and
Hanson
F.
receivers,
thereupon, upon j the Court to have a full discharge from all debts
gar
Also all the right, title and interest
consideration thereof, it is ordered, adjudged provable against his estate under said bank
said Fred L. Fletcher had on said twenty
and decreed, as follows, to wit:
ruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted
day of July, 1908, at nine of the clock
by law from such discharge.
That all persons having claims against said
forenoon, being the time of the att;,Dated
this
3rd
day of December, A. D 1909
defendant corporation, or against Elmer A.
IRa T. CUNNINGH AM, Bankrupt.
aforesaid, in and to one undivided
Sherman and Edgar F. Hanson as receivers of
land situated in said Burnham bounded
-—1 said defendant corporation, file their claims,
west by land of Howes, Fletcher and
OBUER OF NOTICE THEREON.
1
supported by affidavit, with the Clerk of this
on the south by land of VV. K. and O.
Court, at Belfast, in said County of Waldo, on District of Maine, ss.
ART SECTION
ten; on the north by the road leadii
or before the 29th day of January, A. D. 1910,
On this 4th day of
A. D. 1909, on Howes, Fletcher and Wilcox s mill t
within which time objections to any claim may reading the foregoing December,
petition, it is—
road, leading from Burnham 1 Clinton,
be filed in writing, by any party interested,
CHARMING PICTURES
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had the same premises described in a deed lr.
and a time fixed by the Court for hearing upon the same on the 24th
W. Fletcher to Frances P. Fletcher datday of December,
(Suitable for framing)
thereon, and that public notice of this decree I). 1909, be lore said Court at Portland, m said cember 14, 1875, and recorded in Book 17*
District at ten o’clock in the forenoon; ami that
be given to all persons interested, by publishIN COLOR AND HALF TONE BY
186, Waldo Registry of Deeds.
ing a copy thereof, attested by the Clerk of notice thereof he published in The Republican
E. V. NADIiERNY,
Also all the right, title and interest v.
said Court, in The Republican Journal and the Journal. a newspaper printed in said District, and
W. H. LOOMIS.
that ail known creditors, and other persons in said Fred L. Fletcher had on said twenty-"
I
Waldo County Herald, two newspapers printed interest
at
the
said
time
and
may
appear
I
place, day of July, 1908, at line of the clock
G. A. COFFIN,
in Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer forenoon, being the time of the atta<
J. C. FIREMAN and
of Maine, once a week tor three successive of said petitioner should not be granted.
to a certain lot or pan
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That aforosaid, in and
weeks prior to said 29th day of January, 1910.
L. A. SHAFER.:
situate
|
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known credit- land with the buildings thereon,
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
Burnham bounded westerly by land
ors copies of said petition and this order, adJustice Supreme Judicial Court.
-JJ
dressed to them at their places of residence as Maine Central Railroad; northerly by i
A true copy. Attest:
1
stated.
Howard I. Libby; easterly by land of
TILESTON WADLIN,
Witness
the Honorable Clarence Hale, Shaw and James Witham; and southerly
4-PAGE
Clerk
Judicial
3w49
Court,
Supreme
Judgt of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at county road leading from Troy to Canaai.
Portland, in said District, on the 4th day of
IN COLORS
taining four acres, more or less, and
December, A. D 1909.
same premises described in a deed from
AUCTION SALE.
.JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.
[l s ]
BUSTER BROWN
A true copy of petition and order tlieron.
Fletcher to F. P. Fletcher dated March
Notice is hereby given that I shall sell at
LITTLE NEMO,
a ttest:
.1A M ES E IIK W EY, Clerk.
and recorded in Waldo Registry B<*
auction on Saturday, January 8, 1910, at
public
THE TINY TADS
Page 46.
ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the office of
McCLURE’S MAGAZINE wants a responsiand the other Favorites.
Also all the right, title and interest
Dun ton & Morse, in Belfast, Maine, under
ble and energetic man or woman in Belfast said Fred L. Fletcher had on said twenty
license from the Probate Court, the following and
to attend to its subscription intervicinity
day of July, 1908, at nine of the clock
described real estate owned by Frank O. Smith, ests.
■■.■■■■■=r,-i
Experience unnecessary. There is lib- forenoon, being the time of the ait,,
late of Belfast, deceased, at the time of his d e eral
A profitable
CYNTH1ANNA BLYTHE
guaranteed
compensation.
aforesaid, in and to a lot in said 1
cease, subject to the widow’s rights therein, to
permanent business without capital can be known as the Milliken lot bounded.
and Her Caper Doll;
wit: One undivided half of a certain lot or parestablished
and
friends
among
acquaintances. north by land now or formerly <>f N. L
Wardrobe.
cel of land, with the buildings thereon, situated
Whole or spare time. This is the best time to
river.
ray; west by the Sebasticook
in Northport, in the County of Waldo and State
start. Complete outfit and instructions free.
Twenty-five Mile Stream; south by the n
of Maine, and bounded and described as folWrite now.
McClure’s Magazine, 46 Ea?t 23d or
stre:
said
bog brook in the center of
lows, to wit: Beginning at a stone marking the Street, New York City.
3w47
t
course naturally now runs near where
line of the south shore road, so-called, on the
ties into the said river below the ! -.
Christinas Stories
southerly line of land of Jellison Ballard;
Flexible
to
and
eastFlyer,
Girls,
FREE,
Boys
Falls or rips, so-called, thence
thence easterly on said Ballard's southerly line
The best sled in the hemlock tree
“The sled that steers.”
standing on June 28, is:
CLARA MORRIS,
to the shore of Penobscot Bay at high water
world. You can easily secure one within a few three feet southwest of Fletcher’s Camp C
an
said
shore
to
thence
mark;
southerly by
WILLIAM A. HAMBY,
work.
Some
a
little
pleasant
thence on the same course to the Tweniy
iron bolt three rods distant from said Ballard’s days by doing
have in a few’ hours. Be the first in your town.
Mile Stream and containing one bun<ii\
LILY A. LONG,
southerly line; thence westerly on a line paral- Write today, stating
A
card
postal
your age.
twenty-four acres, more or less, bemp
lel with said Ballard’s southerly line and three
WILLIAM HAMILTON OSBORNE,
New uamo nromicos rtpsrriPprl in H deed from V\
24th
will
do.
I.
155
East
St.,
W.
Davis,
rods distant therefrom, eight rods to an iron
liam Lamb to F. P. Fletcher dated Ju:
GARDNER H ALL,
bolt at or near said road; thence northerly at Y orkjCity._3w47
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing 1890, and recorded in said Waldo Registr}
right
angles and by said road to the place of
JEAN RICHEPIN and
Book 264, Page 998.
beginning.
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in adDated this twenty-fourth day of Novell or.
HENRI LAYEDAN.
LAWRENCE A. SMITH,
it
should
be
is
made
3w48
1909.
Administrator of the estate of Frank O. Smith, vance; and when payment
3w48
deceased.
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
AMOS F. CARLETON, Sheriff
A
COPY WITHOUT
DELAY
ORDER
also necessary to say that none of these publiFROM YOUR NEWSDEALER
EITHER
cations are mailed with The Journal or from
THE
It49
OR
HERALD.
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
Real estate taxes must be paid on or before for one
year’s subscription paid in advance:
December 18, 1909, to save cost of advertising.
and Home.$2.00
The names of all taxpayers whose taxes are The Journal and Farm
IN WALDO COUNTY.
the
I am prepared to make
ivory’rimmed not paid before March 1,1910, will appear in The Journal and Tribune Farmer.2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10
button, so popular for drew trimming, using the next
report.
city
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
the black or colored rims, and solicit a share of
Farms wanted
We buy and sell.
We were notified November 5th that the
JOHN S. DAVIDSON, Collector.
your patronage. All ordera promptly attended
of the Tri-Weekly Tribune has been
to at my home at 15 North port avenue.
publication
Office C ity Building, 9 to 12 and 1 to 3.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.
4ws
discontinued.
MAUD M. MATTHEWS.

1909 Taxes

Real Estate
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DECEMBER FASHIONS IN NEW
Evening Wraps.

YORK.

Scarfs. Evening Dresses. Fa thionablc
Jewelry.
New Watches. Jet Trimminj *• Hair

Chased Bracelets.

Dressing.

[Correspondence of Th

s

QUILLCOTE PRODUCTS.

Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics

Quaint Youngsters in Kate Douglas Wiggin’s Books—The Home Setting.

torthe cureof disea sesofHorsMb

Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Poultry.

Journal.]

By judicious selection, cape or long coa t will serve for day or
evening wear,
and when designed for double duty, broadcloth is the most useful
material. Colored
wraps are worn in the evening, such as rather I dark blue, pale
blue, green, crushed
strawberry or old rose, often in the coat shape handsomely braided, or with
velvet
ollar or cuffs, or in military cape form with arge brass
buttons on the shoulders
and down the front.
Satin capes
for evening are in
high repute, genially bordered with fur, but when
in very light
tints, marabout is a
ovely trimming. Cape collars are
)ften in Oriental colors in
combination with gilt, steel or silver.
a

SCARPS.

While Egyptian scarfs
ised, those of marquisette
ie chine, with small gilt

HUMPHREYS’
A- A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lunt Fever.
fi.fi. For SPRAINS, Lameneee, Rheumatism,
C.O, For SORE Throat, Epizootic, Dletemoev,
KB. For WORMS, Rota, Gruba.
B.B. For IOIGHS. Colds, Influenza,
F. F. For COLIC, Bellyache. Diarrhea,
B. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
B.H. For KIDNEY and Diudder disorders,
I I. ForSKIN DISEASES, Ilante, Erupiiona.
J.K.ForBAD CONDITION. Inligeallon.

Price, 60 Cents per bottle.
Vet. Cure Oil, for Stable or
Field Use, $1.
At druggists, or sent prepaid
on

are

stin

receipt of price.

A 500

Page

Book on the treat*

ment
of
Domestic
ami
care
crepe j
Animals amt Stable Chart to
or silver
Deads sewed on, in figures, are
the bang up, mailed free.
leaders; plain chiffon striped in gilt,
HUMPHREYS' HOMEO. MEDICINE OO.. Comer
William and Ann Streets. New York.
lowever, is a pretty
substitute, and
or

Fireless Cooker Free

The early reviews of “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,’’ as well as those which
appeared later, spoke highly of the book
for its quaintness and the lovable children it added to that joyous circle of
Kate Douglas Wiggin, says a writer in
the Springfield Republican. To think of
Mrs. Wiggin is to see heat surrounded
with child faces, for there is scarcely a
book of hers without a glimpse of juvenile life, and the greater part of her work

V

You may

author develops a decided bent
in one direction or another, it is always
interesting to speculate as to the causes
which lie back of it. In the case of Mrs.
Wiggin, the question is a simple one!
Born of a family prominent on both sides
an

boil

all afternoon if

England history for its teachers,
preachers, and law-givers, no less than
for its interests in charitable and philanthropic matters, her attention was early
drawn to serious things. From that fine

have

a

supposeyoufallasleep,
when

husband
home and

wakes you, ’all you will

Med

mother
AND DAUGHTER

U<itrA

/4

^

fr\

o

Fireless Cooker and
take out the

tectly cooked

Inevitably Bring

be

ready.

Operating
AKRON

Oatmeal Mills

more

BOSTON

NEW HAVEN

than

any other

NEW YORK
ALBANY
ST.

PITTSBURG

Established 1857.

Livery,

Phoenix House Stable,

BELfAST.

FOR SALE

FDLEY$HONn*">TAR

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

to.place
f
described
deed

CHICAGO

|

SIMMONS,

High Street.

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH, Treasurer.

MAINE.
;

and

Marble

I

j

(Nice

New Marble
designs.

Also

W
*

designs

and can fill your orders for fall
work very promptly.

:

Call at the old stand of
Son, J’hoenix
Bridge Street.

—mam wood &

Row,

or

at the Granite Works

A. S.

on

HEAL, Belfast

9

-i

Me.
11

ii

\oung; thence easterly by the north line of
said Young s land to the northeast
corner first
mentioned as point of
beginning, said lot being
in the shape of a flat iron and
containing
eighty
acres, more or less, and being same
premises
conveyed to said Fletcher by Eugene Young
by his deed dated May 22, 1907, ami recorded
n Waldo Registry Kook
2S6, Page 347
Also all the right, title and
which
said fred L. Fletcher had on said
third day of
October, 190S, at one hour ami ten minutes of
the clock in the afternoon,
being the time of
the attachment aforesaid, in and to a certain
lot or parcel of land situate in said
Burnham
known as the Joshua Reynolds farm and
bounded as follows:
C ommencing at the northwest
corner of land
formerly owned by one Vose; thence easterly
by said Vose north line to northeast corner of
this line; thence
northerly by land owned by G.
J. Dodge, Alphonso and Fred
Young, now or
formerly, and by land known as the Elliott or
Cy lot, to the southeast corner of land now or
formerly of G. J. Dodge and called the Meadow
ot; thence westerly on the north line of Meadow
lot to land now or
formerly of Frank, Ellen,
and Charles Cookson; thence
southerly by the
east line of said Cookson’s land and land'
formet ly owned by G.
Reynolds to northwest corner of land first
mentioned, being the center
l°i. 8-G-l, and
lmrt
containing one hundred
acres, more or

of the Sc hast icon k River, bounded northerly bv
land now or formerly of Daniel
Reynolds, of
parties unknown and of Mary McAlister; easterly by land of Oscar Farrington, now or formerly, of Mary McAlister, or unknown; southerly
by land now or formerly of Henry M. ('ole, O.
S. McAlister, Julia Nutt, and Oscar
Farrington;
westerly by the main road from Burnham Village to Daniel Reynolds, containing two hundred acres, more or less, being the same described in a deed from Warren Frederick lopred
I„ Fletcher dated December •; Ploy, at d recoded in Waldo Registry Book
F.uro 489.
Also all the right, title and interest which
said Fred 1,. Fletcher had on said third
day of
October, 1908, at one hour and ten minutes of
the clock in the afternoon, b.
ing th.- time
of the attachment
aforesaid, in and u, a lot
m said Burnham known as
the Pu-hur or

GRANITE iovS£
and

formerly

less. Being same premises conveyed to said Fletcher by deed dated May 22
and
recorded in Waldo Registry Book" 286’
I 1907,
Page 348.
Also all the right, title and interest which
I said Fred
L. Fletcher had on said third
day of
| October, 1908, at one hour and ten minutes of
the clock in the afternoon,
being the time of
the attachment aforesaid, in and to a
parcel

HAVE A LARGE VARIETY OF

In the latest

•,

said

interest

President.

Granite

a

1?^.u°f

a &

BELFAST,

beginning,

■Jam

C°jn£r

Telephone Connection.
V. A.

of

so-called;

.own

being the same
in a
from Alfred J. Morgan to
tied L. Fletcher dated
January
4, 1907 and
recorded in Rook 280,
Page 29(3
Also all the right, title and interest
which
sa'd ired L.1 leteher had on said
third day of
October 1908, at one hour and ten
minutes of
the clock in the
afternoon, being the time of
the attachment
aforesaid, in and to a certain
ot or parcel of land situate in
said Burnham
known as the Elliot lot and later
called the Cv
iot, bounded on the east by lot No. 11, as
per
plan ot Gardner’s Gore, and by Lot No.* 10, as
per said plan, and beginning at the northeast
now or
of Alphonso
; and Fred \ oung; thence northerly by the west
'ots No* 10 an(l 11 to northeast
corner
of the Meadow lot,
so-called, now or formerly
owned by G. J. Dodge; thence
southerly
by
east line of said Meadow lot and land of
G J
Dodge and east line of the Joshua Reynolds
farm, so-called, to the northwest corner of land
now or formerly owned
by Alphonso and Fred

FIRST-CLASS TEAMS FURNISHED NIGHT AND DAY

l’eltoma lot,

near

north one-half of
the north by land
B. Pusher; easterly

m

Peltoma IViu, being tina certain In; hounded on
now or formerly
f John

by the east line of Burnsoutherly by land now or formerly of
Hannibal Dodge or unknown;
westerly by west
line -if the lot, being No. ;i in the first
short
range of what was formerly Plymouth Gore,
said north one- half containing
fifty acres, being
the same premises described in a deed from W
L. Shaw to said Fred!.. Fletcher dated December 1, 1882, and recorded in Waldo Registry
Book 1911, Page 277.
Also all the right, title and interest which
said Fred L. Fletcher had on said third
day of
October, 1908, at one hour and ten minutes of
the clock in the afternoon,
being the time
of the attachment aforesaid, in and to one undivided fourth of land situated in said Burnham
bounded on the west by land of Howes,Fletcher
ai:d Wilcox; on the south by land of W. R. and
O. B. Whitten; on the north bv the road
leading
from Howes, Fletcher and Wilcox’s mill to
County Road, leading from Burnham to Clinton
being the same premises described in a deed
from A. W. Fletcher to Frances P, Fletcher
dated December 14, 1875, and recorded in Book
170, Page 18(i, Waldo Registry of Deeds.
Also all the right, title and interest which
said Fred L. Fletcher had on said third
day of
October, 1908, at. one hour and ten minutes
of the clock in the afternoon,
being the time
of the attachment aforesaid, in and to a certain
lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon,
situate in said Burnham bounded -ye-tori. h.lan.l of the Maine Central
Railroad;
by land of Howard 1. Libby; easterly by land of
F, P, Shaw- and Jane Witham; and southerly
by the County Road leading from Troy to
Canaan, containing four acres, more or less, arid
being same premises described in a deed from
A. W. Fletcher to F. P. Fletcher dated March
3. 1903 and recorded in Waldo Registry Book
272, Page 46.
Also all the right, title and interest which
said Fred la. Fletcher had on said third dav of
October, 1908, at one hour and ten minutes of
the clock in the
afternoon, being the time
of the attachment aforesaid, in and to a lot in
said Burnham known as the Miliiken lot bounded on ;he north by land now or
formerly of N
E. Murray; west by the Sebastieook
River; east
wcm.jr-nve ivine stream; south
by the
meauow or bog brook in the center of said
stream as its course
now
runs
near
naturally
where it empties into the said river below the
Ferguson Falls or rips, so called, thence easterly to a hemlock tree standing on June 28, 1890
about three feet southwest of Fletcher’s
Camp
Hovel; thence on the same course to the
Twenty-five Mile Stream and containing one
hundred twenty-four acres, more or less, being
the same premises described in a deed from
William Lamb to F. P. Fletcher dated June 28,
1890 and recorded in said Waldo
Registry in
Book 264, Page 398.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of November,
1909.
3w49
ham;
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Steamship!:!

"

Sale and

Transient Stable,

10c. and 15c.

Eastern

thence southerlv on in#>
twenty-five Mile Stream; thence

Livery Co.,

'Central R. R.

JONES,

f?Sp”S

incorporated 1899.

Belfast

rly on

seven

onnCk *ester'y

one concern

PHILADELPHIA
LOUS

cast,

rods to stake and
to stake a ,d stones
one and one-half rods
north from the north
corner of the barn; thence
southerly to stake
3
ne of Ee,fast aid
Moosehead
Lake Railroad, near a
telegraph pole and adjoining land of the Milliken farm,

The great western cereal Company

fOLEYSKlDNEYCORE

CARLE &

north line of said road

free a useful
souvenir.

ounuiuri

Maine

rf
ff R1"1 Zf
Tnham
t0,Jhe town road leading to
the Grant place,
so-called; thence
the

and yours and we
will send you

..

Will

Suffering
Promptly

S,l

Ask your grocer. If he
doesn’t keep Mother’.
Cereals write us today
giving us hi, name

and

dinner that
...

InVh ParrJ
!11(t:rrnernK,a!

Motwj^oidF«hion«iOrsha™

Steaming hot

Bloodlessness

ct"ls,? allTth«

Mntkar’l Old FC|M(
Oatmeal

o

__

can burn or
that’s put in the

Mother's Oats
#
Mother's Corn Meal (white or yellow)
Mother's Wheat Hearts (the cream of
the wheat)
Mother's Hominy Grits
Mother's Corn Flakes (toasted)
Mother's Coarse Pearl Hominy

t

your

comes

over

Mother’s Oats Fireless Cooker.
It cooks everything and several
things at once. You should have
one.
Given free with coupons
found in:

Mother’s
Oats Free Fireless
Cooker in the house,
you

in New

old school for girls. Abbott Academv at
Andover, where she was educated, she
went at once to California where her
much less expensive.
Simple evenfamily had moved, and there took up the
ing dresses are now sometimes made
kindergarten work, of which she became
the most noted exponent on the Pacific
with the long, full skirt and
baby
coast. She was but a slip of a girl when
waist, with wide, soft satin ribbon
she was called to assume the directorship
iraped around the waist and fuli
of the Silverstreet kindergartens of San
rosette at the back. A plaited
but to her inspiration and excrepe |
i Francisco,
ample were undoubtedly due the rapid
de chine skirt had a full waist with
and
growth of Froebel’s sysand a Run-down tem successful
short sleeves, another dress was of
of education in the West.
bordered material, the waist in surHer
varied gifts, musical and artistic,
Condition Will
her personal magnetism, her enthusiasm,
Dlice style; yet another of dotted
the
inborn
quality of leadership which
and Sorrow Unless
set had an overskirt edged by lace
she possessed, had full play in her work,
first as a kindergartner and then as a
banging plain, with wide pink satin
Corrected.
teacher, and raised up about her
ribbon outlining a cuirass shape unThe symptoms described in the fol- training
a host of followers.
More than this, it
3er the overskirt, and a mammoth
lowing statement are so common today focused her attention, at one of the most
Dow of similar ribbon was- on the
wherever overwork and
worry have impressionable periods of her ife, upon
Dutside at the left.
resulted in a decline in health that the
little children, their charms, and idiomeans by which a oure was effected
syncrasies, their unexpected way of lookPRETTY HOSIERY.
ing at things and their quaint sayings,
deserves the careful attention of
every their likes and dislikes, and their
relaPretty hosiery is essential if the thoughtful man and woman.
tions to their parents and guardians. Had
foot is to appear attractive and neat.
Mrs. B. G. Goodwin, of R. F. D. No.
she elected to make herself the historian
With the prevailing popularity of
2, Gardner. Mass. Was nnrpd nf anminia
of childhood, she could have received no
after she had beeii sick for a rear. She
black boots, slippers and ties, fine,
better training for the position than that
says:
which she received in those years among
sheer black stockings are correct. If
“X was in a terrible condition a few
the babies of Tar Flat and the Barbary
one is clever enough to select “Etheyears ago suffering from anaemia.
I Coast.
Her literary work is never moropian Double-foot” hosiery, which was overworked and run down bringing bid, and while abounding in touches of
I
lost
up
color
my
and
baby.
strength pathos and human feeling, sparkles with
has a substantially made foot with
and became so weak that
my husband
wit.
Her powers of clear vision and
the daintiest possible upper part, behad to help me aroond.
Very often X friendly raillery are well shown in her
ginning at the instep, one can secure would get dizzy and seem to see floating “Rebecca” books, which, as the London
specks before my eyes. I would wake
all the desired fineness of texture
Spectator has lately said, have made her
up through the night and be so numb all
one of the most successful of embassawithout sacrificing the wearing qualover that it seemed
blood
would
my
dors between America and Great Britain.
ity of the stocking. These make never start circulating again. This
A recent article in the Critic on “Books
numbness would last for an hour.
what a girl once called “dandy presMy that have passed the hundred thousand
was poor and I could not
digestion
or
either
ents,”
embroidered, breathe well.
plain
mark,” includes some of Mrs. Wiggin’s
successes and gives the general impresand are stylish as they are sensible.
“My doctor treated me for anaemia sion of its author's
conviction that no
but I finally stopped taking his mediNEW JEWELRY.
book can be widely and speedily popular
cine. I heard of Dr. Williams’ Pink
Among the novelties in jewelry Pills and felt some better after I had which is not more or less light, superficial, and especially designed to catch
for the holidays, bracelets
taken them only a short time. But I
displayed
the public taste. The criticism contains
The above designs are by The McCall Companv,
gave them a long trial and gradually
\e>v York, Designers and Makers of McCall are very prominent, shown in chased
much truth, but t'ce are other qualities
grew better and got so that I didn’t
i’atterns.
with
sometimes
or plain styles,
only need medicine any more. My healih is upon which popularity depends, and one
of them is an appeal to the heart, enforcgood now and I have had no serious ed
by perfect sincerity as well as by
sickness since.
with several.
The chain bracelet is by- no means out of date, and apart from
sunny humor. That Mrs. Wiggin’s work
“Later
I
had
reasons
for
greater
the
being makes this appeal there can be no quesfashion, is really prettier than the solid bracelet. Long chains are just
same,
grateful for Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, tion.
and seem destined to be a permanency.
Pendant earrings have almost displaced
My little girl began to grow weak and
The principal of a New York High
he screw earring, and the former in pparl are particularly attractive. The iatest
seemed to have no strength. We took
school looked for years for a hook to
fancy in cluster brooches is that each stone should be in a separate setting, which her to two doctors, who examined her recommend to the 3000 girls in his care,
lungs and heart and told ns to take her
while it enhances the beauty of the article, renders it more expensive.
from school. We were afraid of con- found it in “Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm,” begged 50 copies from a generWATCHES.
sumption as the doctor watched her ous
friend, and the 3000 read them to
The novelty in this line is the “locket watch,” intended as a substitute or as a
lungs so closely. During her sickness shreds. At an
age when true sentiment
we moved here and not
ival to the necklace, worn around the neck by a chain; the watch usurping the
wishing to try can be trusted to stamp out sentimentalanother doctor I began giving lier Dr.
and
small
or
real
humor
to reveal the cheapenamel, Williams’ Pink Pills. She
piece of a locket or pendant. The back of the watch is of
ity,
jewels
gained right ness of
these young women
horseplay,
the latter often forming a lovely little picture, quite as beautiful as diamonds, pearls
in
and
was
ablo
color,
to
away
strength
are fortunate to be given the tears and
resume her school work and is now in
Jet is in especial tavor, harmonizing with the marked popularity of jet
or rubies.
laughter of a Rebecca in whom there is
*
fine health.”
tri mmings and jetted gowns.
no sham.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
HAIR DRESSING.
The “good people,” great and small,
all druggists, or will be sent, postpaid,
of whom Mrs. Wiggin writes, grow into
The hair is now worn flat on the top of the head, parted at the centre, waved on
on receipt of price, 60 cents
per box;
uitmiUB
at
“ft
the sides and brought down low over the ears. Gold bands lie flat over the hair at
six boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Quillcote,” her quaint old house of coMedicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
the front, with a moderate roll rising at the back, forming a species of background.
lonial date and style, set among its archTet rings are used each side of the forehead with black velvet run through them,
ing elms in Hollis, Me. Hollis is not a
summer resort; hardly even a village, as
Coronet braids wound around the head
or perhaps ribbons to match the costume.
it quietly dreams the years away on the
Verona Clarke.
ire stylish.
banks of its beautiful river. The Saco
widens into a placid lake as it flows past
the
Quillcote elms, and then, within a
On and after October 4, 1909, trains connectfew rod.s from the house, makes a magat Burnham and Waterville with through
ing
Makes Kidneys and Bladder Right
nificent fall, and for a mile or so in its
trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portdownward course gives one an idea of
land
and
Boston
will
run
as
follows:
THE PURE FOOD ACT.
what a State of Maine river can do in
the way of foaming, white water. This
FItOM BELFAST.
It Applies to Liquors Which May be Seized
is the stream, by the way, if the reader
A.M.
P. M.
P.M.
cares for literary geography, that ‘‘runs
and Destroyed if Adulterated.
12 15
3 20
Belfast, depart. 7 00
through ‘Rebecca’.” As Mrs. Wiggin
tl2 20
r3 25
In a rescript handed down by the Maine Citypoint. t7 05
in her study at Quillcote the song of
sits
Waldo ..17 15
tl2 30
13 35
Law Court November 2(ith, it is held that
Brooks. 7 27
12 42
the river is in her ears, while looking
3 47
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
the State officers may seize liquors under Knox. 17 39
112 54
3 59
from the windows by her desk, her eyes
the pure foodjjaw, not as representatives Thorndike. 7 45
1 00
4 05
rest on the shining weather-vane,—a
of the national government, but as depu- Unity. 7 53
1 08
4 13
1
golden quill, that swings, emblem of her
1 30
4 35
ties of this State.
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
! PlJntnri
«’*3Q
1 Ki
CIV7
profession and its successes, on the roof
This rescript will have an important
8 48
6 16 of the old barn.
Who by special arrangement have all the bearing on the enforcement work of Benton.
The present Quillcote barn would hard3 15
6 10
Bangor. 11 35
Maine. Cases are now pending before Waterville.
patterns all the time.
8 54
2 12
6 22
ly be recognized by the old yeoman who
the United States courts in which the Portland. 11 50
4 50
9 30
built it, though he would realize how adBoston liquor dealers seek to enjoin
i E. D. 3 30
8 00
WAITING TO SEND._£8
mirably it is adapted to village festiviSheriff Hastings of Androscoggin county Boston, w D. 3 15
995
ties. A year ago all the interior fittings
and the sheriffs of every county in Maine
The State House Addition.
TO BELFAST
a new floor laid, casewere removed,
from seizing liquors under the pure food
ment
windows added and the building
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
It is claimed by the petitioners
The granite for the addition to the law.
a
rustic hall. The ceninto
converted
900
<E-D. 700
Boston,
State House will be quarried in Hallo- that only the United States government Boston
w D.
g 45
tury-old rafters, strong as when they
can
act
under
this
law.
well from the same stone as that used in
P.M. were 'aid, remain in position, the walls
1_i_i
j_
_j
The latest ruling of the Law Court Portland. 10 35
the original building, insuring uniformi7 00
12 55
the
'A.M.
in
a new way. Chief
of
and
The
analyzes
color
texture.
subject
ty
company
hue; other old
tawny-brown
original
9 50
4 15
to which was awarded the contract for Justice Emery, who drew the rescript, | Waterville. ‘6 55
barns generously gave it ancient fishhook
12 25
the erection of the addition has sublet says that liquors which do not comply i Bangor. 7 00
hinges, antique latches, and mooseP.M.
the granite contract, which amounts to. with the pure food law are forbidden to i Benton. 7 02
horns, While substantial settles were
t9 56
4 22
be
introduced inio this State from an- Clinton. 7 13
between $80,000 and $100,000. The quarry
fashioned from old boards weathered to a
10 05
4 33
other
State
and
hence
are removed by
has been opened on the Longfellow farm,
10 20
4 50 silver gray.
Burnham, depart. 8 35
Quaint lanterns fitted with
10 45
which is part of a large tract once owned Congress from the operation of the in- Unity. 8 54
5 09
candles hang from a score of harness
terstate
Thorndike.
9
02
commerce
1100
5
17
and
tract
become
of
the
Samuel
Part
clause,
by
Longfellow.
pegs about the walls, and the old grain
til 10
t5 25
was sold to Governor Bodwell and the re- subject to the laws of the State upon Knox. t9 10
chest, piled high with cushions, stands
9 25
11 30
5 40
mainder was in the Longfellow family their arrival within its territory and be- Brooks.
Wide doors
at one end of the room.
Waldo. t9 35
til 40
t5 50
until sold in September by Augustus T. fore delivery to the consignee. Following
45
50
00
open at the back into a field of buttertil
16
19
Citypoint.
is
the complete rescript:
Longfellow, a grandson of the original
1155
6 05
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
cups and daisies, and no more picturState of Maine vs. eight half-pint botThe opening of the new quarry
owner.
esque setting can be imagined for a rusfFlag station.
tles
of
marked
Harold
J.
Johnmeans more business for Hallowell and
whiskey
Here real people dance dur- ;
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at tic dance.
added prestige as a granite center. Ad- son, the Maine Central Railroad Comthe summer just as the Wain chil$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch. ing
ditional equipment is now being placed in pany, claimant.
dren, some of whom are to be seen at
Through tickets to all points West and North- the Court
the quarry that will enable them to furnRescript by Emery, C. J.
Square theatre recently in
1. Where eighty half pint bottles of west, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
ish the material within the required time.
dramatic guise, play about before findintoxicating liquors are deposited in one Agent, Belfast.
ing their homes between the covers of
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.
the books which bear the name of Kate
Itching piles provoke profanity, but profan- lot, the quantity and division into such
MORRIS
small
bottles
are
sufficient evidence they
MCDONALD,
ity won’t cure them. Doan’s Ointment cures
Douglas Wiggin.
Vice
President
& General Manager,
after
were
or
intended
for
unlawful
no
other
bleeding
piles
itching,
protruding
sale,
Portland, Maine.
At any drug store.
years of suffering.
explanation being offered.
Loyal to the American Ship.
2. W'hen the bottles containing intoxEverybody’s for December presents a icating liquors are labelled as containing
Every President elected by the party
cover design from photographs of snow
monogram whiskey, and are marked
of prc'tection for the past thirty or forty
flakes. And the editors have called it “Blend," and the alcohol contents is
•'One of Nature’s Masterpieces.” A less, and the residuum from 100 cubic
years has favored Congressional aid for
the rehabilitation of the American ship
little explanation on the back of the centimeters is more than the standard
trade, but none
frontispiece tells, as in a lesson to child- test prescribed by the Act of Congress REDUCED WINTER FARES;—$2.25 BE- in the foreign-going
than President Taft.
more earnestly
TWEEN BELFAST AND BOSTON.
ren, how the work was done, but only the i known as the “Pure Food Act,” the
The President favors ship subsidies more
Master of all things could solve for us liquors are misbranded and adulterated
especially in the form of mail subventhe mystery of these rate and wonder- I within that act.
Ainu
TI innikir
rrrri
nTr
larn
tions, believing this to be the fairest
3.
I UliUlliL
I1LTV
O I LLL
fully exact works of art in miniature.
O I L/llTlLII
Liquors so misbranded or adultermethod, and being convinced that our
The Magazine proper begins with an ated are by the Pure Food Act forbidden
merchant marine if encouraged in this
article, “Why” by Elizabeth Robins, the to be introduced into this State from
way will be built up by the establish- j
The editors another State, and hence are rehioved by
famous English writer.
Leave Belfast 2.00 p. m. Mondays and Thursment of fast lines to South American
have asked this conservative woman why Congress from the operation of the comdays for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Far Eastern ports, combining the
her British sisters throw stones and mob merce clause of the federal constitutionFor Searsport, Bucks port, Winterport and and
cabinet ministers, and the answer is a and become subject to the laws of the Bangor at 7.16 a. m., or on arrival of steamer carriage of mails, passengers, and
freight.
terrible catalogue of the wrongs and suf- State upon arrival within its territory from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
President Taft s enthusiasm on this
RETURNING
ferings of our transatlantic cousins fe- and before delivery to the consignee.
the result of his wide observamale. It seems that there are not enough
Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays and Fri- subject is
Judgment for the State for forfeiture
tion of the lack of American shipping in
at 5.00 p. m.
men in England to give all the women of the liquors, and all
ordered
dedays
liquors
Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays foreign ports adjacent to the Pacific
husbands; yet there is danger of a law to stroyed. Judgment against the claimant at Leave
6.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
Ocean through his extensive travels and
prevent these left-overs from doing cer- for costs.
Boston.
residence in the Philippines previous to
tain kinds of work in which hundreds of
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
He can therefore speak
A Policeman’s Testimony.
his election.
thousands of them are now engaged. A
Belfast, Maine.
more convincingly on this subject perJ. N. Paterson, night policeman of Nashua,
magistrate tells a woman that her hushaps than any other man living, and that
band has a right to “knock his wife Iowa, writes: “Last winter I had a bad cold on
lungs and tried at least half a dozen adverhe is doing his complete duty in the mat- j
about a bit.
Another judge says a wife my
tised cough medicines and had treatment from
ter no one who has followed his speeches
has no remedy when her husband compels two physicians
without getting any benefit. A
during his recent trip throughout the
her to sleep in the same room with his friend recommended Foley’s Honey and Tar
West and South can deny.
Congress
At a bargain, a restaurant and lunch room
mistress, unless he also beats her. A and two-thirds of a bottle cured me. I consuit.—The Marine Journal.
man may maintain his wife in luxury for sider it the greatest cough and lung medicine
doing a good business; best location in the city; should follow
in the world.” Sold by all druggists.
good chance for the right party. The reason
years, and then will every penny of his
for selling, I have business in Florida for the
THE CHILDREN LIKE IT
money, and even of hers, away from her
winter. Apply early to
and from his daughters. And this in a
M. R. KNOWLTON,
country that reveres the memories of its
At the Restaurant, No. 99 High Street.
women sovereigns!
•topatlMCOUtfh wd htslilonga
Belfast, October 21,1909.—42tf

Nothing

rest

STATE OF MAINE.

Taken on execution dated November
20,190#.
issued upon a judgment in favor of E. M. Leavitt of Winthrop in the
County of Kennebec, and
against Fred L. Fletcher of Burnham in said
County of Waldo, at a term of the Supreme
Judicial Court holder at
Augusta within and
for the County of Kennebec on the third
Tuesday of October, 1909, to wit, on the thirteenth
day of November, 1909, for the sum of three
hundred and seventy-four dollars and
twentyeight cents ($374.28) debt and sixteen dollars
and seventy-five cents
($16.76) costs of suit,
and will be sold by
public auction on Monday,
the third day of
January, 1910, at one of the
clock m the afternoon, at the store
of Mrs. O.
McKechme in Burnham in said
?•
County of
Waldo, all the fight, title and interes. which
said Fred L. Fletcher had on the
third day of
October, 1908 at one hour and ten minutes of
the clock in the
afternoon, when the same waa
attached on the orginal writ in the
same suit,
in and to the
described ret I estate
following
situated in said Burnham and
bounded and described as follows:
Lota five, nine, and ten in
that part of Burnham known as Gardner
Gore, being the same
to said Fletcher
conveyed
&reT;’S«o
iy Mary
G“ardia". by ber deed dated
uo 'foo-’
and recorded in Book
282,
Page
u*,!’
320, Waldo Registry of Deeds.
right, title and interest which
said Fred L. Fletcher had on
said thiidday of
hour and ten m nutoa of
the clock in the °n/
afternoon, being the time of
the attachment
aforesaid, in and to a certain
of
situate in said Burnham
,la"d
and bounded as follows:
Twenty-five Mile Stream
thf now
a"d
or formerly of Wilw
H
W. Harding;
thence
li™
westerly on the south
Si"d Warding and laid of the
town

CEREALS

centers about a child hero or heroine.

When

Sheriffs Sale.
WALDO SS.

IN

Dry H
BROOKS, MAINE,
Has in a new line of the popular
Corliss & Coon Collars for gentle- j
men—2 for 25 cents.
16 shades of Suesine Silk at 471c.,
the very prettiest thing out for
plain Shirtwaists and for evening
dresses.

to

buy COAL

now. NOW
offer you unusually good coal. Coal that
has been carefully selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to our
customers and to all other peoUnderwear and Hosiery in liberal
ple of discernment. Good clean
quantities.
coal and honest weight. Yes,
Outings, flannels, Blankets, Dress the right time to buy is now and
Goods, Ginghams, Prints and Small the right place, Here, assuredly.

Wear too
You

can

numerous to

save money

mention.
by trading

with him.
The Mt. Battie Mill Case.

because

we

can

THE

Swan &

Sibley Co.

WindowGlass

The Maine law court has rendered a
decision whereby the receivers of the Mt.
Battie manufacturing company recover
All sizes and cut to order.
possession of the corporation’s woolen
mill and other real estate at Camden.
The affairs of the company have been in
litigation for nearly two years. In
course of time a decree was made dissolving the corporation and ex-Gov.
William T. Cobb and Hon. Joseph E.
Moore were appointed receivers. Meantime, one of the judgment creditors,
having an existing valid attachment FOR SALE. Furnishings and fittings of the
which antedated the bill in equity, Young Men’s Association rooms, including
sought to steal a march by disposing of clock, tables, bookcase, settees, horizontal bars
the real estate on an execution sale. dumb-bells, mats, desk, basket
ball, etc. InThe purchaser was the Camden savings
of
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
quire
bank. This sale is now declared void
47tf
Pythian Block.
and the property now reverts to the
receivers, who have already given authority to sell it at public auction, December 21st. This sale will be subject
Oures Coldti Prevents Pneumonia
to confirmation by the court.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

northeriy

1

Gymnasium

fOl£ttflONEf«>TOR

AMOS F. CARLETON. Sheriff.

DRESSMAKING.
I

am

fancy

prepared

to do

dressmaking and

work. Children’s work

a

specialty.

MRS. INEZ CHASE,
Corner Main and Bridge Streets.

$100

SEARSPORT.
Manuel Romero called on friends in town las
week.
David W. Nichols was down from Millinocke

Saturday.
Fred B. Smith and Harry L. Nason
Bangor last week on business.

were

ir

Ralph Meyers returned last week

from

£

with relatives in Malden, Mass.

visit

Albert Nichols, who cut his foot while al
work in Millinockett, is able to be out.
Fred G. Spinney of Belfast will open a dancing school at Union Hall Thursday evening
December 16th.
th«
Henry Goodwin, chief engineer of tc
Sprague Coal plant, made a business trip
Rockland Saturday.
Capt. and Mrs C. N. Meyers and daughtei
Violet left last week for Boston to visit rela
tives in that city and vicinity.

;|jthe
food

jMm

J3|S

Union Hall, by

from Seattle, Wash., and is the guest
sister, Miss Annie Nichols, on Main street.
Marshall Nickerson while at work in the
woods on J. W. Smart’s farm last week cut hi;
foot severely. He was attended by Dr. Pattee

nutritious]^
L>
the most

and

dainty and delicious

m\

ji
Sly

Frank C. Whitcomb returned Saturday fron
a ten days’ hunting trip in Northern Maine bu
did not succeed in bringing home any large

Jy

(jn

game.

F. Spellman has completed the building o:
wharf of the Hubbard Fertilizer Co. a
Mock’s Point and his crew has returned tc

J.
the

Pr
Bakin# Powder
Pure
h)

Absolutely

No fretting

making.
aid

the biscuit
Royal is first
over

to

many

D

a

Thursday.
Team, Capt. Israel Closson
coal Thursday at the
Spflrsr>ort coal dock and was hauled up at docl
Sch. American

discharging

for the winter.

Beach, West Palm Beach

Fla., has recently been organized and John C
Stowers,formerly of Searsport,has been chosei
of the directors.

The Searsport Turtles will play the Delti
Kappa House, U. of M„ Friday evening, Det
cember 10th, at Union Hall, Searsport.
close game is anticipated.
Lilia R. Cyphers, who has been employed ii
ar
a millinery establishment in Millinocket,
rived home last week and is the guest of he:
on Mail
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cyphers,

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mr. and Mrs.
in Belfast

Herbert L. Hopkins spent Mon-

i
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PORTS.

Now after the novelty and glamour of a Xmas
present
has worn off then its USEFULNESS, if it has
any, asserts
itself and the present is carelessly DISCARDED or GLAD=
LY used. Why not get the sensible present habit and
buy
? box of the genuine—-

Use—HARD use—that's what Holeproof Guar-

_

IHROW OUT HIE LINE

DOOR

HOTEL,

Christmas Candies,
Fruits

Figs, Dates,
kinds,

Apollo

Fancy

TOBACCO

Twenty-Five for

Cigars

PIPES!

PIPES!

Brier, Meerschaum, the
other
Calabash,

'KJlrHouse

MI-ONA
Ones indigestion

Playing

all kinds.

Tablets, Pens, Pencils,
and School Supplies of

Stockings

anteed

are

made for and

they

To tile "Madam : If there is
anything that
will make a man mad it is to find a
lot of foolish
gifts in his “stocking" Xmas morning. He don't
want his hard earned
money returned to him in
any such way. But a box of
“Holeproof" is
there anything more useful?
And besides no
mending for yourself for six months.

live up to

their guarantee.

Holeproof Stockings bought at Christtime is guaranteed until next June ; they are
guaranteed as to wear, as to excellency of dye
used, as to superior material and weave and soft
A box of

mas

6 pairs of Men
6

feet and appearance.

3

Not only do they wear better than other stockings, but they retain a beautiful gloss to the end.

are

Cotton Hose,
Lustre Hose,
Silk

made from genuine Sea Island cotton,

which costs 63c. A POUND. They could buy
cotton, such is used by most makers for 30c. to

"Holeproof

?

$1.50

/-

3.00

i|

Hose.2.00

m

^

The kind she won’t have to

mend for six months.

For INSPECTION alone they pay $30,000
a year and they make 18,000 pair of hose a
day.
35c.

(lift

6 pairs Women’s Cotton
Hose,
6
Fine Lustre Hose,

Don’t think that all guaranteed hose Me “Holeproof.” There are scores of poor imitations
brought into the market through the astounding
success of this make. But you cannot be deceived
unless you wish to be for the genuine are always
stamped “Holeproof” on the toe.

((J)j
k’

$2.00
3 00

For.the “Children” : Yes ! Although it seems
almost impossible "Holeproof hose are
GUARANTEED for children. No matter how hard
they
romp and play—you are absolutely guaranteed
against holes for six months.
6 pairs

Boys’

or

Girls’

1

(ft:

"genuine"

hose.

|

j©

To the “Mister” : Don’t wait until
the last
minute and then rush into the first
store you
come to and
buy “her” an armful of “silly" gifts
that she won’t give a
thought of the day after
Xmas.
But give her a box of the

Wash them as much as you like and they will look
the same as the first day you put them on.

They

s

1
§
I
|
I

1

HOLEPROOF TS™"

—

1

m

What shall I buy? How often this question arises-and
how seldom it is answered intelligently. The “glitter” and
“sparkle” of the purely ornamental gifts attract for the
moment-hut later-what then ?

D_1_ill.

New York, November 30. Sailed, sch. S. G
Haskell, Savannah; December 1, sld, schs. An
Rev. A. A. Smith spent two days in town for nie B. Mitchell, South Amboy for Rockland
parochial work after his fine discourse in the Edward Stewart, Elizabethport for Stockton
Universalist pulpit last Sunday,
street.
4, passed City Island, schs. Helena, Port Readfor Vinalhaven; Mollie Rhodes, do for do
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat spent Monday ing
Mr. Frederick W. Porter, who has been con
Lottie Beard, South Amboy for Vinalhaven
fined to the house by illness for the past threi in Bangor, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. sld, sch. Lizzie B.
Willey, Brunswick.
months, continues very feeble, his conditioi Gerrity, returning by the last train.
Boston, December 1. Ar, sch. W. R. Perkins,
remaining unchanged during the past threi
a crew of men were repairing the
Bangor; 6, ar, schs. M. H. Read, Bangor; Clara
Monday
weeks.
roof of M. R. LaFurley’s block, injured in the A. Comee, do; Eagle, do.
last severe rainstorm and high wind.
Philadelphia, December 4. Sailed from DelaThere will be a grand ball at Union Hall
ware Breakwater,
24th
sch. Brina P. Pendleton,
Searsport, Christmas eve, December
Mr. and Mrs. Allen came Saturday night Jacksonville for
I>IK1>
thi
Boston; 6, arrived, schs. Young
Pullen's orchestra of Bangor will furnish
from Bangor and opened their house on Cross
New
direc
floor
be
Brothers,
will
York;
Omaha, Boston.
R.
music.
Bonsey
Sydney
Bowden.
In Pittsfield, December 1, Benjastreet
for
a few days' stay in town.
I
thi
Baltimore, December 4. Sld, sch. Geo. W. min D.
tor and the aids will be announced later on
Bowden, aged 74 years.
Dr. George Foster of Bucksport was the Wells, Boston; 6, cld, sch. Horace A. Stone, j
bill.
Crane. In San Francisco, November 27,
Port
of
Tampa.
and
Mrs.
Horace
M.
Griffin
guest
Capt.
! James P. Crane, a native of Warren,
M.
Porter,
Mrs.
daughtci
Mr. and
aged
George
Brunswick, Ga., November 30. Ar, schs.
over last Sunday, leaving Monday for home.
Alice and son Donald, arrived Saturday iron
Gov. Ames, Boston; Eagle Wing, New York; about 70 years.
Dunham. In Castine, November 26, B.
Miss Beulah Cousens spent Sunday with her December 2, sld, sch. Josephine, Philadelphia; ;
Pomfret, Conn., and will reside with Mr. anc
Frank Dunham, aged 71 years.
Mrs. F. W. Porter, to care for Mr. r'. W. Por
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Cousens, re- 3, ar, sch. Adelaide Barbour, New York (three
Dyer. In Belfast, December 7, Charles Lorter who has been seriously ill the past three
turning Monday to her Bangor position as a days’ passage).
son of Linn B. and the late Mrs. Lura B.
ing,
months.
stenographer.
Jacksonville, November 30. Sld, bark John
I Dyer, aged 1 month and 5 days.
5.
Emery, Boston; December 1, ar, schs. Henry
Last week gave us the first snowstorm of
Steamer City of Bangor made her last trip
Gray. In Penobscot, Reuel Gray, formerly
B. Fiske, Boston; Maggie S. Hart, Providence;
the season, but it ended in rain, which cleared
of the season Saturday and the steel turbine
Frontenac (in tow), Key West for New York of Camden, aged 60 years.
steamer Belfast will run on the route during
away with a mild atmosphere. Saturday was
Holt. In Phillips, November 24, Dr. L.
(see Miscellany).
the winter, leaving Searsport Mondays anc
Jordan Holt, formerly of Lamoine, aged 32
cloudy and warm.
Newport News, November 30. Ar, schooner i
8 months.
Thursdays for Boston and arriving from Bosyears,
The Young Peoples’ Guild will meet Friday James W. Paul, Jr., Portland; December 6, sld,
ton Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Hyler. In Rockland, November 29, Capt.
afternoon, December 17th. with Miss Bertha sch. Fuller Palmer, Searsport.
Halver
A. Hyler, aged 56 years, 6 months, 17
Hon. and Mrs. A. E. Nickerson of Swanville
Hutchings at the home of Mrs. Lillias N. ; Norfolk, December 4. Sld, sch. Joseph G.
days. Interment at Thomaston.
Mrs. Andrew Nickerson of Easl
Mr. and
Ray, Port Tampa.
Staples, Maple street.
McInnis. In Millinocket, November 26, !
San Francisco, Cal., November 30. Ar, stmr.
Corinth, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nickerson oi
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Reed, Jr., moved to
Mrs. John McInnis, aged 69 years.
Virginian, Salina Cruz
Portland, Mrs. Abbie Hussey of Waldo anc
last
for
the
winter.
In Belfast, December 6, Mrs. Mary
Mr.
Noyes.
Searsport
Saturday
in
town
Mrs. Hattie Spratt of Bar Harbor,were
Pascagoula, Miss., November 30. Ar, sch. ; J.
Reed is
at present on a freight line Alice
Noyes, aged 92 years, 11 months and 19 days, j
Lord. Cardenas.
Friday to attend the funeral of their brother, running employed
out from that station.
I
Nickerson.
In Portland, November 30, Au- |
the late A. J. Nickerson.
Ponce, P. R., November 28. Ar, sch. Carrie
gustus J. Nickerson of Searsport, aged 65 years,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Herbert Mixer, after an ab- Strong, Jacksonville.
have
on
sale
will
10 months and 28 days.
Miss Harriet D. Hichborn
Port Inglis, Florida, November 30.
sence of three years, are soon to return from
Ar, sch.
Philbrook. In South Thomaston, Decemat the drv-goods store of Miss Lucia Edwards,
Middletown, Conn., and reopen their home on. Winfield S. Schuster, Newport Newrs.
ber
1, Charles M. Philbrook, aged 63 years, 1 j
S. C., December 2. Sailed, sch.
street. A cordial welcome awaits them
Georgetown,
Sylvan
views
of
lonew
month, 17 days.
platinum water-colors, many
John Bossert, New York.
sellers.
In
The new schedule on the railroad went into
cal scenery and other Maine points—also many
tiangor, December 2, Mrs.
Bahia Honda. Fla., December 3. Ar, sch.
Louisa P. Sellers, aged 78 years, 8 months, 11
pictures in the less expensive Japanese color- cii-vv-t uii muiiuaj. jituiib nuw run as lonows: To. ..k nt Uooi-oii
of
a
calendars—large
leave for Bangor, Boston, etc., at 6.15 A. M.
variety
ing, including
Port Tampa, Fla., December 2.
Ar, sch. days.
and small. The attractive pictures of Water- and at 3.25 P. M.; and arrive at 9.30 A. M., and
Smith. In West Brooksville, November 29,
Harry T. Hayward, Key West.
house grove and shore scenes are entirely at 5.35 P. M.
N. C., December 3. Arrived, Nancy Lord, widow of James Smith, aged 75
Wilmington,
for
ladies
the
favors,
new.
previous
Thanking
years.
December 5th, Miss Mary Hichborn picked sch. Mary A. Hall, Jacksonville for Boston (in
she asks them to look at her present collection
Stickney. In Searsport, December 4, Mrs.
four full blown pansies from the beds in front distress).
of paintings, suitable for holiday purposes.
Harriet N.
Stickney, aged 85 years, 11
December
1.
Bangor,
Sld, schs. Kit Carson, months and (Pike)
of her home on Church street. It looks now,
4 days.
The Ladies Aid Society of The M. E. church Monday, as though she might find others at New York; N. E. Ayer, do; Stony Brook, BosIn Belfast, December 3rd. Mary
Wiggin.
ton; 2, sld, sch. M. H. Read, Boston; 4, ar, schs.
will hold their annual Christmas sale of fancy Christmas.
Plaisted Hersey, wife of Frank R. Wiggin,
Nellie F. Sawyer, Carteret; Omaha. Boston;
j
articles, aprons of all kinds, cooked food, ice
6^ aged 39 years,
1 month and 16 days.
The Wassaumkcag Club observed last Thurs- ar, sch. F. G. French, Keyport, N.
Dein
the
Thursday,
and
vestry
cream
J.; 7, ar, sch.
candy,
as
“Ladies’
Night,” and a very Irene Meservey, Boston.
cember 16th. The fancy work booth will be in day evening
pleasant occasion is reported The 1st and 3d
Stockton, December 4. Sld, schs. Samuel B.
charge of Mrs. C\ N. Meyers. A booth which Thursday
of each month will be thus enjoyed, Hubbard. New York;
Nortland, do. -; 6,
will hold special attraction for the little folks,
we
the
winter.
understand, during
sld, sch. Hattie H. Barbour, New Y'ork.
and also their mothers, will be in charge of
December
and
7. Sailed, sch. T. M.
all
needs
to
suit
Bucksport,
R. Hines. Aprons
Mrs.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will be entertained
Nicholson. Bay of Islands, N. F.
all occasions will be found at the apron table socially for whist j laying this,
Give Them Help and Many Belfast People
afThursday,
Frankfort, December 7.
Ar, tug Seguin,
presided over by Mrs. Dow. A specially at- ternoon, by Mrs. 1 rank A. Patterson, East
Will Be Happier.
tractive feature of the sale will be the utility
Main street. Each player contributes 5 cents Portland, towing sch. Evie B. Hall.
table in charge of Mrs. E. C. Tike, where both to the fund of the Society. Let the
FOREIGN PORTS.
“Throw Out the Life Line”—
gathering
the useful and the ornamental will be found. be good-sized.
The kidneys need help.
Barbados, November 18. Sailed, bark Mary
Those looking for Christmas gifts for their
Barry, Trinidad; 24, sailed, sch. Sallie I'On,
Monday gave us a surprisingly warm day, Mobile.
They’re overworked—can't get the poison
friends will be pleased with the little booklets
filtered out of the blood.
containing pressed tiowers from the Holy Land for the 6th of December. Our winter month
St. John, N. B., December 6.
schs.
Arrived,
thus
far
followed
has
the
of
at
its
auexample
on sale by Miss Lula Marks
prices ranging
Jessie Lena, Salem; Wm. L. Elkins, Perth AmThey’re getting worse every minute.
from 5 to 50 cents, to suit all pocket books. tumnal predecessors. Is our season to be as
boy.
Will you help them?
Cooked food, including bread, cake, doughnuts mild as last year? We all enjoy this freedom
Havana, November 28. Ar, sch. Sadie C.
from old Jack Frost’s pinching reign.
Doan’s Kidney Pills have brought thousands
and pies, will be sold by Miss Linda Colcord.
P.
Sumner,
Gaspe,
Q.
Miss Mabel Gordon will be in charge of the
of kidney sufferers back from the verge of
The near approach of Christmas is announcMARINE MISCELLANY.
candy booth, where sweets of all kinds will be ed by the decorations and displays of new and
found. There will be an entertainment in the attractive goods in all our stores. Each merJacksonville, December 1. Schr. Frontenac, despair.
Will cure any form of kidney trouble.
evening, with a small,admission. The program chant is alive to the demands of the holiday which left Key West November 28 for New
York in tow of tug M. E. Luckenbach. has put
“An Evening wdththe Bells” will be given. IceO. A. Hopkins, 5 Bayview street, Belfast,
season, and prepared to meet them. Look at
for
and
in
here
cream will be on sale afternoon
evening.
repairs. She cannot proceed.
home stocks before going out of town for gifts.
Me., says: “Since I first recommended Doan’s
December 1.
A new freight
Boston,
Mass.,
Obituary. In the death November 30th, in
The Current Events Club will meet in regu- steamship service between Boston and Galves- Kidney Pills through the Belfast papers sevPortland, of Augustus Johnson Nickerson, of lar session Wednesday afternoon, December ton was started today, when the Clyde line eral years ago, I have continued to advise my
Algonquin steamed for the Texas port. friends and acquaintances to use them. I know
Bright’s disease, Searsport and Waldo county 15th, with Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main str.
street. The course of study, travels, and at She will call at Charleston, S. C., on her way to
loses one of its best known and most enterGalveston
and at Jacksonville on the way back. of many cases in which they have brought
present, through Spain, is proving exceedingly
prising and respected citizens. Mr. Nickerson interesting and educational. The Bay View In the new service weekly departures will be prompt relief and lasting cures. My previous
the son of Emery and Abigail (Eames) NickerMagazine is used for the reading and outline made.
testimony was based on personal experience.
work.
The l'ourBeaufort, N. C., December 3.
son, was born in Swanville, January 2, 1844\ tht
Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me of backache and
masted schooner Marie Palmer, which was
Miss Harriet D. Hichborn will soon have on
third in a family of 12 children. In addition tc
bound from Carteret, N. J., to Savannah and other troubles arising from disordered kidneys
sale at the fancy goods store of Mr. W. F. which stranded on
the education received in the public schools oi
Frying Pan shoals Wednes- and the cure has since proven permanent.”
Trundy, corner of Main and Church streets, a day night while in tow of the tug Edgar F.
his native town he attended Bucksport anc
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosline of hand-painted platinum water color
Cooney is now a hopeless wreck and hqr cargo ter-Milburn
Westbrook seminaries. After completing his views of Stockton and other Maine scenery; a total loss.
Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
Wreckers Friday are at work
of
same
in
and
also
the
less
pictures
expen- salving what strippings they can take off.
education Mr. Nickerson taught school in StockIt for the United States.
sive hand painted Japanese coloring. A variety
is estimated that the loss on the vessel and its
ton, Belfast, Searsport, Swanville,and Prospect. of calendars, both in local and other
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
scenery, cargo amounts to $150,000.
In August, 1864, he enlisted in the U. S. Navy
will be included in her display of attractive
December 2. The crew of other.
Rockland,
Me.,
and served writh conspicuous gallantry until
articles for Christmas uses.
the two-masted schooner Eugene Borda, who
the end of the war. He was in both engage■ a «•
Miss Edith Griffin came from Bangor last were picked up at sea today off the Massachuments at Fort Fisher, serving on gun No. 19
and conducting himself in a brave and efficient Saturday to spend Sunday with her parents, setts coast by the steamer Vaderland, were
fashion. Jn 1873 Mr. Nickerson started an ex- Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street. shipped here. Capt. Edgar E. Biglow of Nova
tensive business in Searsport, dealing in flour, She returned Monday and is now engaged in Scotia, who was in command of the Borda, had
grain, general groceries and ship chandlery her business as a trained nurse, with her resi- his wife and child with him and a ciew of four
and also buying and shipping the products of dence at Bangor. Her first patient—a severe men. The schooner was owned by Samuel W.
the surrounding country. Ship building was typhoid case, at the Paine private hospital— Goss of Stonington, Me., and was valued at
still a great industry and Mr. Nickerson built has recovered, which indicates proficient nurs- $5,000. Her cargo of 225,000 feet of log lumthree vessels, the schooner Sallie I’on in 1884, ing. We congratulate our neighbor on her ber, valued at $7,000 was owned by the Sable
Lumber Co., which had chartered the vessel
the schooner Georgia Gilkey in 1890 and the evidently deserved success.
for the trip from Liverpool, N. S., to Philabarkentine Mabel I. Meyers in 1891. He formNEXT
TO WINDSOR
From
Mr.
M.
P.
railroad
at
Field,
agent
Cape
ed a partnership with his brother, Edwin H.
delphia.
we obtained the following shipJellison
docks,
and
October
the
1, 1891,
Nickerson,
purchased
YOU WILL FIND
extensive grain business owned by R. T. ing report Monday evening: November 27th,
CATARRH
Doten of Portland, known as the Paris Flour- schooner W. S. Davenport arrived, light, to TRUTH ABOUT
i load lumber for New York. December 1st,
His brother became active
ing Company.
steamer Luckenbach sailed, light, for New
manager and Mr. Nickerson remained in SearsA. A.
York. December 3d, schooner Samuel B. Hub- Sensible Methods Will Cure It.
port. At the time of his death he was a mem- bard sailed with lumber
for New York. Deber of the firm of E. C. Pike & Co., of SearsHowes & Co. Guarantee Hyomei
cember 4th, schooner Northland sailed with a
Nuts aud
of
to Cure Catarrh.
director in the Searsport National Bank, also cargo of paper for New York. December 5th,
the
Celebrated
all
interested in the Searsport Electric Co. and schooner Hattie H. Barbour sailed with lumber
Catarrh can never be cured by taking mediother enterprises.
He was an enthusiastic for New York.
cines into the stomach nor by sprays, atomizBoxes for
Chocolate in
Republican and was a candidate for collector “The Penobscot Bay Electric Co., which re- ers or douches.
the Belfast district, putof customs for
have long ago discardcently took over the entire lighting systems of
Intelligent
physicians
Christmas.
ting up a memorable but losing fight for the Belfast, has covered its wires at points of ed such ideas and not one of them would be
place. He was married December 9, 1874, to crossing of telephone lines in town and placed worth consideration were it not for the fact
Miss Harriett E. Nichols of Searsport, who a “transformer on East Main street for the that unscrupulous persons prey upon the ignosurvives him with one daughter, Miss Jessie regulating of the force of the current passing rance of the people in regard to new discoveries.
Nickerson. He is also survived by three through.
A necessity, undoubtedly, but its
Catarrh is caused by germs and just as long
brothers, Hon. Alfred Emery Nickerson of elevated house—an immense martin house, ap- as these germs thrive in the folds, crevices,
Swanville, E. H. Nickerson of Portland, and parently—is far from a beautifier to the street. nooks and corners of the mucous membrane
in Boxes of
Andrew Nickerson of East Corinth, and three However, the electric lights in the village are that line the
nose, throat and chest, just so
sisters, Mrs. Abbie Hussey of Waldo, Mrs. a great convenience, which said company fur- long will you have catarrh.
PRESENTS.
mi.__1..
and
Mrs.
Flora Rolerson of Searsport,
Hattie nishes at reasonable rates.
Spratt of Bar Harbor. The remains arrived
that is to kill the germs.
from Portland Thursday evening by train and
The Young Peoples’ Guild of the UniversaThere is only one remedy that will kill the
funeral services were held at his late residence list parish will hold a sale next Friday after- germs when it gets where the germs are, and
on Union street Friday afternoon and were
noon of attractive and useful fancy articles, at
that is Hyomei.
Celebrated
largely attended. Rev. C. H. McElhiney of prices to suit the times, at Hichborn Hall. ReHyomei is made chiefly from Australian Euthe first Congregational church officiated. The member this opportunity to provide old Santa
and Eucalyptol combined with other
calyptus
kinds
too
numerand
interment was in the family lot in Elmwood Claus with desirable gifts for family and friend
germ killing antiseptics. Just breathe it in
The
cemetery. The bearers were Capt. A. M. Ross, and don’t fail to see the handiwork of the sug- through the hard rubber inhaler that comes
mention.
Capt. F. I. Pendleton, Capt. J. T. Erskine and gestive and tasteful young ladies of this so- with each outfit and relief is immediate. Used ous to
Edward C. Pike.Mrs. Harriet N. (Pike) the ciety. In the evening, following the sale, a
regularly for a few weeks Hyomei (pronounced
widow of Ebenezer Stickney, died at her home social will be given in Hichborn Hall. AdmisHigh-o-me) will cure chronic catarrh. Comon Mt. Ephraim avenue Saturday evening at
sion, 10 cents, including refreshments. Come plete outfit $1.00 at A. A. Howes & Co.’s, and Don’t forget the place, next door to Windseven o'clock of senile decay.
She was the one and all.
sor Hotel.
leading druggists everywhere.
daughter of the late Major Robert and Hannah
(Smith) Pike and was born in Prospect, now
P. S.
You Can Buy Them at Dinsmore’s.
Searsport, January 30, 1824. In early life she
married Ebenezer Stickney, who died many
Cards
She was the mother of four chil- There was a nice young woman—now whom do
years ago.
dren, two of whom survive—one son, E. L.
you suppose?
Stickney, and one daughter, Mrs. Hannah P. Who said: “I'm tired of acting; I would dam
my hubby’s hose.”
Carver, both of this town. The funeral serviIt relieves stomach misery, sonr stomCharleston, December 6. Schooner Mark
She got divorced and then rewed—but oh, her
ces were held at her late residence Tuesday
ach, belching, and cores all stomach dis- Pendleton, from Chehaw for New York, which
blank despair!
afternoon, Rev. Harry Hill of the M. E. church
box of tab- put in here with deckload shifted, also lost
ease or money back.
Large
officiating. Interment was in the family lot in Hub number two had Hole-proof socks enough lets 60 cents.
Druggists in all towns. I part of deckload.
to last a year.
the village cemetery.

day

|

I Christmas Stocking! 1

vember 28, Clarence 1. Austin and Mrs. Edith
Gray, both of Brooksville.
Coombs-Tracy. In Winter Harbor, November 25, Dennis L. Coombs of Winter Harbor
and Miss Madge Tracy, of Steuben.
Clark—Woodcock. In Thomaston, November 22, Webster Clark and Cassie B.
Woodcock,
both of Thomaston.
Dixon-Sinnett. In Brewer, November 24,
John A. Dixon of Grand Manan, N. B. and
Miss Jennie S. Sinnett, of
Bucksport.
In Castine, November 4,
Gray-Thombs.
Albert A. Gray and Miss Alice L. Thombs, both
of Castine.
Healey-Lynch.
In Bridgeport, Conn.,
November 24, Dr. Arthur E. Healey,
formerly
of Rockland, and Rose N. Lynch of
Bridgeport.
Nichols-McFarland.
In Brooklin, November 25, Arnold Bradley Nichols of West
Brooksville and Miss Helen Gertrude McFarland, of Brooklin.
Snow-Bunker. In Vinalhaven, November
20th, Foster W. Snow and Gertrude Bunker,
both of Vinalhaven.
Snow-Staples. In Rockland, November 27,
; Woodbury M. Snow of Rockland and Eleanor
Staples of Swan’s Island.
Smith-Young. In Rockland, November 27,
Iral L. Smith, of Warren and Lottie M. Young,
of Rockland.
Smalley-Norrington. In Bay City, Mich.,
November 20, Lieut. Howard Russell Smalley,
2nd Cavalry, U. S, A., and Miss Frances Norrington of Bay City.
Whitehouse-Durrell.
In Camden, November 27, Carl C. Whitehouse, of Rockland
! and Roxella, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
I Durrell, of Camden.

Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser, who was callec
Susar
by the death of his mother, Mrs.
L. Sweetser, returned to New London, Conn.

one

the

MAltltiED
\ ITCTIM—llo

here

The bank of Palm

1

BORN

Bangor.

finished

$100.

Lunt. In Belfast, November 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. E. B. Lunt, a son.
Marsano. In Belfast, December 3, to Mr.
and Mrs. G. B. Marsano, a son,
14.^ pounds.
Partridge. In Bucksport, November 29, to
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Partridge, a son.
Perkins. In Castine, November 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Perkins, a daughter.
Preston. In Lowell, Mass., December 6, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Preston, a son.
Robbins. In Rockport, November 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. A. H. Robbins, a daughter.

\'Royxir |

The Turtle basket ball team defeated the
Ties of Belfast Friday evening ai
a score of 42 to 10.

Mystic

Capt. Melville Nichols arrived Thursday
of hij

most

Reward,

The readera of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
the
giving
patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
4w48
Take Hall' Family Pills for constipation.

Stockings,

&
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$2.00
«•»

HOLEPROOF STOCKINGS
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No. 7586.

report ok THE CONDITION 01

CITY

THE

BANK

NATIONAL

OF

BELFAST,
At Belfast, In tlie State of Maine, at the close
of business, November 16, 1909.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.$608,37*2 26
3.414 M>
Overdrafts secured and unsecured...
60.coo oo
U. s. bonds to secure circulation....
l ooo oo
U. S Bonds to secure U. s. deposit..
Bonds, securities, eic. 39' ',029 45
Banking house,furniture and fixtures 15 coo 00
Due from approved reserve agents.. 121,684 72
14.178 34
Checks and other cash items
4,260 00
Notes of other National Hanks
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
288 07
and cents.

TABLE DELICACIES OF ALL KINDS
Fresh,

Preserves, Olives,

Lawful money reserve in hank,viz
Specie. §44,968 69
Legal tender notes. 22,000 00 66,9_ 8 69
Redemption fund with U. s Treas3,00000
uier 15 per cent of circulation)

Eve)ything

GROCERIES.

Nuts,

that is kept in

Jellies,

All the favorite

WATERS
an

up-to-date

DRUGS

grocery store.

CO.,

AND

MEDICINE

f

...........

..

..

WATCH

..

...

%

Total.

Fruits,

A. A. HOWES &

..

..

Canned

Pickles and Sardines.

MINERAL

...

'Jotal. $1,188,186 M»
LIABILITIES.
§ 60,000 00
Capital stock paid in
12 000 00
fund
surplus
Undivided profits, less expenses and
3 256 05
taxes paid.
55.800 00
National Bank notes outstanding
Due to other National Banks
6,548 79
ue to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks.
9,789 25
Individual deposits subject to check. 959,448 43
Demand certificates of deposit.
72,859 32
2 00
Certified checks.
943 16
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits
1,000 00
Reserved for interest on deposits
1,339 39
Reserved for improvement on real
6 200 00
estate...

Dried and

§1,188,186 39
«

STATE OF MAINE, COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
1 C. NY’. YY’escott, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to tlie best of my knowledge and belief.
C W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th
1909.
of
November,
day
RALPH I. MORSE,
Notary Public.
Correct. Attest:
)
YVm.B SWAN.
R. F DUNTON,
) Directors.
SELWYN THOMPSON, 1

SALE OF

Manufacturing
Order of the Court, the entire prop-

Bushing Company,
consisting of land, buildings, machinery, raw
material, manufactured stock, and stock in
Roller

Duplex

process of manufacture, book accounts, etc.,
will be sold; in one parcel.
Sealed proposals will be received at the Company’s office up to 12 o’clock noon, December
18, 1909, and such proposals as are received at
this date, and time and place will be opened in
the presence of those interested. Each proposal must be accompanied by certified check
or surety bond or other satisfactory guarantee
of good faith to the amount of 25 per cent of
the bid. The envelope containing the proposals
should be addressed to the Receivers, and plainly marked, “To be opened 12 M., December 18,
1909.”
ELMER A. SHERMAN, [ R
ueceiversEDGAR F. HANSON,
\

2t49

BELFAST

PRICE

PAID PRODUCER.

Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
2.50a2.75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,

Barley, bu,

Lamb Skins,
Mutton,
Oats, 32 lb.,
Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,

Cheese,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

17
16
13
18

Straw,
Turkey,

18

Wood, soft,

Beans, Y. E., 3.25a3.50
32a35
Butter,
6a8
Beef, sides,
fore
Beef,
quarters, 6

Eggs,
RETAIL PRICE.

RETAIL

Meal,'

Cheese,
Cotton Seed,

Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H, G. Seed,
Lard,

j|

H. d. LOCKE & SON

|
I

New Goods Exhibited

quiring Monograms

I
*

wAll

f

Daily.

It suggests something for every one.
We advise the early purchase of goods

II and see the

and Old

largest

re-

English.

assortment of

Silver, China, Cut Glass, Brass,

Jewelry, Clocks and Watches

GOME! COME EARLY!

ever

;

f

carried.

COME OFTEN !

NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.

f

I

16.00
9
9
60
8
48

f---^
A bank account is not only a

but a necessity to
successful business man

luxury

45a50

80 Onions,
75 Oil, kerosene,

75 Pollock,
22 Pork,
1.90 Plaster,
8a9 Rye Meal,
10 Shorts,
00 Sugar,
6.50a7.50 Salt, T.

I.,
Sweet Potatoes,

16 Wheat Meal,

a

10

10.00
26a28

Do you know of a man or woman who is conducting a successful business without the assistance of a bank account ?

No matter what line of business you

are engaged in— farming, merchandising, teaching, clerking or one of the professions, you should have an account with this bank.
Check books furnished depositors free.
4 OJ0 interest paid on Savings Accounts.
Safe deposit boxes to rent, $2.50, $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00 per
year, according to size.

3.00

MARKET.

12 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a20 Oat Meal,

Corn

=0F=

3
Tallow,
9al0
Veal,
38 Wool, unwashed,
28
14 Wood, hard,
4.00a4.50

Fowl,
Geese,

Corn,
Cracked Corn,

I

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

I

I

Property.

Pursuant to
erty of the

&

1.10
5
3

13al4
6
15

5earsport National Bank,

1.13

3J

1.45

Searsport, Maine.

6
40

3
4

i

——-

-J

